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power in washington congress
versus the white house

stan A taylor

I1 would like to preface my remarks to you with three per-
sonal affirmations which I1 hope are not inappropriate

frist I1 am very grateful for the restored gospel of jesus
christ and its power of salvation and exaltation I1 find deep
personal satisfaction and consolation in my testimony of our
savior I1 also find immense and continual professional benefit
from that knowledge I1 feel it is appropriate to testify that
as a social scientist I1 find that every social problem which 1I

analyze has as its root at some place to one degree or an-
other the failure of man to abide by the teachings of our
lord 1I have come to feel that at least in my own field and
especially among mormon scholars one ignores sacred teach-
ings at the peril of making his scholarship sterile and super-
ficial

second I1 want to express my deep respect and appreciation
for this great university only one who has taught at non-
church institutions can appreciate the warm collegiality which
exists between students and faculty who share such central be-
liefs about man and god when I1 announced that I1 was
going to leave a college in boston where I1 had been chairman
of the government department and go to brigham young
university one of my fellow teachers there was very con-
cerned about my future he approached me one day and asked
if I1 thought I1 could be happy at a church university where I1

would not have sufficient academic freedom to teach what
A forum address delivered at brigham young university 17 july 1973

A former administrative assistant to congressman gunn mckay stan A
taylor is currently coordinator of the international relations program at
brigham young university where he is an associate professor of political
science
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1I wanted to teach I1 have since told him that I1 personally
have never enjoyed that freedom more than at brigham
young

I1 have taught or lectured at four other schools and was
never free to show how insightful the holy scripture could
be after enjoying this freedom for three years here I1 now
find it difficult to conceive how I1 would explore fully the
role of government for example without benefit of the 134th
section of the doctrine and covenants it is perhaps para-
doxical and even pitiable that professor james wilson of har-
vard recently said the list of subjects which cannot be
publicly discussed in a free and open forum at harvard has
grown steadily and now includes the war in vietnam public
policy toward the urban ghettos the relationship between race
and heredity and the role of american corporations in certain
overseas regimes james Q wilson liberalism versus
liberal education commentary june 1972.1972 1I am grateful
for this university where I1 feel free to discuss all things in the
light of the gospel

third let me affirm my respect for the constitutional
principles on which this nation and other nations are based
I1 take with considerable seriousness the scriptural descriptions
of these principles I1 believe as stated in the doctrine and
covenants that government is instituted of god for the
benefit of man 154115411341 there are many people and groups
today who try to convince us that government is a necessary
evil it is not the absence of government is anarchy and
there is no liberty therein

it is the nature of constitutional government about which
I1 want to talk today

at base any government is constitutional which by either
law or tradition or both limits the power of the government
and specifies certain procedures for the government in the
exercise of its power in effect then constitutional govern-
ment exists when there is a proscription of power and a pre-
scription of procedures note that a government can be consti-
tutionaltutional without a written constitution and a government can
have a written constitution and still not be constitutional in this
sense it is constitutional government when power is proscribed
and when government procedures are prescribed this leads to
my central thesis which is that over the last twenty or thirty
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years in america virtually all federal power has drifted into
the executive office which in itself is now separate from the
executive branch and in fact constitutes a fourth branch of
government

I1 personally believe this development to be contrary to the
intent of the framers of the constitution it was not an his-
torical accident that article I1 of the constitution created the
legislative branch that it was listed and dealt with first in
the constitution is evidence of the intent of the framers to
avoid the excesses of executive misrule with which they were
familiar in the europe of their time they created deliber-
ately and consciously a legislative branch which was toto have
all lawmaking authority and and an executive branch whose
prescription was to faithfully execute the laws passed by
congress

now I1 do not claim that the framers gave all power to the
legislative branch merely a sort of primacy of power we all
know that the two other branches were created to share gov-
ernment power in a specified way but it is instructive to note
that article II11 which establishes the executive branch is very
penurious in its allocations of power other than the execu-
tive s responsibilities in foreign affairs which he shares with
the senate and in military matters as commander in chief
about all the constitution says about the executive s power is
the prescription that he shall see that the laws of congress are
ffaithfullyaithalthfully executed

for the last ten or fifteen years in washington I1 submit
that there have been four branches of government rather than
three and that the executive branch or what I1 prefer to
call the executive office has amassed overwhelming power
into its own hands

the evidence of this is quite well known and need not be
recited here you may be interested to know however that
just in terms of size the executive office the white house
has grown from approximately 300 or so personnel during
truman s presidency to over 6000 today with a payroll of
approximately 150 million annually 1 this excludes of course
the executive branch of government the cabinet depart-
ments bureaus etc it even excludes 1500013000 or so CIA per

seeee thomas E cronin the swelling of the presidency saturday re-
viewviewdiew february 1973 p 30
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sonnelbonnel and some who technically report directly to the presi-
dent it has been said for some time in washington that the
size of the white house is exceeded only by its delusions of
grandeur

this creates a number of problems first by growing to
such an enormous size the executive office has lost one of the
advantages it used to have maneuverability it now has a
vast bureacracybureaucracybureacracy of its own separate from the bureaucracy of the
executive departments

the historian daniel boorstin said recently that

there are something like forty persons who bear such titles as
counsellor to the president or assistant to the president or
something of that sort many of whom we now know sel-
dom see the president now this is a relatively new phe-
nomenonnomenon the opportunity for the president to get out of
touch with the people who speak in his name 2

I1 believe there is great danger in exorbitantly large num-
bers of non elected officials running the country the strength
of democracy lies in the constant and frequent reaffirmation of
mandate that comes from facing the people at election time
this is why I1 do not like the 22nd amendment which limits
any president to two terms and why I1 oppose the current
proposal for a single six year presidential term the notion
that any political leader especially a president once elected
may never have to face the electorate again isis a frightful
specter to me

second this has brought about the demise of the cabinet
as it has historically developed cabinet officers of course
head the executive branch departments and are now no longer
a part of what I1 call the executive office A concomitant
loss of morale throughout the bureaucracy naturally has re-
sulted from this cabinet appointments are no longer sought
after as much as are white house positions As george ball
once said nothing propinquespropinques like propinquity and the
cabinet is no longer close to the president president nixon
holds virtually no cabinet meetings and president johnson
held them only when the press would criticize him for ignoring
the cabinet in fact a current joke going around washington
is that the republicans looking ahead to the 1976 nomination

2congressionalcongressional quarterly 17 july 1973 p 1795
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are searching for someone totally unknown maybe even a
member of the cabinet

third the growth in the executive office has brought
about a vast duplication of efforts overlapping seriously with
some of the cabinet departments john ehrlichman used to
head a domestic affairs council and staff of approximately
350 persons and henry kissinger still heads a national se-
curity council and staff of 560360 duplicating between them
many of the upper level jobs in nearly every cabinet depart-
ment

fourth this growth of power is intrinsically dangerous in
a democratic society such power invested in one man gives
evidence of enormous arrogance it is sad but true that those
who try to be a de gaulle all to often end up as a napoleon
a sphinx without a riddle all power but no authority I1
fear that at least the last two administrations and perhaps
even before have been uncommonly devoted to enhancing the
power of the white house by attempting to discredit destroy
or cripple competing power centers

lord acton has said as you all know that power corrupts
and absolute power corrupts absolutely I1 have never believed
that but I1 do believe with the british poet stephen spender
who wrote in his remarkable essay on why he left the com-
munist party that power is saved from corruption only if
it is humanized with humility without humility power is
turned to persecution and public lies 3

moreover I1 interpret as an absence of humility in the
white house the development of peerlessness I1 feel that
no man should be without peers george reedy president
johnson s press secretary and therefore a man who should
know has noted that power breeds isolation isolation leads
to the capricious use of power which in turn breaks
down the normal channels of communication between the
leader and the people whom he leads this ultimately means
the deterioration of power and with it the capacity to sustain
unity in our society no leader especially the president
should be free of adversary debate with equals or their sensi-
tivity deteriorates yet today s presidents cannot have that kind

sin richard crossman ed the god that failed new york harper
& row 1949 ppap 254255254 255

george reedy the presidency in flux new york columbia university
press 1973 p 43
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of adversary relationship with other people because everyone
around them is a subordinate you all remember the fairy tale
about the emperor s new clothes it occurs to me that a peer-
less president without proscribed power can be virtually a
naked emperor whom no ones dares correct

those who have been cabablecaballe of performing this role with
president nixon moynihan kissinger burns peterson harl-
ow and others have effectively been isolated from the
president by haldeman and ehrlichman and have eventually
with the exception of kissinger left the administration

I1 hope no one feels I1 am being too critical or harsh with
president nixon with the late president johnson or with any
other president I1 do feel that we may need to be reminded
as brother benson reminded us recently in general conference
quoting president theodore roosevelt that patriotism means
to stand by the country it does not mean to stand by the
president or any other public official save exactly to the de-
gree in which he himself stands by the country every
man who parrots the cry stand by the president without add-
ing the proviso so far as he serves the republic is wrong 5

thus the power of the executive office has grown virtu-
ally unchecked at the expense of the cabinet but even more
seriously it has grown at the expense of congress many com-
mentatorsmenta tors have been telling us for some time that congress is
dead after working with congress for the last two years I1

can assure you it is not dead moribund prehaps but not
dead it Is even showing some signs of life now that the ex-
ecutive office has fallen on hard times

and if the reports of the death of congress have been a
little premature so also has the identity of the culprit been a
little unclear it is true that there has been some degree of
homicide present and that it has most likely emanated from the
executive office but there has also been present some de-
gree of suicide it is true that much of the blame for this
development needs to be laid at the feet of congress who
failing to process the necessary leadership and procedures to
forge a viable national agenda seem to be all too ready to
hand all power to the president

the house for example in the closing days of the 92nd

As quoted by ezra taft benson civic standards for the faithful saints
the ensign 260 july 1972
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congress passed a greatly misunderstood bill called the debt
ceiling bill which would have given to the president one of
the few remaining congressional powers the power to de-
termine and allocate priorities for the funding of national pro-
grams or in other words the power of the purse the washi-
ngton post editorialized that very morning that the house
sat around for 364 days complaining about the growing powers
of the president and then on the 365th day passed a bill hand-
ing the president the last set of powers they had fortunately
that bill was killed in the senate which is one of the few ex-
amples of the senate showing better judgment than the house
in the 92nd congress

the library of congress recently completed a survey which
indicated that in the last thirty years congress has passed
580 emergency delegations of power to the executive office
none of which contained a terminal date and none of which
has been rescinded

there is no question but that congress is slow and deliber-
ate many times to the point of seeming inaction but con-
gress for all its faults is the most democratically elected body
we have As such it is probably the most representative ex-
pression of the majority of americans perhaps part of the
value of congress is in fact its deliberateness if the found-
ing fathers had wanted speedy and aggressive legislative ac-
tivity they never would have produced the document they did
it is very enlightening especially after reading criticisms of
congress for its slowness to read from the records of the
constitutional convention

in the legislature promptitude of decision is oftener an evil
than a benefit the differences of opinion and the earringsjarringsjarrings
of parties in that department of the government though
they may sometimes obstruct salutary plans yet often promote
deliberations and circumspection and serve to check excesses
inin the majority

those words of nearly 200 years ago seem very wise today
I1 don t mean to suggest that congress does not need re-

form it does most desperately during the two years I1 was
with a congressional office 1778 bills dealing with education
were introduced of these 758 went to the education and
labor committee while the remaining 1020 were handled by
18 other committees the executive branch of government
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has changed beyond recognition in the last ten years yet con-
gress which was given the responsibility to oversee the execu-
tive branch is virtually unchanged in structure and procedures

some people have suggested that although the stature of
congress vis a vis the executive has diminished the scope of
its responsibilities has expanded in other words they sug-
gest even though the legislative role of congress has been
weakened relative to the executive the kinds of things re-
quiring governmental concern have increased this of course
is probably just a charitable way of saying that congress is
doing less and less about more and more things

in fact there must be a redress in the balance of power
between congress and executive ideally I1 would hope that
congress would put its own house in order and then reassert
itself and that the executive would recognize that an im-
balance of power is not in the best interests of the country
and voluntarily give up some of its power I1 do not expect
this however there appears to be more of a commitment in
congress now to have a showdown with the president per-
haps such a showdown would clarify some constitutional prin-
ciples and thus be a good thing for the country but I1 am
afraid that it would not the broad social economic and en-
vironmentalvironmental problems of today require a certain degree of
harmony and cooperativeness between congress and the ex-
ecutive which a showdown will not encourage whether the
president wins and congress loses or vice versa the country
will probably lose neither a victorious congress and an em-
bitteredbittered obstructionist president nor a victorious president
and a recalcitrant congress augers well for the electorate As
we all know congress and the president were meant to do
battle in the end their capacity to do business at all rests
upon a set of mutual restraints and accommodations because
in the last analysis either branch can do the other in 6

let me conclude by mentioning just briefly two specific
developments which in my judgment violate what I1 identified
earlier as the very heart of any constitutional government that
is the proscription of power and the prescription of procedures

first let me mention a specific power which the consti-
tution does not grant the president one which I1 would con-
clude is therefore proscribed some of you may argue that this

keisonkelson W polsby in the washington post 6 june 1973 p c2ca
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appears to be a very strict constructionist approach to the
constitution but I1 would reply that since this administration
announced itself as strict constructionist this becomes a reason-
able basis for argument I1 have reference to what is referred
to as executive privilege

executive privilege is an unwritten doctrine that presi-
dents have used to withhold testimony or documents from
investigative agencies particularly congressional committees
it is based on the separation of powers principle underlying
the constitution but is not mentioned in that document or
in the statutes presidents have assumed the power to invoke
executive privilege in order to guard the privacy of their op-
erationserations from public scrutiny 7

president nixon has now invoked executive privilege
twenty one times while the scope of this doctrine was at one
time very narrow and applied only to the president himself
former attorney general kleindienst speaking for the admini-
stration claimed last march that it applies to all members of
the executive branch past present and future president
nixon personally said that the doctrine of executive privilege
is well established it was first invoked by president washi-
ngton and it has been recognized and utilized by our presi-
dents for almost 200 years since that time this doctrine is
rooted in the constitution 8

I1 must disagree with the statement As nearly as I1 can de-
termine the use of the doctrine in this form goes back only to
1954 president washington never did invoke the privilege
when congress requested documents from him relating to the
disastrous defeat of general st clair at the hands of some
indians washington discussed the request twice with his cabi-
net and ordered all papers to be turned over to congress it
is further stated by the present administration that president
washington invoked the privilege a second time in 1796 when
he refused to release papers and instructions sent to john jay
in connection with a controversial treaty with england again
my personal review of that incident revealed that washington
did indeed refuse the house request but immediately turned
the papers over to the senate reasoning that he shared foreign
affairs powers with the senate but not with the house

congressional quarterly 31 march 1973 p 720
81bidbid 17 march 1973 p 608
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one of the more interesting statements from congress on
executive privilege came in 1948 in response to an order from
president harry truman forbidding the FBI from giving cer-
tain records to the house un american activities committee
A young california congressman on that committee argued
that executive privilege was untenable from a constitutional
standpoint and that to let that doctrine stand would mean a
president could have arbitrarily issued such an order in
the teapot dome scandal denying the congress
information it needed to conduct an investigation of the ex-
ecutive department and the congress would have no right to
question the decision that statement may turn out to be
prophetic and was uttered by congressman richard M nixon
of california 9

in sum I1 believe that the privilege of the executive branch
of withholding information unilaterally from congress and
hence from the public is a power not granted by the consti-
tution nor implied by any constitutional principles

the second development to which I1 referred is the practice
of presidential impoundment of congressionally appropriated
money this practice specifically contravenes the prescribed
procedures of the constitution for the passage of laws and for
the spending of appropriated funds the constitution is clear
that all federal expenditures must be made from money appro-
priated by congress in the form of legislation and that the
president must faithfully execute these laws moreover the
constitution specifically denies the president the right to item
veto it requires that the president must veto a bill with which
he disagrees and that if it is passed over his veto it becomes
the law of the land he cannot enforce parts of a bill and
not the rest yet this is precisely what impoundment allows
the president to do

As of today the present administration has impounded 17
billion of duly appropriated money this is not merely econo-
mizing where possible nor deferring some expenditures to
obtain better bbargainsargains this is the wholesale dismantling of
congressionally approved programs I1 personally thithlthinknk con-
gress should and would support an overall reduction of all
federal expenditures as long as it applied evenly to all federal

9quotedsquoted in ibid 29 march 19731975 p e1981
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programs but they are not willing and should not be willing
to abdicate legislative responsibility

there are undoubtedly some who support the president in
impounding money whatever the program I1 believe that if we
want greater economy in government we should try to get it
by electing congressmen and senators sympathetic to that prob-
lem and not try to get it through encouraging the president
to take unconstitutional action fiscal crisis can be used to
justify presidential action but no crisis of any kind should re-
quire nor justify the president to act unconstitutionally

past presidents have impounded money in some ways jeff-
erson impounded some money appropriated by congress for
the construction of gunboatsgunboats but apologized for impounding
it and spent it in the subsequent year for gunboatsgunboats which he
felt were a better buy than the ones available when the ap-
propriation was made with the exception of one impound-
ment by president grant I1 cannot find an example of presi-
dential impoundment made in an area other than weapons
procurement or specific defense spending until the present ad-
ministration which has impounded money in the areas of
housing public health food stamps veterans benefits high-
way improvement and water pollution control you may be
interested to know that eight district court cases in different
states during the last year have all decided against this prac-
tice yet it continues

an assistant attorney general in 1969 issued an opinion
which said that with respect to the suggestion that the presi-
dent has a constitutional power to decline to spend appropri-
ated funds we must conclude that the existence of such a
broad power is supported by neither reason nor precedent 10

that assistant attorney general was william rehnquist who
is now one of president nixon s appointees to the supreme
court

thus the practices of impoundment and executive privi-
lege and the separation of the executive office from the exec-
utive branch have created a new and dangerous center of gov-
ernmentalernmental power in america the precarious balance of power
which was so carefully structured by the constitution no longer
exists the pendulum is swinging however and I1 only hope
that it does not swing so far that we end with unnecessarily

101loi101bidibidbid 5 april 19751973 p s6803
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weak executives what has developed is not the result of
some global conspiracy nor even the fruits of sinister per-
versityversity but to say that it is the result of folly and not malice
does not reduce its seriousness in fact it should cause greater
concern dietrich bonhoefferBonhoeffer once said

folly is a more dangerous enemy to the good than
malice you can protect against malice you can unmask
it or prevent it by force malice always contains the seeds
of its own destruction for it always makes men uncomfor-
table if nothing worse there is no defensejefensejelense against folly 1131

the present situation is the result of the decisions of many
who over a number of years have attempted to do what they
felt was best for their country but we are not always sensitive
enough to the long range results of short run programs re-
garding the present developments it is true as someone has
written

thus the world we made
pays back what we paid
thus the dark descends
and our means become our ends

watergate was not the result of desperation nor even of cor-
ruption but rather of unbridled power of peerlessness in the
presidency and of a severe imbalance between congress and
the white house

I1 have great faith in this country I1 even have great faith
in politicians strange as that may seem to some of you I1 find
that the overwhelming proportion of congressmen are dedi-
cated and honest individuals trying to do what they think is
best for the nation I1 even take some consolation from the fact
that at least thus far no elected officials have been involved
in watergate not necessarily because they are intrinsically
more moral or honest but because they know you don t win
elections by bugging and dirty tricks in other words they are
afraid of the people you know madison remarked at the
constitutional convention that the ultimate restraint on power
comes from the people as they exercise their electoral responsi-
bilitiesbili ties I1 hope and pray we may exercise it wisely

letters and papers from prison rev ed eberhard berthagebethageBethage ed NY
macmillan co 1953 p 30
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postscript 29 OCTOBER 19732973
the almost daily recurrence of government crises since this forum

address was delivered on july 17th has prompted the editor to invite
me to add a brief postscript it is interesting if not mind boggling
merely to catalog these developments we have learned that the
highest government official in our land taped all of his conversations
from the spring of 1971 to july of 1973 without permission of
those with whom he was conversing we have seen the legal dispo-
sition of these tapes become a maormalormajormaior constitutional question relating
to the issue of executive privilege discussed in the forum address
and we do not know at the time of the writing of this postscript
whether these tapes will or will not be available in unadulterated
form to assist in the prosecution of fundamental criminal justice
we have seen a series of clean cut square jawed young men none
of whom were ever elected to a public office yet who were directing
the highest affairs of this nation give contradictory statements the
truth of which is yet to be found but the moral mentality of which
is frightening we have seen the second highest government official
in the nation vehemently deny that he was guilty of any wrongdoing
then later virtually confess to income tax evasion of illegally obtained
money resign from office and then claim he had never enriched
himself at public expense we have witnessed the dismissal of a
special prosecutor who was appointed and authorized to pursue an
independent investigation of the watergate case and related matters
and about whom it was said he would not be removed from offofficeice
except for extraordinary improprieties on his part washington post
october 21 1973 and we have most recently seen a veto of a
war powers bill which would have reaffiremd the constitutional
imperative that the president cannot involve the country in a war
without congressional consent

this list of facts is in itself depressing the central thesis of
the forum address was that an excessive amount of power has been
accumulated in the executive office which has had the effect of iso-
lating the chief executive from the people and from congress the
events subsequent to that address have convinced me that if I1 erred
in my analysis I1 erred in not recognizing the full extent of this de-
velopment perhaps the apex of this long trend was reached in a
president who ran an election without his party ran domestic affairs
without the house of representatives ran foreign policy without the
senate and ran the country without concensusconcentuscon census in sum we have wit-
nessed the development of a single center of unprecedented power
surrounded by men who have not shared the notion voiced by william
pitt the elder that there is something behind the throne greater
than the king himself

government is a very precious commodity yet we treat it very
lightly we have erronouslyerroneously assumed in america that religion and
ethics were inextricably intertwined and that since we could not teach

continued on page 28



the church in lapanjapan

seiji katanumaKatanuma

I1 have been asked many questions like do the japanese
originally come from hagothharoth in the book of mormon or
why has the economy of japan developed so rapidly or
what kinds of foods do japanese people eat or do the

japanese still wear kimonossimonoskimonos these questions are so diversi-
fied that 1I sometimes find it difficult to answer them all but
I1 have answered them as best I1 can in order to give a good
understanding of japan and her people however there is
one question which is difficult for me to answer clearly it
is why has the church in japan grown so tremendously
there are many reasons why this question perplexes me one
is that I1 do not understand what the standard is for judging
whether the church in japan has grown tremendously or not
and the second reason is that 1I have been involved in the his-
tory of the church in japan for sixteen years so that now I1

have difficulty understanding the total aspect of our church
just the same as a man in the forest cannot see the forest
more clearly than another man outside the forest and the
third reason why I1 am quite at a loss is that in our traditional
modesty it is not so polite to say so even though I1 do feel that
the church is getting stronger than ever before so my article
about the church in japan is not only the success story
of the church in our country but is also about how the
members in japan have lived through japanese history

on 14 february 1901 the church called heber J grant
to go to japan louis A kelsch horace S ensign and alma
0 taylor age nineteen were with him they left the united
states on 12 august 1901 aboard the ship the empress of

dr katanumaKatanuma received his phd degree in japanese language and literature
from hokkaidoHokkaido university at sapporasuppora in 1972 and is currently a lecturer at
the kokkaidoKokkaido national college of education he was also visiting scholar at
brigham young university during the spring and summer terms of 1973
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india and arrived at the yokohama port several weeks later
on sunday morning 1 september elder heber J grant went
up to the hill of ohmori with the three elders and offered a
sincere dedicatory prayer for the proclamation of the truth
and for the bringing to pass of the purposes of the lord con-
cerning the gathering of israel and the establishment of
righteousness upon the earth the first asian mission was
begun in this way

the first convert baptism was a shinto priest named hajime
nakazawa in japanese hajime means first or beginning
so it was appropriate that hajime became our hajime no mem-
ber naturally he was excommunicated from the shinto sect to
which he belonged this sect told him that he would be per-
mitted to return to the sect if he gave up the church of
christ however this man did not rejoin his shinto sect
according to the diary written by alma 0 taylor which is
now kept in the church historian s office in salt lake city
brother nakazawa helped alma 0 taylor as an interpreter
in the early days of their missionary work they went to tokyo
bay in a small fishing boat not for fishing but for baptizing
nakazawa off tokyo bay elder grant baptized him then
they returned to the shore and laid their hands upon him simi-
larly that same day he was ordained to the aaronic and mel-
chizedekchizedek priesthoodspriesthoods

let us concentrate our focus on the general attitude of the
japanese toward our church in those days the young gener-
ation had a natural interest inin christianity and all generations
except a small number of nationalistic japanese were interested
in american people generally speaking the japanese hadbad a
good feeling about foreigners because they were in a hurry
to import the western civilization having a high regard for
western countries our missionaries were not persecuted
however protestant and anglican churches made up all of
christianity in the meiji era of japan 186819131868 1913 not the
mormon church young boys and girls rushed to the churches
of these christian sects I1 would like to explain this phenomenon
through modern japanese literature famous modern literary
men such as kitamura tokoku kunikidaKunikida doppocoppo masamune
hakuchohakuchaHakucho tokutomi roka and shimazaki toson were in-
fluencedfluenced by christianity if today s students who study jap-
anese literature hear their names they would know that these
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men were among the most representative writers of modern
japanese literature and they cannot talk about modern japan-
ese literature without mentioning them they used christianity
to write better literature however they never used christi-
anity to get close to god why did they have a strange atti-
tude about christianity to explain this point I1 would like
to show a very interesting example as follows

A hymn which was translated
into japanese A love poem

1 yuugure shizukanishizukani inorisentote 1 yuugure shizukanishizukani yumemintote
yonowazuraiyori shibashiishibashishibashi nogarudogaru yonowazuraiyori shibashiishibashishibashi nogarudogaru

2 Kakamiyorikamzyotikamimorimiyori hokaniwahokaniwa kikumonomo 2 Kimiyori hokanihokana shirumononaki
naki hanakageHanakage ni yukitiyukidyukia koi 0 nakinunakina
kokageniKokageni hirefushihirefushi tsumi 0 kuinukainu

3 sugikoshiSugikoshi megumi 0 omoitsuzuke 3 sugikoshiSugi koshi yumeiiyumejikumeji 0 omoimiruni
lyoyoiyoyoinoyo yukusueyukisue no sachiozonegau koikosotsuminarekoikosofsuminate tsumikosokoitsuminosokoi

the love poem translated
original hymn in english into english

1 in the twilight 1 in the twilight
we utter a heartful prayer I1 have a beautiful dream
for release from of release from earthly
earthly afflictions afflictions
for a while for a while

2 no one can hear us 2 no one can hear me
but our heavenly father but my lover
we kneel down in the shadow I1 go into the shadows of flowers
of a tree
and repent our sinsdinsfinssinsfint and cry for love

3 we continue to think 3 1I continue to think
of the grace of god of the dream of love
and to ask for his blessings and love is sin
upon us and sin is love
and are therewith content

here we can understand that the hymn was changed into
a love poem the word prayer was changed into the word

dream the word god was changed into the words my
lover the phrase the grace of god was changed into the
japanese phrase the dream of love in my opinion this
adaptation was not made by shimazaki tosontosoni for the mere
sake of making the words nicer more aesthetic but to repre-
sent his true understanding of what he thought christianity
to be this was also representative of many young men in the
meiji era therefore it can be said that such an adaptation

shimazaki toson yuugureshizukani in his collection of poems
wahanashuWahanashu in toson chishoshisho tokyo iwanahishoten 1946 p 2
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was a spontaneous result that is to say in christianity they
found such new interesting teachings and customs as being
able to sit next to girls and talk to them freely beautiful
teachings of equality and love and then beautiful music they
thought they could get true insight into the western spirit
through christianity they learned many new things from the
churches but I1 think they seemed to be most fascinated in

confession which we do not have in our church I1 think
the young literary men inin the meiji era came to get a new style
of expression through confession they began to express
their own consciousness of sin and lust in their literary works
but they could not reach an understanding of what god truly
was those who belonged to the younger generation in the
meiji era did not want to know the true meaning of christian-
ity and christ s teachings of salvation but merely wanted to
touch the core of european spirit and culture they expected
these christian churches to release them from the traditional
pressure of neo confucianism which had strongly bound the
relationship between men and women by such specific teach-
ings as boys and girls should not sit down next to each other
after they become eight years old this is the reason why
the hymn to our heavenly father was changed into a love
poem by shimazaki toson

this general atmosphere also had effects on our church
to the japanese people the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints was only a religion of a remote countryside in the
united states however even some other churches refused
us alma 0 taylor wrote in his diarydiary2 details about what
other churches felt about our church

on the other hand however it seems to me very interesting
that some famous japanese literary men were helpful to our
church for instance goro takahashi who was a very famous
critic in the meiji era wrote the book mormon and mor-
monismmonism A supplement of the origin of the american indian
in japanese and it was published on 20 august 1902 heber J
grant speaking at general conference in salt lake city later
said that this man has written a book that I1 believe will do
us a world of good 3 alma 0 taylor also mentioned this
book

saimasalma 0 taylor journal april 1904
sheber J grant in conference report of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints 5 april 1902
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on the whole it is quite reliable when he has stated mor-
mon doctrine he has kept pretty close to some of our good
writers we are not responsible for any of his opinions or
the comparisons which he draws we do not give or sell
his book as a mormon product but present it as the
writing of a non mormon who writes from the standpoint
of what the mormonscormonsMormons say of themselves and not what their
enemies say of them 4

1I would like to explain about the very famous modern
novelist sosekikoseki natsume alma 0 taylor contacted him and
asked his help in correcting the first translation of the book
of mormon he was unable to give time to the correction of
the translation of the book of mormon he suggested hiro-
haru ikuta a recent graduate of the philosophy department of
tokyo imperial university ikuta later became a very famous
critic with ikuta choko as his pen name and he revised and
corrected some of the manuscript how wonderful to know
that our heavenly father directed the most excellent literary
men in the meiji era to work for our church

to my regret I1 have to touch on the unhappy days of our
church in japan especially the period following the time when
the anti japanese immigrant bill was established in the
united states anti american feeling was increased in japan
and spontaneously the japanese people became less congenial
to the american people in japan consequently the japan
mission had to be closed in 1924 1I would like to inform you
in detail about the history of the times when the japan mission
was closed on 19 february 1924 the prime minister kiyourakiyomura

keigo invited the representatives of shintoism buddhism and
christianity and asked them to establish the spiritual founda-
tion of the japanese and to instruct the members of each re-
ligious sect to be patriotic to japan that was however a
very dangerous sign to democracy in those days in japan
since the meaning of establishing the foundation of japanese
was to establish militarism and the meaning of patriotic to
japan was to support the imperialism in japan in the
next year the japanese government passed the bill of manda-
tory daily military education and this new law became ef-
fective in all schools in japan on 28 may 1926 the ministry

4almabalma 0 taylor to hedges and fairbourn sendal 25 september 1905
copybook B p 105

5thisathisis bill was established in 1924
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of education proclaimed unilaterally the law of religions
which prohibited free missionary work in christianity and made
shintoism the core of nationalism in japan during these
first twenty three years 190119241901 1924 of our missionary work
in japan we had only 176 convert baptisms and then japan
rushed into the dark age of the showa militarism

during world war 11II how did the members in japan
hold their faith I1 want to discuss this there are quite a
few members who succeeded in passing through the critical
days for those who had faith in god since the meiji era one
of these members nara fujikafujiya isis unforgettable he made ef-
forts to keep contact with members and published the bulle-
tin called shuro name of a kind of plant in a very humble
mimeographed printing this bulletin was sent to the members
in japan monthly the members addresses 6 to whom shuro
was sent are now kept at the library of the japan east mission
in sapporoSapporo but the list shows only seventy two members ad-
dresses so the other 104 members were lost in those days the
publication of shuro however had to be discontinued soon
because brother nara like all other japanese old and young
had to spend all of his time for the military purposes of
japan

another member sister kumagai who was also one of the
few early japanese converts in sapporoSapporo once told me as 1I was
writing a drama about the historical events of the japan mis-
sion how members in sapporo held sunday school at sister
kumagai s home A few people attended every sunday to
study the gospel singing hymns and giving sincere prayer
however the young men who attended there gradually dis-
appeared one by one some of them went to work at factories
and some went to the battlefield I1 heard from sister kumagai
that policemen often came to her house when she was playing
the hymns because the hymn itself was the song of an enemy
country it might be hard for you to imagine but we japanese
people could not use any english words during the world
war 11II so instead of the word ereveitaa for elevator
we had to say johgeshokoki which means the machine
for going up and down we had to use the japanese language
even when we played baseball we used to say auto for

the list is two pages long and on the cover there is a title matsujitsumatsukitsuMatsujitsu
seito lesu kirisutoKiri suto kyokaikyosai jushorokuJushoroku
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out but now out was shinichini which meant dead but
the dead man who slid to second base always stood up again

it is sad but true that most of the japanese members lost
their faith in our heavenly father through the severe miser-
able times of the war and only a few members were keeping
the torch of the gospel held high I1 cannot help saying thanks
to those who have kept their faith because the new mission
started with suchsua wonderful members who were always obedi-
ent to the gospel

the first step in the new missionary work was to seek good
meeting places in tokyo because during the war tokyo was
completely burned out from the sunday school recordsrecords77 of
those days which were written in detail by brother nara we
can find some names of american soldiers who made efforts
to find meeting places for the members in the tokyo area
some of these names were komatsu and horiuchi brother
komatsu later became a mission president and then a regional
representative another man horiuchi became a mission pres
dent of the japan east mission too sister kumagai once told
me about the time two missionaries arrived in sapporoSapporo she
worked at the hokkaidoHokkaido newspaper at that time so she
phoned the copyreader and said here is some good news
the missionaries of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints have come to japan again it was surely great news for
japan

one of the first missionaries who came to sapporo was paul
C andrus he became a mission president of the northern
far east mission including japan korea taiwan and other
asian countries and is now a regional representative of the
twelve in the earlier time of the new missionary work the
church meetings were held in tokyo only before long mis-
sionariessionaries worked in takasaki nagoya ohsaka yokohama
sendal sapporoSapporo niigata kofu and kanazawa in the tokyo
area they worked in ikebukuro koenil shibuya and minambinam
isenzokutsenzoku these thirteen branches were of course not enough
for the japanese later the church opened fourteen more new
branches so we soon had twenty seven branches in japan
for the next ten years however there were no other new
branches added to the proselyting areas in japan that was

7thesehese records are now in the possession of brother nara with a copy
kept in the library of the japan east mission at sapporoSapporo
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until about 1965 now we have two stakes and five different
missions including 107 braches in japan so if you take a
train in japan you can find our church in every city where the
express train stops

that is to summarize the recent growth in japan since
1968 the mission has doubled twice from one to five two
stakes have been organized more than half a million japanese
visited our pavilion at EXPO 70 seminaries have recently
started missionaries have increased from less than two hun-
dred to over eight hundred branches have gone from 27 to
107 and convert baptisms have gone from a couple of hun-
dred to over 3000 per year

although these statistics are exciting we must be realistic
in our appraisal of them As in all parts of the world when
baptism numbers begin to boom unfortunately inactive and
dropout numbers also begin to boom therefore in order to
keep the church growing and to keep more people active and
to be able to reach all of the japanese with the message of the
gospel we must look very seriously at present day japanese
society I1 feel japan is now at a major turning point in her
history we have had so many fruitful results and uncountable
blessings from our heavenly father in preaching the gospel
to develop our church more we have of course many prob-
lems to overcome as we have had in the past one of the
problems which has been on my mind is quite a new problem
which we japanese members have never had in the past church
history of japan

in recent days there appears a notable sign of change
which we can recognize by general social phenomena in japan
part of this social phenomena seems to be a rushing to the
past to traditional japan after world war II11 we adopted a
western style democracy and progressed very rapidly economi-
cally because of this rapid economic progress many are be-
ginning to feel that we have sold out our japanese uniqueness
in the process so lately there has been a reaction against
postwarpost war democracy in japan and a new interest in traditional
japan it is not that we are trying to return completely to pre-
war japan but rather that we are trying for a new japanese

rather than western blend of traditionalism and moderni-
zation thus we are heading somewhere we have never been
before
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As a political phenomenon I1 would like to explain that
now the japanese people are facing the problem of which party
they should choose the liberal democratic party or the so-
cialist or communist party it seems quite strange to me that
even the japanese communist party must be not international
isticcistic but nationalistic this party insists that they will establish
a proper japanese communist country without any interfer-
ences of foreign communist countries and this party is making
an effort to alter communist terminology to fit into the
japanese mentality in the meantime two ministers of the
present ruling tanaka cabinet caused some trouble by strongly
emphasizing their opinion that emperor hirohito is the es-
sence of japan and her people and culture this bothered
many since it was reminiscent of prewarpre war militaristic japan
and present day democrats say the people themselves not the
emperor are the core of japan

As a cultural phenomenon in japan many traditional arts
like NO play kabuki and calligraphy are being favored by
the younger generation for a change and many religious
books are now booming in japan are the japanese becoming
more religious are they going to switch their minds from
the economic animal to the religious animal why are there
such phenomena in japan does it have a special meaning
to our church I1 would like to explain why these changes
might be as dangerous to our church as the changes which took
place before the war we need more information in order to
understand the real meaning of this problem these changes
are coming from the desire that the japanese people have to
find their own identity and traditions they are longing for
their own identity consequently this enthusiastic desire means
that we must deny the days of post world war II11 what were
the days of post world war 11II in those days we borrowed
many things from the united states of america just as the
japanese had borrowed many things from europe one hundred
years ago and had borrowed much chinese culture 1200 years
ago we borrowed american democracy jazz music movies
literature and so on we also borrowed even the life style of
america to the japanese people the united states was the
idealistic and dreamlike country they saw represented in a lot
of hollywood movies when we were hungry the americans
in the movies ate big dinners when we walked on rough
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roads they drove cadillacs when we lived in humble houses
they lived in big houses with swimming pools when we were
in a crisis because of the political confrontation between the
government party and the opposite parties they were discuss-
ing difficult political matters humorously and democratically in
the movies however the japanese people especially the
young men are becoming aware of the fact that all these things
which seemed to us so good were just in the movies made inin
hollywood As they became aware of the fact that america
was fallible in such things as the vietnam war and the negro
problem and some inequality they became disillusioned with
all of america many young men in japan are now singing old
fashioned songs such as my castle town etc which praise
the japanese like atmosphere in a town where there was once
a Samurais castle at the same time they are enjoying the
beatles songs for instance let it be

the government of japan represented by the liberal demo-
cratic party now seems to be in a crisis probably the election
of tokyo assemblymenassemblymanassembly men held soon will be an important indi-
cator of how the liberal democratic party willdowillbowill do in the fu-
ture on the other hand both the socialist and communist
parties are getting stronger from tokyo to osaka the gov-
ernors of the main prefectures and the mayors of the main
cities are all socialists and communists why are so many jap-
anese people turning against the liberal democratic party
only the scholars of politics or sociology can give us the true
meaning from my point of view as a scholar of literature
the liberal democratic party has been a typical political party
which did the typical function after the war it has been repre-
sentativesenta tive of the days of post world war II11 the decline of
this party in my opinion is closely connected with the social
phenomenon which denies the days of post world war 11II and
rushes back to tradition of course this phenomenon as I1 al-
ready mentioned did not begin only recently several years
ago there were many radical movements in japan among the
students called the new left they had such slogans as
deny the democracy of the post world war era especially

I1 want to call your attention to mishima s harakiriHarakiri why did
he commit suicide by doing harakiriHarakiri there are of course
many elements to analyze in his harakiriHarakiri however it can be
said that he also thought we should turn from the postwarpost war
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democracy to traditionalism he thought that democracy had
destroyed the traditional virtues of the japanese people

I1 think we japanese members need to think more about this
new situation which we have never had before our church is
of course not an american church it is the church of jesus
christ who is god of all people on this planet I1 have al-
ready pointed out that the japanese people in recent days are
denying america itself and in a way returning to their tradi-
tions if most of the japanese people look at our church as
an american church can it stand the changes of time I1 dare
say this is not the problem of if but the problem of re-
ality As far as I1 know many japanese intellectual men al-
ready take our church as an american church that is the
question is not if the japanese look upon us as an american
church but since they now do look upon us as an american
church what can we do

I1 will give my definite conclusion about these matters I1
think one of the most important ideas in overcoming this prob-
lem is to have a formula like internationalization of the
church necessitates nationalization of the church it does
not mean that the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
becomes a japanese people s church it means that our church
in japan becomes the church for the japanese what methods
can we take for this purpose how can we do that in the
first place I1 think we japanese members should pay attention
to our brethren s need desire and hope to go back to their
traditional things and their reason for wanting to do so these
brothers are not nameless existences called the japanese but
are our neighbors themselves and it is necessary for us to
reconsider ourselves whether or not we preach the virtues of
america when we preach mormonism to our neighbors As
part of the beautiful traditions of japan as well as of china
korea and other asian countries we think much of our family
and ancestors since these are the same virtues our church
continuously teaches us we need only an efficient way to ap-
proach the japanese on these subjects do we try to under-
stand the buddhists and shintoists with the same respect we
ask of them or do we have a strange isolationism in terms
of thinking ourselves the chosen people in japan I1 myself
was a buddhist I1 do not think my knowledge and experience
as a buddhist became obstacles in my joining our church I1
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had done zazen for a week before I1 began studying our church
from early morning till night I1 learned through this experi-
ence to concentrate by myself on one thing and to understand
the importance of thinking by myself in the silent world and
I1 also understood what the spiritual world was because of the
deep meditation and spiritual insight I1 gained from zazen I1

was better able to understand our scriptures I1 could identify
with nephi when he said 1I was led by the spirit not knowing
beforehand the things which I1 should do 1 nephi 46

I1 gained an affinity for many other scriptures also and
could better understand how jesus and the prophets thought
for instance when the phariseesPharisees brought the adulterous wom-
an to jesus and tempted him to condemn her the bible says

but jesus stooped down and with his finger wrote on the
ground as though he heard them not john 66

from my zazen experience I1 could feel what jesus was
thinking at this time in these ways traditional thought can
sometimes aid us in understanding god s teachings

what role can the japanese members play in the new
situation of society in japan if the churchschurche teaching meth-
ods textbooks and image are not changed in japan will it
not retard the lord s work there in relationship to the rapidly
changing social scene I1 think if we ignore a consideration of
this new situation that is how can we make japanese people
recognize that our church is not an american church but their
own church then our church in japan will meet somewhat
troublesome trials of course I1 do not forget the exhortation
which our lord spoke

my son despise not thou the chasteningchastening of the lord
nor faint when thou art rebuked of him for whom the
lord loveth he chastenethchasteneth and scourgethscourgeth every son whom
he receivethreceiveth hebrews 1256125 6

we know of course we will be chastenedchasteneychastened and tried for
our religion but we would rather be persecuted for our true
doctrine and faith than for a false american image

we members in japan have as I1 have mentioned already
many problems which are sobering and challenging there
will never be any other men to take these problems in japan

8toato0o sit in zen meditation
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except the japanese people so I1 want to emphasize as my
conclusion that we have to pay attention to the transculturalitransculturati
zationbation of curricular materials because the scriptures urge the
church to speak to men after the manner of their language
that they might come to understanding doctrine & cove-
nants 124 we have never had such an opportunity to think
over the connotations between our tradition and our church
that is the newest and most pressing problem and the
works and the designs and the purposes of god cannot be
frustrated neither can they come toto naught doctrine &
covenants 3311

I1 think for our japanese members as well as you in every
nation as james E talmage once said that there is room and
place for every truth within the gospel of jesus christ thus
far learned by man or yet to be made known 9

passage taken from elder james E talmagesbalmagesTalmages monument in the salt
lake city cemetery

continued from page 15

religion inin public schools we therefore could not teach ethics perhaps
we need to reassess that assumption and work towards the development
of courses on social and political ethics for all levels of education we
have taught in our public schools what is right and left in ameri-
can politics but not what is right and wrong to teach accountable
citizenship at all levels of education may be more important in the
long run than teaching specific skills any skill whether carpentry
nuclear physics or administration is merely a tool which can be used
for good or evil to build or to destroy what good is a mandate
without virtue or the right to vote without wisdom
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andrew jenson was bomborn on 11 december 1850 in torslevforslevTorslev
hjorringhj6rringhjorting amt denmark to christian and kiersten ander-
sen jensen 1 his parents became converts to the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints in 1854 and he himself
was baptized a member of that church in 1859 at the age
of eight his parents were very poor and though his father
was a farmer and craftsman the family remained in a condi-
tion of poverty after building several homes near andrew s

birthplace christian was forced through need and an injury to
one of his feet to take up clock repairing as a full time occu-
pation for this purpose he moved to saebymaeby in 1863 and
after one year sent for his family

louis reinwand who completed his master s degree in history at brigham
young university in may 1971 has served as a research assistant for church
historian leonard arrington after completing most of the research for this
paper the writer learned of the preparation of a master of arts thesis at
brigham young university by keith W perkins entitled A study of the
contributions of andrew jensen to the writing and preservation of LDS
church history he recommends this splendid thesis as a more thorough
examination of the subject of this essay the quotations he has taken from
the thesis are with mr perkins permission

withith respect to the change in surname spelling from jensen to jenson
andrew wrote when I1 came here to utah at 15 years of age not having
done much as a boy I1 was influenced to change my danish name andreas to
its equivalent in english namely andrew and in making this change I1
thought I1 might as well introduce the 0 in jensen instead of the e as the ice
landers the english and scotch spell it to this day jenson to richard R
lyman 22 february 1938 jenson papers at historical department the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter referred to
as HDC
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the family s meager condition required that the two
oldest boys jens and andrew fare for themselves at an
early age andrew was ten and jens twelve when they as-
sumed their first herding jobs an illness required andrew s

return the second summer and because his father was away
much of the time there was ample work for andrew at home
for the next two years after his father moved his mother
and younger brother joseph to saebymaeby in 1864 the older
boys were on their own 2

the jensen boys were ridiculed and treated harshly by the
local schoolmaster onolnown account of their new religion so for a
time they were tutored at home by their parents and by the mor-
mon missionaries eventually though andrew and jens at-
tended the common school where andrew excelling in his
studies completed his required state education one year before
his brother encouraged to stay another year for jens bene-
fit andrew received an education that was superior to that
of his peers

rather than work as a farm hand andrew began a
peddling career within five months he had earned eighty
dollars while his brother jens working for a local farmer
could earn only six dollars this income enabled andrew to
immigrate to america in 1866 with his parents and his younger
brother joseph andrew promised to help his brother jens emi-
grate to america with any money he might earn in zion

after arriving in the salt lake valley in october 1866
the family headed south andrew s father going to sanpete
valley while the two boys and their mother stopped in
pleasant grove they were soon reunited in ephraim and
andrew worked there until march of 1867 taking care of
stock their residency in sanpete was short lived for black
hawk the indian chief had resumed hostilities against the
mormonscormonsMormons because of this and because of an operation which
led to the amputation of andrew s father s injured foot the
family moved back to pleasant grove during this year and
the next andrew worked as a laborer plowing making adobe
brick herding building a home and helping to dig the provo
bench canal

andrew jenson autobiography of andrew jenson salt lake city 1938
ppap 181 8 unless otherwise noted all the biographical information found in this
essay may be found in the autobiography
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although he preferred study to hard manual labor an-
drew was compelled through circumstances to assist in earn-
ing a living for the family 3 earning a living did not mean
staying at home and at age eighteen after seeing his mother
settled and provided for he set out for echo canyon to
work with mormon railroad crews his journal contains one
of the finest firsthandfirst hand accounts of the grading and meeting of
the transcontinental railroads his thorough descriptions em-
phasize the heavy work the bitter winter cold and the raw
humor of the railroad camps andrew experienced his share
of pain and hard work as a gandy dancer at one point
suffering a mule kick that broke his jaw 4

andrew s apprenticeship in the wasatch mountains was
rough and lonely though he made it home on occasion to
help with the harvest or the construction of a new home
he always seemed eager to return to the railroad for the high
wages which were offered by 1869 andrew was able to
send money to allow jens to immigrate from denmark when
the two brothers met near the railroad camp where andrew
was working their greatest thrill was that each had remained
loyal to the standards of the church together they returned
to pleasant grove where their mother since her separation
from christian had been living alone with joseph

jens began to farm immediately accustomed to farm
work he was a success where andrew had failed andrew
his responsibilities to jens discharged set out once again to
work as a grader on the highway of nations 5 but most of
the railroad contracts were near completion and so he was soon
out of work andrew s boss greatly impressed with him
offered him a free pass to omaha nebraska but with the
gullibility of one so young andrew got off in cheyenne wy-
oming with an associate who inveigled out of him both his
ticket and his money andrew managed to obtain employment
in a local railroad shop and turntable however and soon
earned enough money to press on to omaha

in nebraska andrew found that the only available work
was on local farms determined not to work for the low

autobiography ppap 282928 29
the mormon contracts to do the grading for the pacific railroad are des-
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wages being paid hebe began to sell pictures just as he had in
denmark adding maps of the united states to his collection
of wares he met with little success and when a chance came
to return to utah hebe took it

on his return trip made during the summer of 1871 an-
drew served as herdsman on a cattle drive he referred to
himself during this period as a cowboy and in a sense that is
what he was his diary and autobiography provide excellent
descriptions of the life of a nineteenth century cattle drover
upon his return to utah andrew worked on a grading crew
for the bingham canyon and camp floyd railroad which
was constructed in 187218731872 1873 from the utah southern rail-
road track near sandy to bingham then he was offered the
chance to work as a grocery clerk in american fork canyon
at a branch store constructed especially for miners and rail-
roaders in the area jenson s rough treatment at the hands of
a group of intoxicated and unruly miners who knocked the
tent store down and stole some merchandise upset him after
working on for another week he returned home

several days later andrew obtained employment helping
to grade eight miles of roadbed for the american fork rail-
road from the utah southern railroad track to mines in ameri-
can fork canyon when this job was completed he and a friend
formed a partnership to fish in utah lake meeting with
little success in this enterprise hebe made a trip to richfield
to see his brother and help him with his farm labors during
the winter months he sold lithograph pictures jenson was
now twenty two years old and began to look upon life in a
more serious way than before he had herded sheep and
cattle worked on railroads in mines in smeltersshelterssmelters and on
farms he had also been a store clerk fisherman and sales-
man 6 now was the time to begin a career to change his
life to concern himself with his future

ANDREWS FIRST historical LABORS

in 1873 andrew became an american citizen next he
received a call to serve on a mission to his native land of
denmark ordained a seventy he was given a cordial send
off by his family and friends and embarked on an experience
that would give new meaning and direction to his labor

autobiography p 65
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andrew encountered the usual frustrations of the mormon
missionary at one time after being insulted at a small meet-
ing in saebymaeby he squared up to the accuser with clenched
fists the spirit of my cowboy life asserting itself ready to
strike him nevertheless he adjusted to the work and was
11 eminently successful in most instances 177 advanced to a
position of leadership he began to travel about the mission
he preached in meetinghousesmeetinghouses and public parks and was
moderately successful in converting persons with his honest
and open speech

in 1875 after his return to utah andrew resumed work
on a spur line into cottonwood canyon presumably7presumably the nar-
row gauge tramway constructed from fairfield flat to alta
in little cottonwood canyon during 187518761875 1876 8 after his
mission however such labor was repugnant to his growing
sensibilities he organized and published a manuscript news-
paper the rising star for the young people of pleasant
grove 9 andrew s diary entries suggestsuggest that he often wandered
into the nearby hills to meditate and think about the future
while pondering alternative courses of action he hit upon a
bold plan he would translate the history of joseph smith

which had appeared serially in the latter day saints millen-
nial star into the danish norwegian language

andrew began work immediately pausing only long enough
to send letters outlining his intentions to the general authori-
ties of the church he was granted permission to begin the
work but was told that helielleile would have to submit the trans-
lation to apostle erastus snow for final approval he was
also told that he must expect no remuneration from the
church liehelleile would have to cover his own expenses

jenson s potential reading audience of course was limited
to the non english reading scandinavians in the territory and
in scandinavia which meant that he had to contact them
personally in order to inform them of his projected work
since it was financially impossible for him to publish the
work all at once and because of the low incomes of his read-
ing audience jenson had to serialize it distributing it to his

autobiography p 69
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autobiography p 93 andrew had begun some writing of the history

while on his mission
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subscribers on a weekly basis only after the total printing
was completed a period which might extend over several
months of weekly mailings could he at last bind a few of the
remaining copies into single volumes this pattern of finance
characterized all of his early publishing work later he was
able to publish some works in a single printing but he still
underwroteunderwriteunderwrote the cost himself only late in his life did the church
advance jenson money to aid with the publication of his
books

andrew attacked his publication problems with vigor and
enthusiasm traveling through the various settlements he
conversed with the scandinavian saints and often spoke at
their weekday and sunday meetings there was some adverse
comment about these subscription drives of course and some
thought andrew a little pushy in peddling his own works
his son harold H jenson has written the following about
this tendency to censure his father s promotional activities

only one criticiscm can be made of father s determination
and that is his over ambition to accomplish what he thought
was for the best good of all those who are best acquainted
with him know that his activities are not based on selfish
motives he never made money on his books and anyone
who has had anything to do with printing and publishing
will realize the hard task he has hadbad to raise the necessary
funds to pay for printing and binding his solicitationssolicitations
sometimes may have been misconstrued by some but his
books will live on to benefit future generations and to be
appreciated by those who as subscribers contributed a little
towards making the publication of them possible 10

in 1877 while traveling through southern utah on similar
business andrew seized the opportunity to meet brigham
young during the same period he was also in close contact
with apostle erastus snow who besides correcting his trans-
lations and making suggestions where necessary gave andrew
friendship and encouragement

in canvassing the state for subscriptions mailing the newly
printed joseph smiths levnetslob history of joseph smith
and working on the scandinavian newspaper bikuben beebee-
hive andrew was involved in a laborlabbrlabar of love he enjoyed
a certain status and received a modest income which enabled
him to build a home in pleasant grove his skills in writing

autobiography p 671 also ibid p 394
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english and danish were vastly improved when he was called
on a second gospel mission to denmark in 1879 11 there he
studied from distinguished teachers and assisted with the
writing and translation of english articles for the danish
church paper skandinaviens stjerne scandinavia s star
and edited a monthly periodical for young people called
ungdommens raadgiverRaadgiver counselor of youth he was
named president of the copenhagen branch and eventually
assistant to the president of the mission he compiled a ref-
erence to the bible and with president niels wilhelmsen re-
translated the book of mormon when president wilhelmsen
died suddenly andrew was given temporary charge of the
mission

andrew s autobiographical notations reveal his concern
that scandinavian converts be accorded greater recognition in
utah at one point he mentions that frederik samuelsen a
member of the danish rigdag parliament who had con-
verted to mormonism and who had made great efforts to
help the cause of the church in denmark was so badly treated
in utah because of language difficulties that he was broken
hearted for the quiet life he was forced to lead 11212 jenson
undertook a one man crusade to portray scandinavian immi-
grants to advantage the modern researcher will be struck
with the heavy sprinkling of scandinavians in his biographical
encyclopedia

upon the completion of his second mission andrew busied
himself with a new periodical for the scandinavians which he
titled morgenstjernen morning star he had never been
satisfied with kubenbikubenBi even when he had assisted in its publi-
cation he tried to make his new magazine better basing its
emphasis on history when jenson s enthusiastic drive for
subscriptions to morgenstjernen made inroads on kubenbikubenBi
the complaints of his rivals reached the ears of church leaders
who called both editors into the church offices in salt lake
city jenson was told that one scandinavian paper was enough
and that he should support Bikuben still church leaders
were impressed with jenson s abilities as a writer and his

andrew says of this call the authorities of the church desired that
I1 should obtain a better knowledge of the danish language so that I1 might be
used by the church in the future as a writer and translator autobiography
p 110
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torian they therefore asked him to continue publishing ma-
terials similar to those in the morgenstjernen but these must
be done in english his morgenstjernen was retitled the his-
torical record during this period andrew also kept busy
writing and publishing parts of his biographical encyclopedia
and church chronology in addition he translated the pearl
of great price into scandinavian

andrew s wife mary whom he married in 1875 became
sick in 1886 with little chance of recovery he was deeply
concerned about her and the future of his four children
andrew A parley P mary minerva and eleonore E an-

drew s solution with the knowledge and consent of mary was
to take a second wife a young britisher named emma
howell mary died shortly thereafter 3 january 1887 but
her children were not left without a mother three additional
children were born to emma alfred H who died in infancy
harold H and eva H in 1888 andrew entered into a third
marriage this time with emma s sister bertha bringing her
and her mother to live in his home the church was now in
the midst of the antipolygamyanti polygamy raid and to enter plurality
was illegal under the edmunds act consequently jenson
traveled alone toward manti and met bertha in a clandestine
manner on the way after the marriage he drove his team
into salt lake city with his new bride 13 no children were
born to andrew and bertha but they adopted one child
leo rulon

andrew believed that his children should make their own
way as early as possible away from home much of the time
his income was modest indeed his family received 50 a
month in tithing orders from 1888 to 1891 after which it
was raised to 100 per month 14 two of his children eva
and harold worked with andrew in the church historian s

office his oldest son andrew remained a sheepherder
throughout his life clearly jenson s family also sacrificed
for the cause of church history

in 1888 andrew obtained permission from the first
presidency to make a trip to the east to visit former mormon

jenson wrote of this episode on the divide between fountain green
and salt creek canyon we met some deputy marshals who were searching for
polygamists had they known what bertha and I1 knew they could have made a
haul right there and then autobiography p 148
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sites and to gather historical information setting aside work
on the first volume of his biographical encyclopedia he trav-
eled with edward stevenson and joseph S black to missouri
illinois ohio new york and other places of historic interest
to the latter day saints upon their return jenson published
a detailed report to the saints on the status of their former
homes he also spoke to capacity crowds in salt lake city and
other utah towns

ASSISTANT CHURCH HISTORIAN

this trip established andrew jenson as a collector and or-
ganizer of church historical materials he moved into this
area with relish having tired of his arduous editing and pub-
lishing ventures apostle erastus snow continued to be
jenson s advocate in these labors after elder snow s death
apostle franklin D richards who was church historian be-
came his advocate followed by president joseph F smith to
whose daughter harold jenson was married and who was one
of andrew s neighbors jenson was also on a friendly basis
with anthon H lund charles penrose francis M lyman
and anthony W ivins 15

in 1889 erastus snow hinted to jenson that he andrew
might be called by the church to serve as assistant historian
being somewhat self assertive jenson wrote a letter to the
first presidency in which he offered his services to the
church at no cost this offer was forthrightly rejected as
was a similar offer in 1886 these offers were probably de-
signed to secure official sponsorship of his historical labors
and publications

in 1891 however jenson was set apart as a historian he
had been traveling for the church and because the historian s

office was in need of his skills it was decided to give him
this status all along of course he had been working full
time as a mormon writer and historian and although he had
been receiving fifty dollars a month from the church since
1888 most of his income had been from the sale of his books
and articles with his energies now being directed primarily
toward the collection of historical data it was imperative
that the church provide some further financial support later

autobiography ppap 131 132 147 522 634
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in 1898 he was sustained and set apart as assistant church
historian

the officials of the church liked the work jenson had
done on the history of the scandinavian mission a project
on which he had worked during the mission s jubilee while
he was in denmark on his second mission the authorities
wanted him to prepare similar histories of all the wards
stakes and missions this assignment gave him further op-
portunitiesportunities to travel throughout the remainder of his life
no matter where he went he always took time to glean perti-
nent materials from the church s local records

the 1890s were exciting years for jenson traveling through
the west and the nation working with bishops stake presidents
and mission presidents and staying in their homes he was
treated very much like a general authority almost in-
variably he was given an opportunity to speak in local wards
and was often called upon to speak in stake conferences in
1895 the church called jenson to visit the foreign missions
to gather historical data starting from utah in may 1895 he
first made his way through the pacific islands after visiting
new zealand and australia he made a leisurely tour of
southeast asia by july 1896 he was in the near east where
he spent many days visiting the holy land after traveling
through italy into france he crossed the channel to england
there he met emma who had come to travel with him after
visiting emma s birthplace and relatives in england and
after taking her through denmark and sweden andrew sent
her back to utah while he continued his travels he went to
the church s missions in germany the netherlands england
ireland and scotland although he took time to do some
sightseeing and deliver sermons on church history he collected
historical information in all the places he visited in june
1897 after twentyfivetwenty five months and 60000 miles he finally
returned home followed by a multitude of boxes containing
records and other historical materials obtained on his journey

back in salt lake city jenson was given the responsibility
of managing the floundering kubenbikubenBi jenson s administrative
skills and tireless energy were soon in evidence the paper
regained its footing and never again had to rely on the
church for funding jenson s diary comment on this new call-
ing was 1I would rather have gone on another foreign mission
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than receive this appointment but being called by the highest
authority in the church I1 accepted the task 16

for a period events seemed to turn against andrew at
the october conference in 1900 he was not sustained as an
assistant church historian he was also told the new hist-
orian s office would probably not be built for some time
stake leaders criticized the vigor with which he sought to
dispose of copies of church chronology he began making
plans to organize the andrew jenson history company and ap-
parentlyparently contemplated leaving the church historian s office he
became so depressed that he took a lonely walk into the moun-
tains where he engaged in secret prayer and meditations
the result of his experience was the receipt of a personal
revelation in which the lord chided him for being too am-
bitious and caring too much for the opinion of men my
son be of good cheer helieiteiye was told be patient yet a little
while 17

during the next few years jenson now about fifty years
of age reached the height of his career as a historian he
turned the ownership of his church chronology over to the
church and was engaged in preparing the scandinavian jubi-
lee album of more importance was the revision of the book
of mormon translation he had done while on his second
mission this time in collaboration with apostle anthon H
lund when the revision was completed he took it to europe
for printing then he went to england to meet his wife ber-
tha whom he treated to the same whirlwind tour of europe
that liehelleile had previously given her sister emma

after his return home liehelleile quickly resumed his literary and
historical labors in 1904 liehelleile was on the move again this
time as a witness in the smoot trial in washington DC he
then proceeded overseas to sweden where he helped dedicate
the new swedish mission home a building for which he had
helped raise money he also arranged for the printing of a
second edition of joseph smiths levnetslob his return trip
was dedicated to the collection of historical materials in ger-
many england and in thediedle eastern united states

two years later in 1909 jenson once again left utah for
denmark to serve as president of the scandinavian mission

uautobiography p 391
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the mission was made enjoyable by the visits of several gen-
eral authorities and of his wife emma and daughter eva
with whom he did considerable sightseeing much of jenson s

energy on this mission was directed toward establishing the
mormonscormons legal rights he also became involved in a series
of debates with anti mormonscormons who were seeking to nullify
the missionaries efforts his participation in these heated de-
bates eventually resulted in a libel suit brought against him
by the anti mormon speaker hans freece finally released
from his mission in 1912 but with the lawsuit still pending
jenson left for home he lost the lawsuit and because he
had already departed some church property was seized to
pay the fine 18 unaware of this development at the time
jenson was on his second round the world tour which took him
across russia to japan and then home

the years 1912 to 1920 were spent primarily in the ameri-
can west jenson worked on his histories published a second
and third volume of the biographical encyclopedia and made
a series of short trips to idaho southern utah the grand
canyon and california his life was occasionally spiced by
such events as the organization of a round the world club the
removal of the historian s office to the new church office
building his son harold s mission call and his own celebrated
birthday parties

in 1921 anthon H lund church historian and member
of the first presidency died although tradition dictated that
the next church historian be chosen from the ranks of the
quorum of the twelve many persons regarded jenson as the
prime candidate for the position president lund was the
scandinavian apostle and various persons suggested that an-
drew might be a logical person to fill the vacancy in the
quorum of the twelve as well as the office of church histori-
an that he might be chosen to fill both positions may have
also occuredoccurred to brother jenson who wrote in his diary

he president lund and I1 had labored together these
many years and had been so intimate and bound together
in loving friendship I1 wonder what effect bro lundsbunds death
will have upon my own career and usefulness in the church
in the future peculiar reflections passed through my
mind regarding the contemplation of my lifes career and

autobiography ppap 480482480 482 489 salt lake tribune 8 september 1912
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before I1 knew of it I1 was reasoning and talking with myself
and at last prayed in a subdued voicevolcevoicevolce laying my case be-
fore the lord in humility and asking him to guide me
aright and give me strength to bear whatsoever might be
coming into my life 19

when he was selected for neither position jenson suf-
fered some anguish of spirit

I1 ask myself if I1 have done anything wrong whereby the
lord should be displeased with me or why with my in-
creased ability and diligence I1 should lose out instead of
gaining with my brethren in the priesthood yet here I1
am sidetracked after a lifelong struggle during which
1I have given my best to church work and have reserved
nothing Is it wrong inin the sight of the lord for a
man to expect reward of recognizance for real merit Is
there no such thing as appreciation when a man puts his
whole soul into a work which is aimed at doing good and
to benefit the cause of god and mankind generally I1 left
the library in a solemn mood 20

much later he wrote 1 I am driving no stakes laying no plans
and having no expectations so I1 look for no disappoint-
ments 21

fearful that the church would let the church historian s

office atrophy andrew found the very possibility heart-
breaking in a letter dated 12 july 1921 jenson asked the
first presidency if his life and devotion had been in vain and
if so would they confirm this so that he could change his
c- ursecourse and find a new profession to which he could direct his
labors 2212 their reply which is unavailable seems to have
given him mild encouragement in his historical labors

in 1923 jenson set out on a tour of south america it
was an extensive trip requiring the better part of the year
and was regarded by jenson as his first vacation from histori-
cal labors his observations and recommendations probably

diary 3 marchmardi 1921 apparently jenson was once considered to fill a
vacancy in the council of seven presidents of the seventy perkins ppap 293029 30

diary 23 march 1921 see also autobiography p 541 jenson s inner-
most thoughts as exemplified in this diary notation were seldom evident to
those around him his family were not aware of any strong feelings he may
have had at the time about church position president anthon H lund assured
him that he was honored in the church and it is not positions but works that
will count diary of anthon H lund 22 october 1912 MSS HDC
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contributed to the ultimate establishment of missions among
the people of south america

JENSONS historical LABORS LAST PHASE

under the impression that president heber J grant desired
to curb or perhaps not expand the activities of the his-
torian s office jenson reduced his history compiling activities 23

this was partly a matter of necessity because of the shortage of
help his mammoth journal history was cut short covering
the period 1830 to about 1900 instead of the first century of
church history as he had earlier planned since the manuscript
histories of the stakes and missions were almost completed for
the first century he was given permission to make one last
historical trip through the stakes in 1930 to bring this labor
to a conclusion

aside from the 1930 jaunt jenson s travels in the 1920 s
and 30s were mostly for his own pleasure in the years from
1926 until his death on IS18 november 1941 he visited cana-
da twice alaska denmark hawaii many of the western
states and traveled extensively in utah visiting as many of
the mormon historical sites as possible the old scandinavian
had a special interest in driving and hiking along the pioneer
trails he even traveled the entire length of the mormon bat-
talion trail

his scholarly and publishing activity continued in 1927
he published the history of the scandinavian mission and in
1936 by request of the first presidency he published a fourth
volume of the biographical encyclopedia he also decided to
edit his diaries for publication as an autobiography which was
published in 1938 three years later his encyclopedic history
of the church appeared

in 1930 jenson gave his private library to the church on
the condition that it be placed in a separate room his gift
was accepted and he surrounded himself at the church his-
torian s office with his private collection junius F wells
assistant church historian installed a large sign in gold
print THE ANDREW JENSON LIBRARY a lifeilfe size
photograph of jenson and a world map which had the routes
of his many trips traced upon it jenson s collection of books

disley2diarydislry october 1921
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and pamphlets is still retained as a separate entity in the
church historian s library and archives subsequent to the
donation of his personal library to the church jenson gath-
ered another collection for the andrew jenson memorial
building which he constructed behind his seventeenth ward
home in 1932 24

jenson need not have feared that his historical efforts
would be overlooked for during the 1930s he received con-
siderablesiderable recognition he was invited by the salt lake tribune
to submit a series of articles on the mormonscormons western move-
ment and the settlement of utah he wrote extensively for
the deseret news in 1934 he was asked by united airlines
to fly over the route he had walked as an emigrant boy and
in 1935 governor henry H blood asked jenson to accom-
pany a pioneer covered wagon to denmark to present it as a
gift to rebildrebill national park near aalborg the search for
a suitable wagon and the trip to his homeland with his wife
bertha and daughter eva who represented the daughters of
utah pioneers were a thrill and an honor a fitting conclu-
sion for his long and industrious life

APPRAISAL OF ANDREW JENSON HISTORIAN

what judgment can we make of andrew jenson latter
day saint traveler writer historian he arrived in america
a poor uneducated boy who because of his broken english
was faced with seemingly insurmountable obstacles yet he
aspired to greater things and in his lifetime accomplished
much he traveled more than 300000 miles in direct service
of his church and logged an incredible 1000000 miles in
his lifetime this done by train ship wagon and on foot he
traveled twice around the world crossed the pacific ocean
four times and the atlantic ocean thirteen times he visited
every continent except antarctica and nearly every nation he
visited every latter day saint mission except the one in south
africa

jenson served ten missions for the church seven on special
assignment among his three full time missions was a three

jenson expressed the reasons for constructing the memorial hall as fol-
lows 1I desire the building to become permanent and represent the life works
of andrew jenson hoping that future generations will be benefited by it and
cause my name to be held in honorable remembrance on the part of descendants
and the general public and especially to the latter day saints diary 4 septem-
ber 1941 as cited in perkins p 133
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year term as president of the scandinavian mission during
those years as mission president 190919121909 1912 he gave 1000
speeches and saw his missionaries convert 15001300 persons

jenson s career is noteworthy not only for his service to
the church in collecting historical data and serving missions
but also for the number of speeches he delivered the exact
number is unknown but a rough calculation suggests that he
delivered more than 6000 addresses during a forty two year
period

andrew jenson was a public as well as a religious man
he served as a member of the state constitutional convention
in 1887 he was also a school trustee and a justice of the
peace his public life included his service as president of the
utah state historical society 1917192119171921917 19211921 a member of the old
folks central committee 188319411883 1941 a member of the ex-
ecutive committee of the utah pioneer trails and landmarks
association and a founder and lifetime member of the board
of the genealogical society of utah 189419411894 1941

jenson made his greatest contributions through his writing
and collecting ability besides his translations and danish
newspaper articles he published twenty two articles in the
improvement era a long series of articles for the salt lake
tribune and some two thousand historical articles in the deser-
et news he indexed the deseret weekly and subsequently
all of his own works he collected the stake and mission
histories of the church for the first 100 years and compiled an
immense chronological day by day account of the church s

history which became known as the journal history 25 these
two manuscript collections comprised 850 volumes at the time
of his death he collected several thousand biographies of
church officials and others publishing some of them in four
volumes as the biographical encyclopedia

in his biographical encyclopedia and the journal history
jenson exhibited an unusual interest in the common man
the ordinary pioneer he inserted information about the eng

25thethe compilation of the journal history began in january 1896 when
charles W penrose was appointed by the first presidency to write a daily
journal of current events duplicates of typewritten minutes kept by george F
gibbs secretary of the first presidency were to be incorporated into the journ-
al diary of charles penrose 10 january 1896 MSS HDC later an-
drew jenson was placed in charge of compiling a daily journal for the church
in the nineteenth century and joseph fielding smith jr for the church in
the twentieth century see anthon H lund conference report october 1917
p 12
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lish miner the new york farmer and the scandinavian crafts-
man alongside information about the highest church or gov-
ernment official his works celebrate the dreams goals ac-
tivitiestivi ties and accomplishments of the ordinary members of the
church latter day saint history was far more to him than the
notable movements of the general and local authorities in
his unremitting elforterfortefforteifort to help the different nationalities retain
pride in their national culture jenson played a vital role in
keeping alive the ideal of a universal church he was the
first to insist that mormon history include germans britons
scandinavians tongansTongans tahitiansTahitians and other national and
cultural groups and that latter day saint history should be
written in various languages for the benefit of those to whom
english was not the native tongue jenson was the only per-
son in the church of his day to translate its history into a
foreign language

andrew jenson was acquainted with all of the church
presidents except joseph smith he knew all of the church
historians and assistant church historians from george A
smith onward he worked for four different historians wil-
ford woodruff franklin D richards anthon H lund and
joseph fielding smith and served forty four years as as-
sistant church historian this span of years he lived to be
91 gave him an unbelievable scope and understanding of
latter day saint history enabling him to provide the basis
for a continuous and comprehensive narrative of the church s

history up to 1900 of the twentyfivetwenty five persons who have
served as church historians and assistant church historians
since 18501830 none has made a greater contribution in the collec-
tion of primary materials the organization of them for re-
search purposes the indexing and cataloguingcataloguing of materials
and the preparation of volumes of narrative and documentary
history 26

andrew jenson was not of course a great interpretive his-
torian he was not concerned with the issues and problems of

the only possible rival was B H roberts who edited the six volumes
of joseph smith history of the church salt lake city 190219121902 1912 and
who wrote A comprehensive history of the church century 1I 6 vols

salt lake city 1930 and other historical works see an appreciation and
appraisal of his work in davis bitton B H roberts as historian dialogue
A journal of mormon thought 111IIIlii winter 1968 254425 44 professor bitton
suggests that roberts was a historian whereas jenson was essentially a compiler
letter to the writers 14 july 1971
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latter day saint historiography his primary goal was to pro-
duce a factual basis for an accurate narrative history of the
church his guideline was to present facts in truth and sim-
plicityplicity accuracy as to dates and figures persons will be a
predominant feature 27

in pursuing this goal jenson was honest and open whether
faith promoting or faith questioning whether significant or
trivial jenson assembled everything all the materials he
could find bearing upon the history of the church its leaders
and members the fact that historical materials regarded by
some as adverse to the church still exist is a tribute to jen-
son s objectivity he realized that time would provide his-
torians with larger perspective thus enabling them to intelli-
gently interpret the church s first one hundred years indeed
without andrew jenson s carefully written narratives pro-
digious compilations and timesavingtime saving indexes no modern mor-
mon historian could produce the monographs and interpretive
histories which are now being turned out with increasing fre-
quency

while we might deplore that jenson did not receive an
education equivalent to his intellect an education that might
have permitted him to produce interpretive history the mon-
umental scope of his documentary compilations cannot be
denied without the journal history encyclopedic history
and biographical encyclopedia historians today would find
their task incomparably more difficult

andrew jenson s contributions to latter day saint historical
literature seem almost incredible especially in the light of his
background from railroad construction worker to missionary
from transtranslatorI1 ator editor to traveler compiler historian at each
stage in his career jenson exhibited a rare dedication and re-
sourcefulness his limitless energy and ambition his capacity
to endure even to enjoy the drudgery of historical research
and writing made it possible for this otherwise unpromising
convert immigrant to become one of the foremost historians of
the latter day saints

statement2statement with respect to the historical record in deseret evening
news 12 november 1885 jenson continually emphasized to church officers
and organizations the importance of keeping full and accurate records to this
end he prepared forms to be used by stakes wards and missions which re-
quired accurate historical notations and summaries



the uses of the
mind in religion

LOWELL L BENNION

since you have distinguished yourselves as thinkers and
scholars and by your very presence at brigham young
university bear witness of your commitment to religousreligiousreligous faith
I1 thought it not inappropriate to talk with you this evening
about the uses of the mind in our relationship to the restored
gospel

living in these latter days we are the recipients of many
legacies from east and west but the two which have been
most influential in western culture are doubtless the faith
and morality of the judeofudeo christian tradition and the rational
and aesthetic emphasis of the greeks these traditions are not
wholly distinct there is considerable rationality in the law
and the prophets and jesus words even as there is notable
ethical reflection in socrates plato and aristotle but there is
a difference in emphasis

both the religious and rational footings of our civilization
are beyond price for me nothing in all the ethical thinking
of mankind quite equals the combined ethic and morality of
the hebrew prophets and jesus the prophets taught justice
and mercy in human relations and tied these principles to the
ethical character of a living god scholars call this ethical
monotheism jesus respecting his prophetic forbears stressed
the worth of the individual and taught men to walk with hu-
mility to act with love and to trust in the father both jesus
an address given at the phi kappa phi banquet on brigham young uni-

versity campus 12 april 1973

dr bennion is a professor of sociology at the university of utah and di-
rector of the community services council for salt lake city he has published
widely in the fields of sociology and religion and received the distinguished
alumnus award from the university of utah in 1972
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and the prophets exemplified moral courage as they attacked
the superficialities and hypocrisies of their day greek phi-
losophy delighted in man s capacity to create order out of
mystery and chaos they began to think about nature how
men think and the rules of logical thought they inquired
into aesthetics and ethics and the nature of society they
were not afraid as were the jews to create works of art in
sculpture and architecture in addition to drama and literature
they laid the foundations not only for philosophy but also
for history the natural and social sciences medicine and the
arts most of all they discovered and nurtured faith in man s

capacity to think and to create
I1 do not understand how a person who has come to know

these two traditions in any substantial manner can turn his
back on either one I1 confess my profound respect for each
of them and try in my own life to effect a marriage between
them a marriage that has all the tension adjustments frus-
trationtration joys and ecstasy one finds in a marriage between
man and woman even as I1 prefer marriage to living alone
so do I1 prefer to live in a world of both faith and rationaltiy
rather than in a world of either alone

it is not my intent this evening to try to reconcile faith and
reason a task that has been tried over and over agin rather
my purpose is to indicate the value of thinking within the
gospel rationality not only has its place in fighting cancer
and in getting man to the moon it also has a place within the
gospel A quotation from pascal triggered afresh my own
interest in this theme it reads

if one subjects everything to reason our religion will lose
its mystery and its supernatural character if one offends the
principles of reason our religion will be absurd and ridicu-
lous there are two equally dangerous extremes to
shut out reason and to let nothing else in 1

in the spirit of this quotation let me hasten to make clear
that religion is more than reason thinkers for centuries have
noted that life and the meaning of things are greater than
reason and objective study religion s first and unique mission
is to transcend knowledge and to help man find meaning in

blaise pascal pendeespenseesPensees trans W F trotter new york the modem
library 194119411l94l ppap 94 go90
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this uncertain existence if all were known religion would
disappear or change its meaning drastically religion enables
us to take the leap of faith to rise above our contingency
to triumph over our tragic predicament as mortals conscious
of our ultimate powerlessness I1 am not suggesting that reason
should displace faith however because man must transcend
reason in order to face the future and his total existence

religion transcends reason also in the area of human values
I1 don t know how one can choose purely objectivity among
competing values our choice among value positions rests ul-
timatelyti I1 believe on feeling on intuition on our total ex-
perienceperience not on the cold analysis of empircalempirical evidence
I1 respect the inspiration of the prophets and of the religious
sages of mankind in this field micah s words have the ring of
truth what doth the lord require of thee but to do
justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with thy god

micah 68 but I1 would not like to have to prove them to
be true

THINKING WITHOUT THE GOSPEL

it is often said that the gospel in contrast to the thinking
and philosophies of men is eternal unchanging truth no
thinking person including the scientist himself would dispute
the fact that all human efforts to know the truth are tentative
unfinished and changing A glance at textbooks over the
years is evidence of this the hard won laboriously acquired
knowledge of the greatest of the scientists will be supercededsupersededsuperceded
one day by a larger truer vision even the great artist is rarely
satisfied with any of his creations none fully expresses his
felt impressions

but the gospel it is said by way of contrast is divine
revealed of god taught by the christ recorded in holy writ
and hence unchanging eternal truth from my limited experi-
ence I1 believe the gospel of jesus christ is eternal universally
valid and true in the lives of men and deity but my under-
standing of the gospel and dare I1 suggest yours too is not
eternal truth and ought not be unchanging truth

in the mind of god and christ the gospel is known in
its full beauty and actuality but in your life and mine the
truths of the gospel are only partially known and are relative
to our capacity humility and experience faith repentenceresentencerepen tence
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love god atonement are but words in a book symbols of atti-
tudes and realities that we comprehend only in part this we
sometimes forget but the prophets profess it in moments of
profound humility and insight

isaiah said for the lord for my thoughts are not your
thoughts neither are your ways my ways saith the lord for
as the heavens are higher than the earth so are my ways higher
than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts isaiah
5589558 9

woe is me said isaiah when he was called to the min-
istry for I1 am undone because I1 am a man of unclean lips
and I1 dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips for
mine eyes have seen the king the lord of hosts isaiah 65

the apostle paul who was not lalacking in testimony and
assurance said in his sublime eulogy on love

for we know in part and we prophesy in part but when
that which is perfect is come then that which is in part shall
be done away for now we see through a glass dark-
ly 1 I cor 13910139 10 12

some of that same spirit of humility is found in latter day
scripture moses had a remarkable vision of god and some
of his unending creations the prophet s fascinating response
to that overawingoverswingoverawing presence was now I1 know that man
is nothing which thing I1 never had supposed moses 12
satan took advantage of moses humbled position and said to
him moses son of man worship me moses 111212 to
illustrate how relative man s view of the situation is moses
recovered his perspective and answered

who art thou for behold I1 am of god in the similitude
of his only begotten and where is thy glory that I1 should
worship thee moses 113

for a long time I1 have been grateful for and impressed by
the prophet joseph s description of his remarkable vision of
the father and the son wherein he said 1I saw two person-
ages whose brightness and glory defy all description reve-
lation itself is not a one way communication but a teaching
process dependent on the learner as well as on the teacher
it is so described in the preface to the doctrine and covenants
behold I1 am god and have spoken it these commandments
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are of me this is the divine part of revelation that
which follows reveals the human limitations on the divine
word to man

and were given unto my servants in their weakness
after the manner of their language that they might come
to an understanding

and inasmuch as they erred it might be made known and
inasmuch as they sought wisdom they might be instructed
and inasmuch as they were humble they might be made
strong and blessed from on high and receive knowledge
from time to time doctrine and covenants 12428124 28

perhaps I1 have belabored this point but I1 feel that many
of us are too complacent because of the remarkable events
and teachings associated with the restoration we assume to
know all about god and his ways when we act on that
assumptionassumptiassumptaon we reduce him to our image and we lose our
hunger and thirst for his truth and his righteousness jesus
said and this is life eternal that they might know thee the
only true god and jesus christ whom thou hast sent john
173 to know them we must come to think as they think
feel as the feel create as they create love as they love we
must as christ did receive grace for grace this is an eternal
quest

I1 have tried to distinguish between the eternal truths of
the gospel and our limited human understanding of them I1

like the way yvor winter puts in his in defense of reason

the absolutist believes in the existence of absolute truths
and values unless he is very foolish he does not believe
that he personally has free access to these absolutes and that
his judgments are final but he does believe that such abso-
lutes exist and that it is the duty of every man and of every
society to endeavor as far as may be to approximate them
the relativist on the other hand believes that there are no
absolute truths that the judgment of every man is right for
himself 2

the gospel of jesus christ contains eternal truths but our
knowledge of them is relative to our humility study capacity
and experience

if we recognize our limited understanding of the gospel
2yvoreyvor winters in defense of reason london routledge and paul

1947 p 10
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our next step is to study it earnestly searchingly and prayer-
fully may I1 suggest too that the object of our major study
ought to be simple fundamental principles of the gospel too
often these are taken for granted or passed over superficially
while we occupy ourselves with things which lead not to edifi-
cation or we elaborate on the things the lord has only
touched on lightly

what we need to understand more fully are the attributes
of god the meaning of integrity creativity intelligence and
love the teachings of christ which he reiterated again and
again humility meekness love trust in god we need to
grow within our understanding of each gospel principle

A child in primary is taught we believe in being hon-
est but honesty is one thing to a child quite another
to a thoughtful adult the former thinks of honesty in terms
of not lying and not stealingb the adult includes these in
his conception of honesty but he learns the difficult role of
being honest in human relationships and in being true to his
own deepest convictions he struggles between keeping his
own integrity and his concern for the feelings of others and
their wellbeingwell being honesty must sometimes vie with mercy in
the mind of the sensitive adult

one of the rewards and joys of gospel teaching is what
one learns from his students either directly or by the questions
they raise I1 remember a freshman in a large book of mor-
mon class who when the class was asked how the covenant
of baptism differs from a marriage contract replied in a
marriage contract either party may fail but in the baptismal
covenant only man can fail god will not this was a new
and beautiful insight to the teacher

the restored gospel is a religion of action it is not an
end in itself but was designed to bring about growth and
fulfillment in man to do so it must penetrate the inner life
of the individual and the social systems of society to ac-
complishcomplish this goal religion must be more than feeling more
even than faith and good will the life of man living in
society needs to be understood there are factual and rational
aspects to the economic political and social life of man to
have any impact on these we must understand both the nature
of society and gospel principles this is a rationale as well
as a question of value for example roughly twenty percent
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of our population in america live in poverty they cannot
succeed in our competitive free society the gospel teaches
us to love those who have least and that it is more blessed
to give than to receivereceive how do we give love to the poor in
ways that will build the freedom and respect of the individual
I1 submit to you that we have not begun to learn on a large
scale how to live the principle of love in a modern complex
society I1 think this could well be the subject matter of a
priesthood or sunday school course of a study of a year or a
decade and it would tax the mind as well as the heart to the
limit it calls for thinking to make the gospel viable in human
relations

one further example may illustrate the same point we
speak of free agency in sermon after sermon and in class
after class it is a beautiful and fundamental principle of
the gospel but too seldom do we recognize that we are not
free every man has free agency a desire and capacity to
be free but none of us are completely free we fail to make
the distinction between free agency and freedom some are
not free to resist overeating to communicate honestly with
husband or wife to forsake greed or lust to acknowledge
one s weakness or sin to follow one s convictions of the right
freedom is won with knowledge with understanding with
wisdom sometimes with love and with cooperation from
others here is another commonly spoken principle of the
gospel a class could profitably study for a year or a decade

I1 would like to suggest one more use of the mind in re-
ligion someone has said that there is nothing so lost as an
isolated fact in every field of study facts are related to each
other by hypotheses by theories by conceptual schemes

this same learning process applies to the restored gospel
one needs to see it whole it contains a basic framework of
theolotheologyay4y and an integrated ethical pattern for living but
the scriptures were not written by systematic theologians or
moral philosopersphilosophers thank goodness but have come to us
as spontaneous records quite miscellaneous inin form contain-
ing the experience inspiration and words of men as they have
struggled with god and his people

without destroying the freshness and reality of the scrip-
tures we need to look into them to find these fundamental
oft repeated and established truths which give the scriptures
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their great meaning and value this is an intellectual and
imaginative exercise as well as a spiritual search

not only does the gospel as a whole seem to hang together
at it were but within it are several groups of beautifully in-
tegratedte ideas I1 can mention but two or three this evening

jesus and the prophets portray god the father as a person
of integrity and impartiality love and mercy and as a father
whose purpose it is to bring the abundant and eternal life to
man if we keep this character of god in mind we shall not
interpret his relationship to men in ways which contradict
these divine attributes even though isolated passages of
scripture might give us license to do so we will not believe
him to be jealous revengeful and wrathful as we know these
qualities of character in human experience

the restored gospel teaches us also that the elements
some laws the intelligence of man along with his capacity
for freedom are coeternal with god if we believe and un-
derstandderstand this we shall not ascribe the limitations of nature
and human nature to him rather we shall be inclined to
help him overcome evil and to realize the ideal

the beatitudes are another example of a beautiful logical
framework within the gospel I1 commend to your reading
a book by henry churchill king called the ethics of jesus 3

in which he describes the beatitudes as jesus map of life he
shows how each builds on and presupposes those that have
gone before dr king gives new insight into the meaning of

blessed are they that mourn whom he calls the penitent
and of blessed are the meek which he equates with self con
troi at its highest the book of mormon with the phrase
11 who come unto me inserted in the beatitudes adds addi-
tional meaning to this map of life

finally I1 am impressed by the remarkably intimate rela-
tionshiption ship of the first principles and ordinances of the gospel
faith in christ leads to inspires and gives direction to re-
pentancepentance baptism bears witness to a new beginning and of
a bond with christ and with each other and in the words of
mormon because of meekness and lowliness of heart which
follows from faith in christ and repentance cometh the
visitation of the holy ghost which comforter fillethfalleth with

henry churchill king the ethics of jesus new york macmillan
company 19231925
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hope and perfect love moroni 826 this whole process
of becoming a disciple of christ is renewed in the sacramental
covenant

conclusion
one has every reason to be intellectually eager and alert

as he relates to the gospel of jesus christ and seeks to apply
its principles to the demands and privileges of living

I1 must admit that the thoughtful way is nonott in the short
run the easy way it is less troublesome to be as sheep led
or herded without thought and with little sense of personal
responsibility thinking is always critical it means analyzing
taking apart and synthesizing or seeing things in new rela-
tionshipstionships thinking means questioning even doubting and
trusting that the gospel can stand the test of thought thinki-
ng means carrying one I1

s own lantern living one s own testi-
mony

god himself does not seem to object to our questioning
even him and his ways abraham persuaded the lord to
save sodom if he could find ten righteous souls jacob wrestled
with his heavenly antagonist until he got his way and most
impressive of all job challenged god s justice and compassion
and stood by his own integrity through an extended debate
he learned that he had darkened counsel by words without
knowledge but god did not condemn him for his honest
thinking whereas his complacent friends eliphaz bildad
and zophar who upheld the traditional limited hebrew
view of the reason for suffering received a judgment from
god for they had not spoken of him the thing that is
right

the gospel of jesus christ was restored in response to a
youth s search for truth throughout our history prophets
have asked questions and reasoned freely about truths of the
gospel I1 trust that you will bring your best thinking as well
as your deepest feelings to bear on the gospel of our lord
jesus christ and I1 hope that you will love the lord thy god
with all thy heart and with all thy soul and with all thy
mind



topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield massachusetts
ancestral home of the
prophet joseph smith

DONALD Q CANNON

much has been written concerning the ancestors of the
prophet joseph smith almost every biographical or histori-
cal account refers to his forebears those writers unsympa-
thetic to the church have branded his ancestors as irresponsi-
ble even demented people while writers friendly to the
church have consistently described the smiths in terms of the
steadfast qualities such as honesty and sobriety generally as-
sociatedsocia ted with early america

although the smith family has received ample attention
almost nothing has been written concerning the place where
they resided five generations of the smith family lived in
topsfieldtapsfieldTops field massachusetts before joseph smith jr was born
and yet we know very little about this significant town does
not the place have something to tell us concerning the smith
family and indeed the prophet himself physical and social
environment as well as home and family help mold the lives
of men and women

visiting topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield today one discovers a well kept quiet
new england village the normal visual manifestations of
the new england town such as the white frame meetinghouse
the common and colonial homes meet the eye as soon as one
enters topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield here only a few miles from the frenetic
pace of boston one finds the solace and peace associated
with the small new england town indeed at least once aa

dr cannon associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university has taught history at the university of maine has pub-
lished previously in the improvement era and BYU studies and is currently
preparing an american history textbook for harper & row
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year the residents of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field gather together in the school-
house and hold a town meeting in such meetings the people
choose their officials and conduct the major business of the
town much as they have done since colonial times

situated on the north shore of massachusetts about twenty
miles north of boston and ten miles southeast of lawrence
topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield is a so called bedroom city of some 5000 people
in its role as a bedroom suburb for greater boston topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield
has grown rapidly since world war 11II from 1412 in 1950 to
5225 in 1970 comprising a land area of 12.801280 square miles
the town has a population density of 408 persons per square
mile the town is 99480998709947099899.8 white predominantly republican
and has a median annual income of 8745 economically it
is a progressive rural community with a modest amount of
small scale manufacturing 2

topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield located at the center of essex county is noted
for its rolling hills these rounded elevations thrown up by a
retreating sheet of ice in the glacial period form a kind of
barrier around the edge of the town they bear such names as
great hill town hill and witch hill much of the land in
the town consists of a thin coating of sand and gravel which
covers a layer of bedrockbed rock almost everywhere in the valley
where the town is located one can drill and secure water
the ipswichipswitch river runs through the southerly and easterly
portion of the township and into it flow the important tribu-
tary brooks pye howletthewletthewiett mile fish and nichols in the
rich meadow land along the banks of the river are found
large deposits of peat topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield is heavily wooded and
boulders of all sizes and shapes abound on the outskirts of
the village are excellent farmlands especially along the river
banks 3

annual report of the town of tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field massachusetts 1969 1970
1971

massachusetts department of commerce and development city and town
monographs town of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield boston mass massachusetts department of
commerce and development 1971 topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield conservation commission
open space plan 1970 topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield mass town of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield 1970

george francis dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield massachusetts topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield
mass the topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield historical society 1940 ppap 475479475 479 john henry
sears the physical geography geology mineralogy and paleontology of
essex county massachusetts salem mass the essex institute 1861 ppap
259290259 290 samuel S mackenzie geology of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield essex institute pro-
ceedingsce 34955349 55 1861 ralph H brown the historical geography of the
united states new york harcourt brace and world inc 1948 ppap 131513 15
525452 54 98
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topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield has a rich architectural heritage in close prox-
imity to the common or village green as some topsfieldtapsfieldTops field
residents refer to it are several excellent examples of colonial
architecture best known of all colonial homes in topsfieldtapsfieldTops field is
the parson capen house guides to topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield and essex
county architectural studies of new england and many other
published works refer to the parson capen house as an archi-
tecturaltectural treasure reverend joseph capen minister of the
church in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield built the house in the summer of 1683
patterned after the frame homes the colonists knew in eng-
land the house has a framework of heavy oak timbers mor
tisedtided and tenonedtenoner together the exterior walls are covered
with clapboards and there is a second story overhang in the
garrison style acquired by the topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield historical society in
1913 it has been carefully restored and is open to the public
during the summer 4

in this quaint village the spirit of colonial america lives on
in the twentieth century this spirit was best described by
one speaker during the 250th anniversary of the town

let topsfieldtapsfieldTops field continue as it is a place of agricultural
industry and modest manufacturing interests an increasingly
residential community nature s retreat for weary bodies and
tired brains a home of virtue and a source of life for the
nation 5

but what of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield s past what kind of a town was
it when ancestors of joseph smith walked its streets was it a
typical new england town or did it have a unique history

concerning the question of typicality recent historical
studies show that the traditional notion of the typical new
england town is largely incorrect historical research of the
past decade demonstrates that each town must be considered
as a separate and distinct entity not a part of a related whole
in his puritan village sumner chilton powell explains that
not just englishmen but various types of englishmen came to
new england consequently he claims that they created many

hugh morrison early american architecture from the colonial set-
tlementstlements to the national period new york oxford university press 1952
ppap 575957 59 william H pierson jr american buildings and their architectsArchitectss
the colonial and new classical styles garden city new york doubleday
and co inc 1970 ppap 505350 53 58 dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield ppap 447450447 450

proceedings of the celebration of the two hundred and fiftieth anni-
versary pfaf the incorporation of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield massachusetts topsfieldtapsfieldTops field mass
merrill press 1901 p 28
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reverend joseph capen built this house in the late seventeenth century
framframeded with oak timbers and covered with clapboard it is a valuable example
of the more substantial architecture of the period

the congregational meetinghouse a center for religious as well as com-
munity activities in early topsfieldtapsfieldTops field
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distinct towns each with its own origin its own character and
each different from the towns in old england 6 kenneth lock-
ridge explains in his study of dedham massachusetts that the
new england town has been a myth one of the great ameri-
can myths he seeks to discredit that myth by describing ded-
ham s own true history as a record of change a transition
from a static rural community to a thriving commercial and
manufacturing center while suggesting that other new eng-
land towns changed also lockridge maintains that each alter-
ation was unique no two towns experienced quite the same
transformation 7 finally rhys isaac cautions there are grave
difficulties in the construction of a picture of the larger soci-
ety from the study of the microcosm it would be misleading
to proceed by the simple multiplication of a supposedly typical
example 8

any examination of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field during the colonial period
then must proceed on the assumption that this town experi-
enced a unique historical development one which may or may
not have been like the experience of any other new england
town

captain john smith and other english explorers had de-
scribed the north shore and the ipswichipswitch river long before the
establishment of permanent settlements in new england in
fact the pilgrims of plymouth colony had heard of ipswichipswitch
and thought of settling there the earliest settlements in the
area occurred not at topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield but at the mouth of the ipsaps
wich river where the town of ipswichipswitch is now located ipsaps
wich or agawam as it was then known was settled by john
winthrop jr in 1633 agawam took its name from the most
prominent local indian tribe the agawamsAgawams 9

soon after settling agawam ipswichipswitch settlers began to
move upriver they came to a place known as she ne we medy

the pleasant place of the flowing waters this area dubbed

summer chilton powell puriranpuritan village garden city new york
doubleday and company 1965 ppap xv 178179178 179

kenneth A lockridge A new england town the first hundred years
dedham massachusetts 163617361636 1736 new york W W norton and com-
pany inc 1970 ppap xi 9195919391 9593 172174172 174

rhyshys isaac order and growth authority and meaning in colonial new
england the american historical review vol 76 no 3 june 1971 p
736

1 george F dow the settlement of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field the historical collec-
tions of the tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield historical society 11518115 18 1895 hereafter referred
to as tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield historical collections
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new meadows because of the extensive meadowland along
the river became the nucleus of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield the earliest settlers
moved into the topsfieldtapsfieldTops field area about 1641 while extant rec-
ords do not show who settled there first most of the early
townspeople were prominent men in massachusetts bay the
earliest records contain such names as dorman bradstreet
endicott gould curtiscurds bixby and redington 10

these people had participated in a great english folk mi-
gration during the first half of the seventeenth century be-
cause of economic dislocation political turmoil religious per
secutions and general insecurity they joined others who had
left their native land to create a new nation across the stormy
atlantic they came from all parts of england and from
many different walks of life enticed by promotional literature
and motivated by the hope of improving their lot in the new
world these ordinary men and women had together per-
formed the most daring act of modern history when they suc-
ceeded in planting a new nation where none before had
stood

some of those who settled at new meadows later tops
field came from essex county england so naturally they used
place names from english essex to designate their new settle-
ments in massachusetts bay samuel symonds who owned
five hundred acres at new meadows had come from toppescoppes
field a small parish in essex county england his ancestral
home had been named after topp a saxon chieftanchieftainChieftan who
crossed the north sea from the friesian islands about 550
AD seeking to honor and perhaps remember his home in
england symonds an assistant in the massachusetts general
court changed the name new meadows to toppesfieldToppesfield in oc-
tober 1648 eventually the residents of the village simplified
and shortenedtheshortenedshortenedthethe english spelling to topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield 112

according to george francis dow the foremost authority
on topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield history farming was the chief occupation of the
first settlers here and has continued to be through all the

dowow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field ppap 1301 30

carl bridenbaugh vexed and troubled englishmen 159016421590 1642 new
york oxford university press 1968 p 476

allan forbes namesake towns in our essex county the essex in-
stitute historical collections 81270 1945 on the origin of the names
of towns in massachusetts proceedings of the massachusetts historical so-
ciety 12397 1873
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years 13 most of the early settlers had been farmers in eng-
land so they farmed in new england too the unusually rich
farmlands along the river had attracted settlers from ipswichipswitch
and they set about the task of making the land productive
corn the main crop all along the atlantic seaboard in the co-
lonial period became the major crop of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield farmers as
well native to the new world and introduced to the settlers
by the indians corn had many purposes food for man fodder
for animals and bedding for the home 14

corn grinding a logical outgrowth of the production of
corn became an important economic enterprise at first tops
field farmers carried their corn to ipswichipswitch in the 1660s how-
ever two grist mills were erected in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield one by francis
peabody and another by the howletthewletthewiett family 15

one rather unusual agricultural enterprise capitalized on
one of the major natural resources of the massachusetts marsh-
lands the salt marshes of essex county yielded sizeable
quantities of salt grass supposedly more desirable for feeding
horses and cattle than hay grown in fresh water meadows des-
cribed by captain john smith this salt grass or hay attracted
the attention of these farmers from england because they had
cut such hay in their homeland harvesting salt grass was
hard work but these ambitious yankees harvested about six
hundred tons of salt grass annually during the colonial era
often neighbors from adjacent farms would share the arduous
task the men working in the marsh while the women prepared
their food topsfieldtapsfieldTops field s farmers used salt hay not only for feed
but also for thatch for their crude dwellings and to protect
early vegetables in the fields 10

topsfieldtapsfieldTops field farms also produced flax and wool used in
spinning and weaving cloth most textile manufacturing how-
ever was done on a domestic rather than a commercial scale
the home serving as the center of the early textile industry
hides from domestic and wild animals were processed in tops

dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field p 354
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field canneriestanneriestanneries and much of the leather was used in shoe
manufacturing indeed shoe manufacturing became the largest
industry in the town reaching its zenith in the early nine-
teenth century some topsfieldtapsfieldTops field residents worked in topsfieldtapsfieldTops field
shoe factories while other commuted to work in factories in
danvers and other nearby communities

many of the trades and crafts commonly found in england
also appeared in early topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield edmund bridges the first
blacksmith set up his shop in 1661iggi 17 for topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield residents
his work was indispensable he not only shod horses but
manufactured household tools and farm implements as well
town records dating back as early as 1654 carry the names of
carpenters and cabinetmakers by the eighteenth century a car-
penters union had been formed topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield s first cooper isaac
estey began making barrels in 1661iggi asael smith grand-
father of the prophet worked for a time as a cooper in tops
field 18 not unlike their counterparts in many other towns in
colonial america the residents of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field searched earnestly
and doggedly for precious metals hoping perhaps to rival
the wealth of the spanish colonies in the new world in
1648 governor endicott who owned property in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield
employed richard leader the man in charge of the famed
saugusbaugus iron works to mine copper on his land although
leader had skill in mynes and tryall of metallsmetalsmetalls the copper
mining venture failed in 1770 william buntin an english
promoter reopened the copper mines and managed to ex-
tract some copper ore but the mine failed to produce enough
to make the operation pay 19

topsfieldtapsfieldTops field had no distinct class of men practicing medi-
cine no doctors in the modern sense in colonial days men
of other callings practiced medicine as a sideline A school-
master for example might also work as a doctor indeed
practicing the adage everyman his own doctor each family
met most of its own medical needs almost every household
had its own herb garden and every wife and mother could
apply quaint household remedies to ease pain and comfort the
sick in addition to dispensing wormwood dandelion parsley

dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield ppap 357359357 359
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sage and mint some topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield mothers reduced fever by bind-
ing two salt water herring to the soles of the patient s feet
in keeping with medical theory of the day bleeding and
leeches were also employed by 1740 some of these customs
began to diminish as topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield s first full time trained phy-
sician richard dexter began his practice 20

in colonial topsfieldtapsfieldTops field poverty and wealth existed side by
side although all houses conformed basically to english
styles they ranged from crude huts to elaborate mansion like
dwellings looking inside the house with assistance from es-
sex county probate records one discovers in general modest
furniture and possessions the kitchen often referred to as
the hall in the seventeenth century was the center of the
household culinary activities centered in turn around the
huge fireplace with its pots and kettles suspended from pot
chains in front of the fireplace stood plain tables chairs and
cupboards here the average family dined simply on corn
meal boiled meat and vegetables residents of colonial tops
field often used sand to clean their floors both in the kitchen
and elsewhere the so called better families had rugs and
carpets and consequently employed other cleaning materials
the work in these more prosperous homes was performed not
only by the family but by servants as well some of the latter
were indentured servants having to work a certain number of
years in order to pay for their passage to america once their
term of service ended they received freedom dues clothing
tools and land to get them started on their own 21

religion played a major role in the lives of the people who
resided in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield prior to the revolution from the time
of the earliest settlements provisions were made for the public
worship of god in the colonial period topsfieldsTops fields major
church was of course the congregational church although
topsfieldtapsfieldTops field did not erect its first meetinghouse until 1643 one
william knight had preached the word of god as early as
1641 he did not remain permanently and in 1655 the rev

richard H shryock eighteenth century medicine in america the
antiquarian society proceedings 5927529259275 292 1949 henry PF long the
physicians of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field with some account of early medical practice the
essex institute HistHiorcalstoical collection 4719722947197 229 1911 daniel J boorstin
the americans the colonial experience new york random househousek 1958
ppap 207240207 240

bessexessex2essex county probate files docket 14093 dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield
ppap 819581 95
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erendarend william perkins of gloucester arrived in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield and
made arrangements for the erection of a meetinghouse upon
completion of the meetinghouse and with the establishment of
the first regular church the townspeople replaced reverend
perkins maintaining that he was too old his replacement
the reverend thomas gilbert of charleston was ordained on
4 november 1663 reverend gilbert remained until 1671
when he was tried for intemperance having become intoxi-
cated at the table of the lords supper his replacement
jeremiah hobart arranged for the construction of a stone wall
to protect the meetinghouse during king philip s war in
1681 parson capen the owner of the famed house bearing
his name arrived in topsfieldtopfieldtodfieldTopsTop field and thus began the most aus-
picious period in the history of the congregational church of
topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield the reverend joseph capen served for more
than three decades as minister and under his leadership
church membership increased and the quality of religious life
improved 22

A close examination of the records and history of the con-
gregationalgregational church in topsfieldtapsfieldTops field reveals considerable strife and
friction among its members the members of the congrega-
tion quarreled frequently with the ministers over such mat-
ters as proper conduct salaries church membership and seat-
ing arrangements the rapid turnover in ministerial person-
nel is evidence of this friction the seating of townsfolk in
the meetinghouse for example was a matter of no little con-
sequence on 20 may 1760 a special committee of twelve
men was appointed to seat the people according to their

best skill and judgment some of the pews in the new meet-
inghousein had been previously sold to the wealthier members
of the community but the committee had to wrestle with the
problem of seating the remainder of the congregation those
who could not purchase a pew were seated by the committee
the men and women being segregated 23

the sermons preached in colonial topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield remind one of
puritan sermons preached elsewhere in new england abun-
dantly studded with scriptural citations each sermon was de-
signed to communicate one central message in organization it

historical manual of the congregational church of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield massa-
chusettschu setts 166319071663 1907 topsfieldtapsfieldTops field mass published by the church 1907 ppap
5155 15 dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield ppap 246264246 264 271280271 280

dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field ppap 253264253 264 271273271 273
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resembled a legal brief including the proposition to be con-
sideredsi the reasons for its consideration and other legalistic
formulations sermons of that day filled two or three hours
and provided ample food for thought 24

it is difficult for most twentieth century americans to
imagine the intense concern with spiritual matters demon-
strated by the people of sevenseventeenthteenthsteenth century topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield massa-
chusettschusetts religion filled much of their lives indeed gave di-
rection to them that they took religion seriously is demon-
strated by the recording of numerous public confessions before
the entire congregation thus jacob towne and his wife con-
fessed before their fellow church members that they had known
each other carnally before they were married 25

the congregational church and the town maintained a
cemetery from the earliest period of settlement while the
exact location of the earliest burial ground is not known it
was probably adjacent to the earliest meetinghouse the old-
est cemetery still in use pine grove cemetery contains tomb-
stones with legible inscriptions running back as far as 1717
in this cemetery are such notables as the reverend joseph
capen 165917281659 1728 the reverend john emerson 170717741707 1774
major joseph gould 176318031763 1803 and the ancestors of jo-
seph smith 26

residents of colonial topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield carefully looked after their
educational as well as their spiritual needs initially the bur-
den of education fell upon individual families indeed during
most of the colonial era even public school classes convened
in private homes the townspeople did not erect a school-
house until late in the colonial period beginning in 1694 the
town of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield hired one man each year to serve as school-
master until a public building was erected the schoolmaster
boarded with families near the houses where school was held
much of the record of early education in topsfieldtapsfieldTops field contains in-
formation about struggles to obtain money and buildings a

struggle between various factions in the town clearly educaaduca

A funeral sermon occasioned by the death of mr joseph green late
pastor of the church in salem village by joseph capen topfTopstoastapsfieldtopsfieldtopslieldfield historical
collections 12538125 38 1907

george F dow records of the congregational church in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield
topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield historical collections 14141111 1909

interview with mr wallace kneeland superintendent of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field
cemeteries 2 september 1971 dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field ppap 430436430 436
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tion was a part of the democratic process not something im-
posed by a ruling caste 27

travel was an ordeal in colonial topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield descriptions
of the early roadways within the town and of those connecting
topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield with other towns paint a picture of primitive in-
adequate roads often no more than widened indian trails
maintenance of public highways required teamwork and every
able bodied male citizen had to report for road work periodi-
cally to provide such maintenance in keeping with new eng-
land custom the road leading to a certain town bore the name
of that town thus salem street led to salem and boxford
street to boxford 28

in colonial america roads existed for the conduct of com-
merce but most important they existed for the benefit of the
postal system originally the salem post office handled mail
for topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield and many other essex county communities
eventually however topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield got its own postmaster the
topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield postmaster like the postmaster in many parts of
colonial america was a jack of all trades this busy man
not only handled the mail but also took care of all freight
business for topsfieldtapsfieldTops field and taught penmanship 29

the town of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield concerned itself not only with com-
municationmunication and transportations but also with caring for the
poor and needy within its borders although few of the early
settlers of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field were wealthy few were poor most man-
aged to care for themselves the first poor person to receive
aid was luke wakeling in 1663 the town bought a cow for
luke and his family harking back to an english tradition
topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield officials often solved problems of poverty by warn-
ing undesirables out of town people who had moved from
other towns and would not support themselves were forced
to leave thus evan morris described as a shiftless indolent
fellow had to leave topsfieldtapsfieldTops field topsfieldtapsfieldTops field preferred to have
its legitimate poor earn their way consequently people re-
ceiving poor relief would perform tasks such as digging graves
in return for the assistance they received occasionally people
boarded destitute persons in their homes and received a re-
imbursement for expenses from the town officials although

dow history of tapsfieldtopsfieutopsfieldTopsfield ppap 296303296 303
ibid ppap 9812398 123
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town meetings frequently discussed the construction of an
almshouse topsfieldtapsfieldTops field did not build one until 1822 30

in seventeenth century topsfieldtapsfieldTops field another social problem
of major concern was witchcraft although overshadowed by
its neighbors salem village and salem topsfieldtapsfieldTops field also figured
prominently in the famous witchcraft episode of the 1690s As
one study expressed it topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield s connection with the witch-
craft delusion in salem village now danvers is of much im-

portance historically and has a greater claim upon the notice of
the historian of that period than generally has been con-
ceded 313

topsfieldtapsfieldTops field s involvement in the witchcraft episode in salem
village centered on disputes over boundaries and ownership
of land one of the most persistent disputes may have arisen
from a clerical error made by the massachusetts general court
as early as 1639 this first came into the open in 1668 when
topsfieldtapsfieldTops field divided up some common land on the south bank
of the ipswichipswitch river near the property of thomas putnam of
salem village described as strong willed men eager for con-
troversytroversy the putnamsputnamsr easily became the center of conflict arr-
ests followed accusations and executions followed trials in
this period of frenzy and distrust many of the characters of
the famous salem witch trials were actually residents of tops
field anne putnam rebecca nurse mary easty and sarah
wilds all of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field became principal participants in the
trials and executions in salem indeed mary easty was hanged
on gallows hill in salem on 22 september 1692 ultimately
the people of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield and other villages came to their senses
and the witchcraft delusion ended in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield and else-
where pardons were granted to those convicted on insufficient
evidence and reparations were paid to the unfortunate relatives
of the condemned 32

the only town government which dealt with such problems
as witchcraft was the town meeting so often associated with co
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lonial new england originally scheduled for the first tues-
day in march annual town meetings in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield convened
as early as 1664 settled in the late 1630s and officially in-
corporatedcorp orated in 1650 topsfieldtapsfieldTops field obviously had some form of
government prior to 1664 unfortunately many early records
were destroyed by fire consequently 1664 is the earliest year
for which records exist initially only the freemen those
involved in the original settlement and incorporation could
vote later all commoners could vote according to tops
fields standards and definition a commoner was an english-
man of orthodox religion who owned a specified amount of
real or personal property thus topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield imposed religious
and property qualifications for voting in this sense tops
field differed little from many other new england towns 33

town meetings could not be convened without adequate
warning and notice including the posting of a notice on the
meetinghouse door according to records of the town meetings
matters that came within the purview of the town government
included land grants boundaries taxes highways bridges pro-
vision for the poor care of common lands and public morals
officials elected in early town meetings included town clerks
selectmen constables and jurymenjuryman for trials held in ipswichipswitch
in the period between town meetings these town officials had
the responsibility of conducting the affairs of government
they knew however that the town meeting would hold them
accountable for their actions from the earliest times town
meetings convened in the meetinghouse occasionally how-
ever during periods of repair and renovation on the meet-
inghousein the townsfolk gathered at a local inn A town
hall was not constructed until after the civil war 34

during the frequent intercolonial wars of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield s town fathers had the
responsibility of defending the town against attack and pro-
viding solidierssolidiers for offensive operations against the foe the
earliest residents of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield maintained membership in the
militia of ipswichipswitch the first independent militia in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield
being established in 1662 all able bodied men between 16
and 45 years of age had to belong to the militia company at-
tend training sessions and fight if called up 335
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topsfieldtapsfieldTops field did call upon its militia for defense several times
during the first century and a half of its existence the first
topsfieldtapsfieldTops field militia members to engage in a general conflict were
those who participated in king philip s war 1675771675 77
while only incidentally engaged in that indian uprising tops
field s military forces made a substantial contribution to the
series of intercolonial wars against the french and their indian
allies official military records indicate that topsfieldtapsfieldTops field resi-
dents fought in king william s war 1689971689 97 queen anneanness
war 1702131702 13 king george s war 1740481740 48 and the
french and indian war 1754631754 63 indeed topsfieldtapsfieldTops field men
participated in the capture of louisbourgLouisbourg the gibralter of the
north during king george s war the capture of that sup-
posedly impregnable canadian fortress on cape breton island
ranks as one of the outstanding military achievements of the
american colonists during the long series of wars against the
french 36

although participating in all of the intercolonial wars
topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield made its greatest military contribution during the
american revolution relying upon more than a century of
experience topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield s minute men played an important role
in many of the battles of the war of independence thus tops
field men saw action at lexington and concord at the battle of
bunker hill in the new york campaign of 1776 and at
the battle of trenton it was during this struggle against
great britain that one of joseph smith s most illustrious an-
cestorscestors samuel smith II11 distinguished himself 3717

by the time the american revolution drew to a close tops
field had become a thriving new england town travelers
and visitors extolled its progress and praised its natural beauty
thus the reverend william bentley of salem described tops
field as one of the most pleasing towns in our neighbor-
hood 38

having considered the social and physical environment of
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early topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield it remains to examine the role played by the
smith family in the community since this story has been told
elsewhere 39 only a brief sketch is necessary within the context
of this study

the five generations of the smith family who resided in
topsfieldtapsfieldTops field before the birth of the prophet included robert
smith samuel smith 1 I samuel smith 11II asael smith and
joseph smith sr for almost two centuries the smiths were
regarded as solid members of the community in a recent
study richard lloyd anderson has described the ancestors of
the prophet as possessing moral responsibility unselfisnessunselfishness
personal tenacity intellectual awareness and intelligent sin

1 40Icereitycereitacereity
histories of the church biographies of the smiths and

topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield historical records agree on at least three character-
istics which the smiths of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield shared patriotism re-
ligiosity and socioeconomicsocio economic success while all five gener-
ations of joseph smith s ancestors demonstrated patriotic vir-
tues samuel smith 11II and asael smith seemed best to ex-
emplify love of country samuel smith served in the general
court the state legislature on committees of correspondence
prior to the revolution and held a number of local offices
known as captain samuel smith he distinguished himself
in the topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield militia while his father samuel 11II11 served
as an officer in the revolution asael enlisted as a soldier
and saw military action in new york in an address written
on 10 april 1799 asael smith urged his family to be loyal to
the united states and impressed upouponi them his own sense of
patriotism and conviction that the constitution was inspired
clearly the ancestors of the prophet joseph smith were as
patriotic as any of the founding fathers 41

the ancestors of the prophet loved god as well as country
church records and historical accounts provide substantial evi-
dence to prove that all five generations of smiths who resided

the general histories of the church as well as most biographical studies
of joseph smith and his ancestors deal with this matter see especially richard
lloyd anderson joseph smiths new england heritage salt lake city utah
deseret book company 1971
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in topsfieldtapsfieldTops field were sincerely religious while robert samuel
1 I1 and samuel 11II11 affiliated with the congregational
church asael advocated the beliefs of the universalist church
throughout his life asael smith endeavored to teach his chil-
dren and grandchildren the basic tenets of christianity A man
of practiced integrity and uncompromising honesty asael
smith emulated the life of jesus christ in whom he so firmly
believed it was this kind of faith that asael smith bequeathed
his son joseph smith sr and his grandson joseph smith jr 4212

recognized for their patriotism and religiousness the an-
cestors of joseph smith also gained recognition for their socio-
economic achievements their contemporaries referred to them
as pillars of the community and their property holdings dem-
onstrateonstrate their relative affluence the most impressive property
acquired by the smiths was the farm where the well known
smith dorman house was located situated on pye brook
this property was the site of a grist mill operated by francis
peabody as early as 1665 in 1690 thomas dorman built a
house there sometime after 1755 samuel smith acquired the
house and land and conveyed it to his son asael on 24 march
1786 joseph smith sr was born in this house 12 july 1771
the birthplace of the prophet s father was a two story colonial
style farm house measuring forty by twenty feet asael smith
sold the property to nathaniel perkins averill in 1791 for
270 pounds 43

while many know that joseph smith s ancestors lived in
topsfieldtapsfieldTops field few realize that some of brigham young s an-
cestors also resided there through his mother abigail howe
brigham young was related to francis peabody an ancestor
of joseph smith who lived in a house about a quarter of a
mile from the smith home 44

and what of joseph smith and brigham young did they
george F dow records of the congregational church in topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield

tapsfieldtopsfieldTops field historical collections 148148 23 1909 george F dow baptismal
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sidney perley topsfieldtapsfieldTops field houses and lands tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield historical collections
2987882987 88 1928 the house in which the smiths resided was taken down in
about 1875 the present house had been built in the meantime during the nine-
teenth century the property is presently owned by levi C wade jr there are
no markers or signs to indicate the historical significance of the property
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ever visit topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield although no direct evidence exists to
substantiate such a visit by either man it is a well documented
fact that they visited nearby salem massachusetts following
his leg operation in lebanon new hampshire joseph smith
then only eight years of age went to the home of his uncle
jesse smith in salem massachusetts to recuperate 45 many
years later in 1836 after he and the church had moved from
new york to ohio joseph smith again visited salem one
scholar believes that the purpose of this second visit was to
find buried treasure supposedly hidden in salem 41 certainly
the church was in dire need of financial assistance and thus
one motive for the journey to salem might have been to find
the treasure reputedly located there section 3 of the doc-
trine and covenants a revelation received by joseph smith on
6 august 1836 at salem does make reference to treasure lo-
cated there but the wording makes the meaning difficult and
obscure joseph smith s own account in his journal history
and in the history of the church fails to mention anything
about treasure or treasure hunting and dwells on the missionary
activity in which they engaged his account reads in part we

arrived in salem massachusetts early in august where we
hired a house and occupied the same during the month teach-
ing people from house to house and preaching publicly as op-
portunityportunity presented visiting occasionally sections of the sur-
rounding country rich in the history of the pilgrim fathers of
new england 47 from the evidence available one might
conclude that the purpose of joseph smith s second journey
to salem was both to enrich the church and to do missionary
work apparently however any alleged attempt to locate
buried or hidden treasure was unsuccessful from his state-
ment concerning visits to sections of the surrounding country
one might conclude that the prophet also visited topsfieldtapsfieldTops field
his ancestral home at any rate his second trip to salem was
a most interesting and unusual event

joseph fielding smith essentials in church history salt lake city
utah deseret book company 1969 p 33 fawn M brodie no man
knows my history new york alfred A knopf 1963 p 8

david R proper joseph smith and salem essex institute historical
collections vol 100 889788 97 1964

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city utah deseret news press 1965
2464 hereafter referred to as HC the same words are also found in the
journal history of the church located at the church historian s office in salt
lake city utah hereafter referred to as JH
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like his predecessor joseph smith brigham young was
also in salem and may have visited topsfieldtapsfieldTops field as well while
joseph smith was there on his second trip brigham young
arrived in the company of lyman E johnson 48 during the
spring of the next year 1837 brigham young returned to
salem for the purpose of calling on members of the church
and transacting business 49 thus brigham young and joseph
smith both sojournsojournedsojourneyed in salem and possibly in topsfieldtapsfieldTops field
massachusetts

the name of joseph smith may or may not be familiar to
residents of topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield today it depends upon whom one asks
newer residents those who live in topsfieldtapsfieldTops field as a bedroom
city and commute to work in boston generally have not
heard of the prophet joseph smith on the other hand the
old yankee members of the community those whose roots run
far back into topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield s past generally know of the founder
of mormonism in separate interviews the town librarian
and the curator of the topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield historical society confirmed
the fact that the older members of the community are aware
that topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield is the ancestral home of joseph smith 50

physical evidence of the prophet s ancestors is scant the
home which some of his forebears occupied is no longer there
not even a marker exists to identify the old smith property
in the pine grove cemetery topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield s oldest surviving burial
ground one finds a single marker or monument to the smith
family erected by george albert smith in 1873 in the library
of course there are historical and genealogical records of the
five generations of smiths who lived in this picturesque new
england village during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies

despite the lack of physical evidence or historical artifacts
the knowledge that topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield is the ancestral home of the
prophet is part of the lives of those who are descendants of
topsfieldtapsfieldTops field s founders for wallace kneeland superintendent
of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field cemeteries joseph smith is a part of his ex-
perienceperience mr kneeland enjoys chatting with members of the

1 HC 2466
JH 14 march 1837
interviews with mrs margaret J mayo librarian of the town of tops

field i1 april 1971 and 16 october 1972 interviews with miss june tilton
curator of the topsfieldtapsfieldTops field historical society 14 july 1970 and 2 september
1971 miss tilton is related to joseph smith through the gould family of
topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield she has an excellent family history and genealogy in her possession
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the smith family marker inin topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield pine grove cemetery the monument

was erected inin 1873 by george albert smith
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church who visit topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield today either to pay homage to
the prophet s ancestors or to engage in genealogical research
reminiscing about earlier visitors kneeland recalled that some
mormonscormons came to topsfieldtapsfieldTopsfield during the early part of the
twentieth century and visited the site of the old smith farm
he said that they carried off bits and pieces from the remains
of the old house as souvenirs and also held religious services
near the well on the former smith property 51 wallace knee-
land june tilton and other descendants of the original found-
ing families are proud that their town is the ancestral home of
the prophet joseph smith

interview with wallace kneeland superintendent of topsfieldtapsfieldTops field ceme-
teries 2 september 1971



personal faith and public policy
some timely observations on the
league of nations controversy in utah

james B allenalienailen

for nearly twenty years as a teacher either in the semi-
naries and institutes of the church or at brigham young uni-
versityversity I1 have frequently been called upon to counsel with
young students as well as adults on various matters for many
the problem of making political decisions is one which seems
to cause a great deal of frustration constantly I1 have been
asked the question where does the church stand on this or
that political issue repeatedly I1 have been confronted with
statements to the effect that this or that person has said that
latter day saints must if they understand the gospel take
such and such a stand on such and such an issue I1 have
been touched by students who become confused and frustrated
when they hear leaders and teachers whom they respect cite
the scriptures and quote the prophets on opposite sides of the
same questions what role they seem to be asking does my
faith have in helping me make political decisions Is it a sign
that I1 don t understand the gospel if my attitude on some
public policy is different from that of a church leader or
leaders for most of us here such questions are probably ele-
mentary for we have solved them long ago for me the con-
stant contact with students who still have such questions has
led me to search the history of the church for precedents and

the following paper was presented by james B allenalienailen as the presidential ad-
dress of the mormon history association at its seventh annual meeting in
salt lake city utah on 5 april 1973

james B alienallenailen professor of history at brigham young university also
serves as assistant church historian and is a past president of the mormon
history association
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insights which in proper perspective can help young people
achieve a personal balance in their quest for a solution to the
problem of personal faith and public policy 1

the league of nations controversy in utah presents just
such an opportunity all the questions are raised american
isolationism or world cooperation should the church take
a stand on political issues should a church official speak to
problems of national policy can he turn to the scriptures for
support of his position where does the lay member find
himself when he disagrees with his ecclesiastical leaders on
political issues

actually a study of this old controversy does not answer
any of these questions but it does demonstrate with one in-
tensely moving incident of fifty four years ago that men of
devout loyalty to the church who understand and live the
basic principles of the gospel and who are men of sincere good
will toward each other can and often do disagree on public
policy even to the extent of relating their views on that policy
to their religious views and yet at the same time they dis-
play no public animosity hostility or lack of genuine respect
toward those with whom they disagree and see no reason to
question the faith or integrity of their opponents one might
even infer from this and similar incidents that part of the
strength of mormonism is its ability to attract and hold tough
minded men of different political persuasion all involved in
the building of the kingdom imaginative strong willed suc-
cessful leaders are seldom if ever like minded on every topic
and a sign of true greatness in such men is that they can dis-
agree even in public on some issues and yet do it inin such a
spirit that their unity on matters that genuinely affect the faith
is not inhibited

let s review the political drama of 1919 letting the chips
fall where they may as I1 try to tell as accurately as possible
what happened as church members at all levels wrestled with
the perplexities of relating personal faith to public policy

the drama of that year included many sub plots and char-
acters all tightly interwoven yet we must at the outset separ-
ate at least some of them in order to fully appreciate the comcorncorm

similar concerns led me to write an earlier article on mormon attitudes
toward presidential elections see the american presidency and the mor
mons the ensign october 1962
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plexityplecity of the story and the impact one element could have
upon the other

in the background but nevertheless clearly visible through-
out the controversy was woodrow wilson democratic presi-
dent of the united states whose idealistic plans for permanent
world peace had actually set the stage for the impending drama
in utah at the end of the great world war wilson went
personally to the peace conference in paris and was able
through much persuasion and compromise to make his pro-
posed league of nations an integral part of the peace treaty
at home however the battle for ratification of the treaty in
the senate became intensely partisan most republican sena-
tors tended to favor american entry into the league only if
certain reservations or amendments were agreed to which they
believed were necessary to protect american sovereignty lead-
er of this group was henry cabot lodge of massachusetts
other republicans were known as irreconcilables because they
refused to endorse the league under any circumstances what-
soever the democrats on the other hand generally sup-
ported wilson although some of them would have agreed to
the lodge reservations if it were necessary to savettesavethesave the league
at all wilson became irreconcilable in his own way by re-
fusing to accept any major reservations and in a direct chal-
lenge to the powerful republican leadership in the senate he
took his case directly to the american people the controversy
set off a series of debates throughout the country but hardly
any of them more inteneseintenese partisan or emotional than that
which took place in utah in the end wilson s own follow-
ers defeated the league when after the senate accepted the
lodge reservations wilson instructed them to vote against it 2

the main events in the present plot took place among the
latter day saints in utah with a few dramatic scenes in washi-
ngton DC there were many characters in the drama the
lineupline up was indeed impressive some who played the most ac-
tive roles were these

senator reed smoot the mormon apostle who had won
nationwidenation wide publicity in 190419061904 1906 when a long and bitter in-
vestigationvestigation was carried out by the senate before it would ac

for more on the league of nations controversy see thomas A bailey
woodrow wilson and the great betrayal new york the macmillan com-
pany 1945
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ceptcapt him as a colleague in that august body but who now
was gaining wide respect not only within the republican party
but among all his senate colleagues A man of unquestioned
integrity he displayed an intense nationalism that led him to
question anything including the league of nations that
would tend to undermine the total independence of america 3

from the tone of some of his statements it would appear that
smoot was almost an irreconcilable but after much soul
searching he joined forces wtihweih senator lodge as a reserva-
tionistti and refused to endorse the league of nations without
the proposed amendments

although smoot made no speeches in the senate on the
league and was not known in public as a leader of the re
servationists he often met privately with lodge and others to
help plan strategy to be followed by the reservationist sena-
tors As a confidante of lodge he even acted on one occasion
as a go between when lodge wanted someone to attempt to
persuade former president william howard taft that the
league which taft supported would never be ratified without
the reservations 4 smoot s intense concern with the league is
seen in the fact that throughout the debates of 1919 and
early 1920 he regularly recorded in his diary candid comments
on what was happening in addition he assiduously collected
all the speeches made in the senate on the treaty and the
league and had them bound into a book that contained over
3000 pages about 2100 words to the page making a book of
about 6300000 words 5

complicating smoot s role was the fact that he would stand
for electionreelectionre in 1920 and he realized that generally the people
of utah supported the league of nations after repeated
warnings from friend and foe alike as to the political implica-
tions of his stand he boldly made his feelings known in the
faith that by the time of the election the people of utah would

porforor the best political analysis of reed smoot see milton R menillmerrill reed
smoot apostle in politics phd dissertation columbia university 1950
see bespedespedespeciallyallyaily the sections on reed smoot american and the league of
nations unfortunately at the time merrill wrote his dissertation the smoot
diaries were not available to him additional insight into smoot s role in the
league controversy has been gained as a result of examining the diaries

reed smoot diaries handwritten manuscript brigham young university
library 1 october 1919 see also entries for 6 august 31 august 6 novem-
berb- r and 18 november

ibid 3 february 1920 on this date movie men apparently news-
men took pictures of smoot with the book
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either have been persuaded to his view or the issue would
no longer be important in this he was correct

charles W nibley presiding bishop of the mormon
church nibley was a close friend of smoot and was even
more intensely opposed to the league than was the senator
he was in fact an irreconcilable in attitude he corres-
ponded frequently with smoot met with him in inwashingtonwashington
to plan antileagueanti league strategy 6 and generally became one of the
most outspoken voices in utah against the league in addi-
tion bishop nibley was avidly working for the electionreelectionre of
smoot and used the means at his disposal to achieve that
end 7

B H roberts a member of the first council of the seven-
ty and a member of the democratic party he was as much
convinced that the democratic party came closest to reflecting
the will of god as smoot was that republicanism americani-
sm and mormonism were almost inseparable roberts had
not been as fortunate as smoot in his quest for a seat in con-
gress after being elected to the house of representatives in
1898 he was refused his seat by that body because liehelleile had been
a practicing polygamist in 1919 roberts became the most ac-
tive proponent of the league of nations among the leadership
of the church

ibid 28 september 1919
the intensity of nibley s efforts to keep smoot in the senate is illustrated

by two interesting incidents in 1906 nibley had some reservations about
whether smoot should continue in the senate when he expressed these
feelings to joseph F smith the president of the church brought his fist down
emphatically and replied if I1 have ever had the inspiration of the spirit of
the lord given to me forcefully and clearly it has been on this one point con-
cerning reed smoot and that is instead of his being retired he should be
continued in the united states senate this settled the matter for nibley
who recalled in 1918 1 I1 withdrew my opposition and from that hour to
this I1 have loyally and faithfully supported senator smoot charles W
nibley reminiscences salt lake city published by his family 1934 ppap
125126125 126 in 1920 nibley was still loyal and faithful to smoot on 26 feb-
ruary he wrote to the president of the uintah stake don B colton with re-
gard to becoming republican party chairman in utah wrote nibley in
part dear brother colton confirming my conversation with you of this eve-
ning over the phone I1 am very glad to know that you are willing to accept
the job

president grant said that they had made a rule a long while ago that stake
presidents should as a rule keep out of politics as much as possible but in
this case he was willing he said to let you go ahead and do anything you
could to try and reelectre elect senator smoot

1 I will do everything I1 can to back you up with men and means we
must win there is no such word as fail this time charles W nibley to
don B colton 26 february 1920 charles W nibley papers church arc-
hives box 6
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joseph fielding smith son of the late president of the
church joseph F smith and himself a member of the quor-
um of the twelve who would become the president of the
church in 1970 other than reed smoot elder smith and
david 0 mckay were the only apostles who stood in oppo-
sition to the league 8 elder smith apparently drew especially
close to smoot during this emotional controversy as he encour-
aged him through the mails kept him informed of what was
going on among the leadership of the church and warned
him of possible consequences of a strong unwavering stand 9

george F richards member of the quorum of the twelve
apostles who at the time of the debate returned from eng-
land where he had been presiding over the european mission
probably as a result of that mission he was especially conscious
of the ravages of war and sympathetic to the yearnings of the
european people for the final end of such destruction equally
convinced with smoot that god guided the destiny of ameri-
ca he nevertheless interpreted the direction of that guidance
differently he declared on july 27 in a quarterly conference
of the pioneer stake

you know something of the history of our forefathers
how they fought for their liberty and how the constitution of
the united states was framed the lord has told us by direct
revelation that he had a hand in that matter that he raised
up the men who framed the constitution of the united states
that he inspired them and we believe firmly that the lord
led the pilgrim fathers to this land

I1 believe that the president of the united states was raised
up of the lord I1 believe that the lord has been with him
he is regarded in europe as one of the greatest men a
man with one of the greatest minds in the world woodrow
wilson it may be possible that amendments to the
league covenants may be necessary scarcely any great move-
ment has been so perfect in its inception that no amend-
ments were necessary later and I1 believe that the league
of nations is inspired of god 10

reed smoot it would be safe to say had a hard time be-
lieving that woodrow wilson was inspired to do anything

joseph fielding smith jr to reed smoot 13 september 1919 as
quoted in menillmerrillmen illlii reed smoot p 321

smith even warned smoot that many of the brethren were inclined to cen-
sure him for his use of mormon scriptures in opposition to the league

salt lake tribune 28 july 1919 A major portion of richards ad-
dress was devoted to the league
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in fact as the controversy heated up in november and as
more was said about the league being the product of inspir-
ation he wrote in an impassioned letter to george H brim-
hall

I1 cannot help feeling that we have made a mistake in
thinking that president wilson has been directed and inspired
of god I1 think that if the lord had anything to do with
the league of nations it was during the last election when
the senate of the united states was changed from democratic
to republican 11

heber 1 grant who had become president of the church
in 1918 had served the democratic party faithfully in all his
early political activities and in this debate was fully and openly
on the side of wilson and the league of nations

1 reuben clark jr a prominent international lawyer
former member of the judge advocate general s office in the
united states army and author of an important reference
work on the german peace treaty that was being used by the
united state senate As B H roberts became a sort of trav-
eling spokesman in favor of the league oarkdarkclark played the
same role in opposition highly respected as a scholar clarkdarkoark
was probably better informed on all matters related to the
league as well as the history of american international rela-
tions than any of the other characters in the drama of 1919 12

C N lund jr faithful mormon editor of a newspaper in
mt pleasant utah and emotionally committed to the league
of nations he set off a chain reaction of letters and dis-
cussionscussions when he wrote to senator smoot not only complain-
ing of his stand on the league of nations but also question-
ing how smoot could refuse to believe that the league was in-
spired reflecting the spirit of what was going on through-
out utah lund wrote

last sunday evening I1 attended a meeting one of many
church meetings that I1 have attended where the league has
been favorably discussed the elder who prayed asked god
to give the president and the senators sufficient wisdom to
adopt this plan as one of the greatest steps forward in the

reed smoot to george H brimhall 17 november 1919 george H
brimhall papers brigham young university library

for217or a detailed discussion of J reuben clarksdarks lifetime attitude toward
americnamerian involvement in interntionalinternational organization see james B alienallenailen J
reuben clarkdarkoark jr on american sovereignty and international organization
BYU studierstudiesstudler vol 13 spring 1972 ppap 347372547372547572347547 372572
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great upward march of mankind and as a literal carrying
out of the doctrines of the savior of the world similar
prayers and sermons have been spoken in many a church
throughout the length and breadth of the whole united
states I1 feel justified that the head of our own church the
apostles and leaders and the lay members almost as a unit
are for this great proposition

lund reminded the senator that as a high churchman he be-
lieved that god had inspired christopher columbus the may-
flower pilgrims the writers of the declaration of independ-
ence the framers of the constitution and abraham lincoln
he then went on to inquire

now let me ask believing so why you do not see
the hand of providence in this mighty effort in our own day
and time to bring about peace to a war weary world why
can you not see that the same god who inspired washington
and jefferson and lincoln does also inspire woodrow wil-
son in this the greatest step ever contemplated by the
human race13

smoot sent a long reply to lund in which some of the over-
riding themes of our plot were beautifully developed smoots
letter though obviously filled with an emotional attachment
to his principles was exemplary in its lack of emotional
wandering in its solid reasoning and in the spirit of good
will with which the senator replied to his critic and it was
this spirit of good will which many church leaders expressed
in spite of their differences that is the real message of the
story we are attempting to unfold 14

smoot wrote in part

dear friend lund
I1 want you to know that I1 appreciate your letter

as I1 do letters from any of my constituents expressing their
views on public questions

I1 think I1 understand the spirit and meaning of your letter
and why it was written your surroundings and no doubt
your first impression that the league of nations would insureinsure

the letter was originally written on 15 july 1919 but apparently lund
misplaedmispiaedmisplaer his copy he rewrote it for the sake of publication on 22 august
and it appeared in the salt lake tribune 24 august 1919

the writer recognizes of course that there was also some ill will dis-
played among prominent people but if even a few church leaders on oppo-
site sides of the question were able to maintain both the image and reality of
brotherhood toward those with whom they disagreed the point of this discus-
sion will have been made
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the future peace of the world have convinced you that the
league is all that was first claimed for it and as a friend
you concluded that I1 was letting political bias warp my better
judgment I1 hope to be able to convince you otherwise

then after a long explanation of the problems in the league
covenant smoot came to the question about the church and
inspiration

you ask me if I1 want to disappoint the church and
the state in my stand on this question certainly I1 do not
but I1 have taken an oath of office to defend the constitution
of the united states I1 have prayed as much over this ques-
tion as any member of the church and I1 think I1 have studied
it with more care than any member of the church the re-
sponsibility of my vote isis upon me if my vote isis cast
wrongly I1 am the one that in the future will be condemned
not the members of the church at home

yes I1 do believe that the framers of the constitution
were inspired of god I1 do believe that america this land
of ours was reserved by god for the establishment of truth
and liberty thereon but I1 am not prepared to admit that
president wilson has been inspired of god in effecting the
covenant of the league of nations either in its original or
its present form

and after another long section on the implication of the
league he continued

you testify to me that if my stand on the league is not
all that it should be before god and man I1 will be badly
repudiated at the polls I1 want you to know that I1 am doing
what I1 believe is my duty to my church to my country and
to my god I1 would not do otherwise if it cost me every
vote inin the state of utah

I1 am just as sure as I1 live that when the present form
of the covenant is explained to the people they will support
me in standing for and demanding the reservations as I1
have already outlined I1 believe in the americanism of the
utah people and will be content to abide by their decision
in this matter

I1 appreciate your friendship your good will and your
counsel but in this matter I1 am following the dictates of my
conscience and the best inspiration I1 can get from my heav-
enly father

do not hesitate to write me upon any public question for
I1 am always glad to hear the viewsviews of my constituents and
I1 am never afraid to let them know just where I1 stand 1315

reed smoot to C N lund jr 11 august 1919 copy filed with brim-
hall papers
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the faculty of brighambrigjamBrig jam young university of which there
were fewer than sixty that year most of them as well as sev-
eral faculty wive signed petitions asking senator smoot to
change his position on the league

the studentbodyStudent body of brigham young university and es-

peciallypecially the young editor of the student yearbook nelsnetsneis an-
derson later a distinguished sociologist who stood squarely for
the league without reservations

george H Brimbrimhallbailballbali president of brigham young uni-
versity and a close personal friend of reed smoot brimhall
favored the league of nations and was frank to admit to the
senator that he had told a newsman 1 I am for the league of
nations first last and all the time and I1 have implicit confi-
dence in the united states senate 16 but inin the controversy
he turned out to be sort of middleman between the university
community on one hand and smoot on the other it was a
frustrating position to be in but he played his role well

on 15 october 1919 the studentbodystudentbody of brigham young
university sent a resolution to the senate urging immediate
ratification of the league of nations without reservation or
amendments smoot an alumnus of BYU and now a member
of its board of trustees quickly acknowledged the resolution
but took the occasion to write a lengthy letter expressing to
the students all his reasons for opposing the league inin its pres-
ent form said he in the spirit of good will in which he con-
ducted nearly all his replies to such petitions

you must know that it would give me great pleasure to
comply with the first request ever made of me as a united
states senator by the studentbodystudentbody of my alma mater but I1
am compelled under my oath of office and as one who is
jealous of america s nationality and who fears the future
of our government inin that internationality which is the
league s highest aim to advise you that unless reservations
are made to the league of nations covenant that willprewillorewill pre-
serve to the american people the independence and sov-
ereignty of their government I1 will be compelled to vote
against the treaty I1 am a nationalist not an internationalist
and I1 cannot vote to submerge our nationality with a super
nationality which would be the result if the league of nat-
ions in its present form were ratified 17L

george H brimhall to reed smoot 7 november 1919 brimhall papers
reed smoot to BYU studentbodyStudentbody 22 october 1919 in white and blue

5 november 1919
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the students at BYU were not reluctant to debate the
issue 18 even though it meant arguing with an apostle of the
church smoot had not attempted to use his apostleship to
promote his political ends but the fact remained that he was
a church leader as well as a member of the board of trustees
and some people might have felt that students should be
highly circumspect in the nature of their opposition to him
student reaction while not by any means disrespectful was
pointed on november 11 an editorial appeared in the student
newspaper which expressed disappointment at the nature of
senator smoot s reply especially in his personal criticism of
wilson to be more precise the editorial aaccused smoot of
distorting the facts although the students tended toward a little
historical distortion themselves when they said we are in-
clined to accept oscar strauss a republican by the way
prophetic picture of the progress of the ages A few days ago
in new york he declared there are and have been four great
land marks in human history the ten commandments mag-
na carta the constitution of the united states and the league
of nations the editorial ended with a heartfelt plea in
behalf of student veterans

let us say that many of us who are supporting the reso-
lution are not mere idealistsidealists scsememe of us have been inin the
camps and over there in the thickest of the fight we felt
ourselves fighting to end the war and to help secure the
ultimate peace of the world nor did we feel less loyal to our
country bebecausecause of this larger visionvision 19

at the same time the BYU faculty expressed similar con-
cerns and likewise petitioned senator smoot to support the
league it was an overwhelming show of solidarity on the
issue when over fifty of them signed a letter on october 30
which declared we feel that objections raised against the
league of nations furnish no substantial reasons for amend-
ment or qualifications requiring reconsideration by the peace
conference or any of its associated members 20 such a state-
ment was a direct challenge to smoot s oft stated position that
he would endorse the league only with the major reservations
being proposed

one student who participated actively in public debates and who favored
the league ernest L wilkinson later became president of the university and
was well known for his political conservatism

white and blue 1 november 1919
2provoprovo post 17 november 1919
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at least two members of the faculty wrote in support of
smoot s position but the generally overwhelming opposition
of the faculty their wives and the studentbodystudentbody together with
the fact that the chairman of the board president heber J
grant shared their views led the harassed senator to confide
in his diary that if his position brought any embarrassment to
the president of the university he would resign as member of
the board of trustees 21

in this troubled spirit the senator wrote a magnanimous
letter to president brimhall

I1 have received petitions from the faculty of the uni-
versityversity from the studentbodystudentbody of the university and from
the wives of the teachers of the university asking me to
vote for the league of nations without amendments or
reservations this I1 cannot do and I1 have thought that per-
haps my position in this regard is very embarrassing to you
and may be resented by the school

it might be that it will be best for me under the circum-
stances to resign as one of the directors of the university
I1 assure you that I1 will gladly do so if it will advance the
interests of the university in any way I1 never want it said
that my position on any question reflects in any way upon
that great institution of learning kindly let me know your
views on this matter as I1 will withhold action until I1 hear
from you

I1 want you to know that to do so would cause me regret
but I1 love the institution well enough to make almost any
sacrifice for its betterment 22

such an offer could only have been a bombshell to brim-
hall who was struggling valiantly to keep the debate above
personalities and who in spite of their political differences
maintained a very close relationship with senator smoot in
one of the most touching letters written throughout our drama
brimhall wrote his good friend as follows

I1 am well and regretfully aware of the undue pressure
that has been put upon you and have been severely criti-
cized and soundly abused for not doing my bit to bend you
into a reversal of your convictions as to what is best for
our country and the cause of human life liberty and the
pursuit of happiness

our petitionerspetitioners do not know you as I1 do for if they ever
did know it they have forgotten that you faced a world with

smoot diaries 13 november 1919
reed smoot to george H brimhall 12 november 1919 brimhall papers
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a few friends and won out and when I1 say a few friends
I1 mean that in comparison with your enemies your friends
in number were few indeed 23 but among your friends was
he who with one man is always a majority the trial of
today isis just another test of faith hope and charity which
belong on both sides of every issue and those to whom much
of these three qualities has been given from them much is

expected
one of the weaknesses of a democracy is the imperialism

of the majority this was exemplified in the cry at the
court of pilate and yet democracy the youngest of earth
governments will grow make its own mistakes learn by
what it suffers and wield the sceptresceptry of power as a gift from
god

I1 cannot entertain the thought of you resigning from the
board of trustees of our beloved alma mater the insti-
tution cannot afford it your head and your heart and
your hand have guided comforted and carried the school
in days of almost helplessness

if standing up for you or refusing to ask you to reverse
aqyourselfyqvrself works againsagainstt me I1 shall enjoy the working

I1 am quite sure that both faculty and studentbodystudent body would
register a vote against your severing your official connection
with the school and you could not get a single vote from
either the presidency of the school or the board to sanction
your retirement and the secretary of both of these organi-
zationszations granted the opportunity would register a no 24

needless to say smoot did not resign 2515 and the general
good will between himself and the studentbodystudentbody remained in
spite of a few embarrassing incidents connected with the ex-
uberanceube rance of the youthful editors of the school publications 26

2brimhallbrimhall is obviously referring to the controversy in the senate over the
seating of reed smoot

george H brimhall to reed smoot 20 november 1919 brimhall papers
in reply to brimhall s touching letter smoot wrote in part at the

time I1 wrote you in relation to my resignation as one of the trustees of the
brigham young university I1 had no resentment in my heart I1 did it because
I1 thought that it was better for the institution to have the faculty a unit with the
teachers of the institution and the studentbodystudentbody itself before taking any steps
howeverhovever I1 felt that it was my duty to write to the man who had given the best
that was inin him and nearly his life besides endeavoring to make the institu-
tion what I1 believe god intended it to be I1 shall take no further action in
the matter but hope to have a heart to heart talk with you about the future
of the institution as soon as I1 return to utah smoot to brimhall 28 novem-
ber 1919 brimhall papers

21 on one occasion a rather snide remark was included in the joke column
for which the student editor quickly apologized white and bluebimebine 19 novem-
ber 1919 and 26 november 1919 on another occasion nels anderson edi-
tor of the yearbook was giving a lantern slide lecture after showing a slide of
smoot and senator lodge he said that these were not the only opponents of
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these then were some of the major characters in the
drama taking place within the church in 1919 there were
also several themes that made up the complicated plot three
of which I1 should like to mention one was the deep rever-
ence for america and its institutions which was felt among
both factions in the controversy the belief that god had
inspired the founding fathers and was guiding the destiny of
the country was a basic assumption on both sides they only
disagreed on whether such an institution as the league could
also be inspired next and certainly a more complex prob-
lem was the ideal of unity in the faith and in connection
with it the question of whether or not the scriptures and the
teachings of the prophets could form a doctrinal basis for op-
position to or support of such political issues finally the
spirit of good will in political debate as opposed to bitter
personal attacks on one s opponent forms a conflict theme
that is just as important as the issue of the league itself

but time flies and we have hardly finished the prologue
to our drama this has been deliberate for the real value of
studying such an incident in history is not always in recounting
the sequence of events the value might lie rather as in this
case with the insight into what these events meant and could
still mean in the lives of people and I1 hope that some positive
thoughts on this will have been stimulated by what I1 have said
and will yet say in this discussion

briefly the major plot would run something like this

latter part of 1918 and early 1919 woodrow wilson
the league of nations and flashed on the screen a picture of some monkeys
this brought a flurry of giggles from the audience and was eventually reported
probably with some distortion to senator smoot brimhall was dismayed at
what he considered an inappropriate embarrassment to a member of the board
of trustees the incident soon brought an exchange of letters between smoot
anderson and brimhall that are in themselves an interesting study in differing
human perspectives anderson understood that he was being asked to apolo-
gize to smoot he wrote to smoot expressing dismay at such a prospect for
he felt he had nothing to apologize for this was to him only in the category
of the same kind of political joke that smoot himself would laugh at and he
claimed nothing but respect toward the senator smoot replied that he was not
seeking an apology but hoped that anderson would see that there was a differ-
ence between a political joke against an individual and something that would
seem to be pointpointeded toward an officer of the institution in a letter to brim-
hall smoot declared poor brother anderson cannot see the difference be-
tween ridiculing an individual as such and doing so before the studentbodystudentbody
of an institution in which the person ridiculed is an officer I1 hope someday
that he may see Brimbrimhallbailballhail to smoot 11 december 1919 smoot to brim-
hall 29 january 1920 smoot to anderson 29 january 1920 brimhall papers
some of these letters contain copies of still others
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goes to europe returns with the treaty the league of nat-
ions is discussed widely throughout the nation smoot from
the beginning mistrusts wilson his motives and his plans 27

february 22 and 23 1919 As part of the effort to promote
the league the mountain congress of the league to enforce
peace holds a convention in salt lake city former US
president william howard taft attends as does president
heber J grant and other prominent church leaders A reso-
lution is passed by the 9000 delegates from utah idaho and
wyoming with only one dissenting vote declaring that the
league of nations is the means of guaranteeing that peace
liberty and justice will be established andmaintainedand maintained among
the members of the platform committee that drew up the reso-
lution is george albert smith a member of the quorum of
the twelve president heber J grant conducts some of the
activities of the convention 28

march 4 1919 reed smoot makes his first public stand
on the league by signingsighing the so called round robin spon-
sored by senator lodge three days later he dictates a form
letter to send to those whom he knew would deluge him with
mail criticizing the lodge resolution by the end of the
month debates are being carried on regularly throughout utah
and B H roberts is becoming a major spokesman in favor
of the league

april 10 1919 deseret news editorial signed by the
first presidency calls for support of peace day and wide dis-
cussion of league of nations

As noted earlier smoot made constant reference in his diary to the league
controversy the following are representative of his attitude december 21
1918 lodge made a great speech on the present world situation and terms of
peace it no doubt will have weight with members of the peace conference
of foreign countries it punctured some of wilson s idealisms march 1 1919

senate took recess to allow the republicans to hold a conference to agree upon
a legislative program at the conference it was decided by a vote of 15 to 14
not to prevent the passage of the bond bill some very pointed remarks
against wilson were made and the 14 in favor of preventing any further leg-
islation with a view of forcing an extra session of congress charged and it
was well understood by all that wilson s statement that he would not call an
extra session until he returned from the peace conference was in order that the
people should not be informed of what was going on at the conference the
senate is the only place left that information can be gotten to the people and
for this reason wilson does not intend to call an extra session of congress
if he can help it august 7 1919 after noting the president s call for a
joint session of congress to discuss the high cost of living this is a clever
political move and done to draw attention from the growing opposition to the
league of nations

21salt lake tribune 22 and 2523 february 1919
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april may 1919 discussions held widely in utah some
bitterness is evoked as religion gets involved in the discussions
both sides seem to feelfeet that the doctrines of the church sup-
port their own points of view

july 15 1919 C N lund writes his significant letter to
reed smoot result the lund letter and smoot s reply are
both eventually published and become the basis for further
discussion in utah

july 20 1919 the religious implications of the debate over
the league become even more pointed as apostle anthony W
ivins speaks out in favor of the league at the weber stake
conference in ogden those of you he proclaims who do
not want any more war any more bloodshed any more des-
tructiontruc tion any more devastation in the world make that fact
known to your representatives in congress that they will not
dare to oppose the league or the covenant at the close of
his address the eighty four year old president of the stake
L W shurtliff declares himself in hearty accord with all el-
der ivins has said and calls for a sustaining vote for peace all
hands are raised when he ofoffersfers a chance for ad vote in op-
position to the league no hands are raised after the con-
ference the antileagueanti league salt lake herald attacks apostle
ivins for his stand which occasions a defense of elder ivins by
the tribune on 16 august 2921

july 27 1919 george F richards member of the coun-
cil of the twelve addresses the quarterly conference of the
pioneer stake and declares his belief that president woodrow
wilson was raised up of the lord and that the league of
nations was inspired

august 11 1919 As the tempo of the debate increases in
utah senator smoot sends his twenty page reply to lund

august 24 1919 the salt lake tribune publishes the
lund smoot correspondence on the same day a reporter
visits reed smoot in washington DC and smoot amplifies
his reference in the lund letter to mormon scriptures mor-
mon scripture he argues shows that world peace is impossible

sairsnirsaitaalfsaltsalf lake tribune 22 july 1919 and 16 august 1919 deseret news 22
july 1919 there are many exchanges of letters that may be followed in the
salt lake tribune deseret news and salt lake herald showing the bitter
intensity of the fight only a few representative examples are given here

cancelled
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and this is evidence that the league of nations will fail in
addition he says

I1 believe this land now called amamericaerica was held in
reserve by god for ages with a view of establishing upon it
truth and liberty and from this land truth and liberty would
be carried to the farther ends of the world

As I1 have said before I1 prefer that america should ameri-
canize europe and not that europe should euorpeanize
america

if this country enters the league of ntaions and mixes
up with other nations they will control and america will
not be able to carry out its destiny 31

these arguments reflect the general religious arguments used
by mormon opponents to the league

august 26 1919 presiding bishop charles W nibley ex-
presses alarm to smoot that other church leaders are active
in stake conferences urging support of the league 32

august 27 1919 smoot records in his diary that the
church newspaper the deseret news has refused to print his
reply to lund even after bishop nibley had offered to pay
for it as an advertisement

august 28 1919 after considerable prayer and agonizing
soul searching joseph fielding smith writes a twelve page
letter to president grant about his deep concern over the issue
two major problems trouble him 1 1 that the brethren are
in disagreement which he feels they should not be and 2

that it would be wrong for america to join the league of
nations in a touching and eloquent plea he says in part

it appears that I1 am not in full harmony with the ma-
jority of my brethren this isis a solemn matter with me for
I1 do not want to be out of harmony I1 have but one desire
and that is to support my brethren in defense of the truth
and live in such a manner that I1 may at all times be in pos-
session of the spirit of the lord I1 have prayed about
this matter and have lain awake nights thinking about it and
the more I1 reflect the more the position which I1 have taken
appears to me to be correct under such conditions I1 know
of no one to whom I1 can go only to you and I1 do so inin the
hope and I1 believe the confidence that I1 will not be mismlsmis-
understood and that you will appreciate the position I1 am in

salt lake tribune 25 august 1919
charles W nibley to reed smoot 26 august 1919 in menillmerrillmen illlii reed

smoot p 315515
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he then argues on the basis of scripture as well as the utter-
ances of former church leaders that peace isis impossible in
the last days thus making membership in the league really
11 not a matter of politics nor party affiliation but of crying
peace peace when there is not peace 33

september 1 1919 by this time there is widespread na-
tional publicity on the fact that senator smoot has used mor-
mon scripture to oppose the league of nations 34

september 2 1919 1 reuben clarkdarkoark jr speaks to a ca-
pacity crowd in the salt lake tabernacle and gives an elo-
quent well studied argument against the league of nations
in addition to the regular political arguments used by so many
national speakers he declares 1 I belong to that great class
of american citizens who see in the present situation such a
departure from the traditional attitude of our government to-
ward other nations and toward world politics as to constitute
this one of the most critical moments in our history

taught from my infancy that this constitution of ours was
inspired that the free institutions which it created and perpetu-
ated were god given I1 am one of those who scan every propos-
al to change or alter either with a critical eye 35 B H roberts
attends this meeting and announces he will reply next week

september 6 1919 the deseret news endorses the league
of nations and criticizes those who say that it is impossible to
avoid war we have an obligation at least to try reasons the
news

september 8 1919 B H roberts speaks in the salt lake
tabernacle replying one by one to the arguments of clarkdarkoark
in addition roberts uses mormon scripture in support of the
league 36

september 13 1919 joseph fielding smith writes to smoot
warning him that some of the brethren are unhappy with his

joseph fielding smith to heber J grant 28 august 1919 joseph field-
ing smith papers church archives

A copy of a national news service broadside apparently distributed
throughout the country is on file in the reed smoot papers church archives
it is dated 1 september 1919 san francisco the scriptures quoted include
I1 nephi 1319 11II nephi 1011121011 12 ether 122 ether 212 and doctrine and
covenants 8716871 6

complete text of this address is found in the deseret news 6 septem-
ber 1919

deseret news 13 september 1919 roberts quoted among other scrip-
tures 11II nephi 12 as a chapter forgotten by the opponents of the league
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continued public stance against the league and have even
suggested some form of censure he says that only hebe and
elder mckay are with smoot and suggests that smoot be more
guarded in his actions nearly all agree he writes that the
standard works of the church in no wise should be used in
opposition to the proposed league such a statement not to
be a reflection on you if it can be made without 37

september 21 1919 A severe blow to smoot comes when
president heber J grant delivers the nearest thing to an of-
ficial public rebuke speaking in a quarterly conference of the
salt lake stake president grant declares in unequivocal terms
an illustrated handbillhand bill has been circbirccirculatedulatedalated and has been

widely republished in newspapers under the heading mormon
bible prophecies become issue in opposition to the league of
nations the position of the churcchuoc hofhot jesus christ of latter
day saints is that the standard works of the church are not op-
posed to the league of nations grant also endorses in the
strongest terms the league of nations although he makes it
clear that it is on the basis of his own opinion rather than
scripture later grant considers his address important enough
that hebe has it bound with the official report of the following
october conference of the church 38

september 23 1919 president woodrow wilson receives a
tumultuous welcome in salt lake city as he arrives to speak
for the league president heber J grant is on the reception
committee A few days later wilson stricken ill returns to
washington and spends the rest of his days as an invalid

september 29 1919 bishop nibley is in washington
DC discussing politics with smoot the two decide that
smoot should write president grant in reply to his conference
address and that nibley will deliver the reply personally to
the president of the church 39

october 3 4 5 1919 the general conference of the church
in salt lake city turns into a veritable flood of endorse

37joseph F smith to reed smoot 13 september 1919 inmerrillin merrill reed
smoot p 321

conference report october 1919
smoot diaries 29 september 1919 it is interesting that in his reply

smoot used extensively the same language as did joseph fielding smith in
his earlier letter to heber J grant long passages are verbatim why this
is so is difficult to ascertain but it is interesting to note that smith wrote to
smoot about the same time hebe wrote to president grant perhaps hebe included
a copy of his letter to grant and since smoot accepted it so wholeheartedly
he saw nothing wrong with reinforcing the argument by repeating it verbatim
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mentsmerits of the league of nations from orson F whitney s

opening prayer onward smoot still in washington antici-
pates such a meeting and writes in his diary october con-
ference opened today at salt lake I1 expect we will have more
league of nations propaganda 40

october 4 1919 an interesting entry in smoot s diary re-
veals both his loyalty to the president of the church and his
dismay at the church leader s support of the league

I1 received a telegram from pres HJ grant in which
he quotes a statement made by him at the morning session
referring to the sickness of pres wilson as well as the prayer
offered by elder orson F whitney and requesting that I1
with senator king convey same to president wilson I1 im-
mediately dictated a letter to the president conveying the in-
formation contained in grant s telegram went to kings
office read it to him and we both signed it and I1 had a mes-
senger deliver it to the white house sen king and I1 both
thought it was not in very good taste it was a great en-
dorsementdorsement of the league of nations

october november 1919 although they have been active
in the drama to this point the brigham young university fac-
ulty and student body now play more prominent roles and
find themselves in conflict with a man who is not only an
apostle and senator but also on their board of trustees

november 1919 the united states senate votes on the
league of nations and rejects it

november 1919 to early 1920 attitudes in utah begin to
change partly as expected by smoot and there is no longer so
much concern over the league

orson F whitney prayed for woodrow wilson thy servant who so
recently addressed us from this stand with whose remarks and sentiments and
the truths that he uttered our hearts so powerfully impressed and illuminated
george F richards again declared his belief in the inspiration of the league
and richard R lyman even identified reed smoot by name saying 1I have
hesitated to do this because my views do not agree with those of my life long
friend the honorable reed smoot whom I1 have admired since childhood
but I1 know this broadmindedbroad minded statesman well enough to realize that he will
have greater respect for me if I1 speak than he could have if with my con-
victionsvict ions I1 were to remain silent other leaders also endorsed the league
when smoot heard of the prayer in particular he was dismayed and wrote in
his diary eastern papers reported the action of the conference at salt lake in
praying for the president I1 know the statement of pres grant and prayer by
elder whitney will have a great effect upon the people attending conference
I1 had no objection to a prayer being offered for wilson but I1 thought it very
unwise to endorse his views on the league of nations in the prayer or presi-
dent grant s statement smoot diaries 6 october 1919
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march 1920 in another vote on the league of nations
the reservations sought by smoot and the republicans pass
the treaty with reservations is then voted on and defeated
by the democrats who under wilson s instructions are de-
manding all or nothing smoot votes for the league with res-
ervations and the deseret news which earlier endorsed the
league without reservations commends him for his vote and
criticizes wilson s unbending stance writes the rather be-
mused smoot in his diary a new thing for the news

and the curtain falls
but the epilogue to our drama carries the real message

as far as my theme is concerned and it ought to go something
like this

the debate over the league of nations was now all but
finished even though as much as eight years later both B H
roberts and reed smoot were giving further speeches sug-
gesting the same things they had espoused in the hectic year
covered by our play but the real story lies elsewhere there
was never an official statement regarding the question of
whether or not the church should take a stand although
grant s instructions that mormon scriptures should not be used
to oppose the league must also have implied that neither
could they be used in its support throughout the contro-
versy when bitterness seemed to be raging in the newspaper
comments and the sources suggest that some mormonscormons at
lower levels were allowing the issue to embitter them ques-
tioning each other s faith tearing down each other and bring-
ing to bear the scriptures to put down their brothers in ar-
gument the spirit of most leaders of the church was far above
such attacks on personality in the october conference of
1920 president grant recalled what had happened the year
before and expressed regret at the bitterness the league con-
troversytroversy had caused much of his sermon was devoted to a
plea for the spirit of forgivessforgivess to characterizecharac teme the latter day
saints while he was not speaking directly of the league con-
troversytroversy the principle certainly applied in context he referred
to the advice which as a young apostle he had received from
president john taylor

my boy never forget that when you are in the line of
your duty your heart will be full of love and forgiveness
even for the repentant sinner and that when you get out of
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that straight line of duty and have the determination that
what you think isis justice and what you think is equity and
right should prevail you ofttimes are anything but happy
you can know the difference between the spirit of the lord
and the spirit of the adversary when you find that you are
happy and contended that you love your fellows that you
are anxious for their welfare and you can tell that you do
not have that spirit when you are full of animosity and feel
that you would like to mow somebody down 41

and so the church went on perhaps at no time in its his-
tory had there been such divergence of opinion among its
leaders but it seemed to have had little effect upon their
working together in harmony to build the kingdom does
this answer the question as to whether they should have been
unified perhaps not but at least it demonstrates that in this
instance those who really wanted to follow the example of
their leaders would not avoid debate or the expression of per-
sonal opinion but would refuse to let that opinion stand in
the way of good will based on genuine respect for the right
and responsibility of each man to think and speak for himself
on such issues for those who still doubt that such conciliation
is possible let it be remembered that president grant soon
found himself to be a great admirer and friend of reed smoot
his opponent in the league controversy that another opponent
bishop charles W nibley was called to be his second coun-
selor in the presidency of the church in 1925 that a third op-
ponent J reuben clarkdarkoark became a counselor in 1933 and
that still another opponent david 0 mckay became a coun-
selor in 1934 in this case there is a moral in history

conference report october 1920 p 7
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edited by james B allenalienailen

turning over stones the value of primary sources
the three items in this issue of the historians comercornercotner are

all different subject matter but their presentation as a group
is connected with one central theme the importance of going
to original sources in our continual quest for historical knowl-
edge

A prominent historian once remarked that the historian s

experience is something like that of an outdoorsman who loves
hiking in the mountains but instead of just looking at the scen-
ery he turns over the stones all sorts of new and interesting
things suddenly emerge from under them and so it is that
as we ply through the little used diaries letters and other
papers of the past a little time spent in examination turning
them over so to speak often results in some unexpected and
even exciting finds what s more these new discoveries are
often more than just interesting curositiescuriosities for sometimes even
a small one adds important depth to our understanding of
some past event

three cases in point for many years mormon scholars
have been aware of the political kingdom of god concept
which characterized the thinking and planning of mormon
leaders over 100 years ago but who has ever supposed that
they went so far as to design a flag or flags for it michael
quinn has discovered three possible flags and in the process
added a new phase to our knowledge of the kingdom in his
description of the stephen post collection max evans points
out for us a rich field of research where many new stones
may be turned and david williams while doing research
completely unconnected with mormon history discovered the

99
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original of an interesting letter which throws important light
on the background of anti mormon sentiment in the 1850s

THE STEPHEN POST collection
max J evans

the historical department of the church has received a
collection of the papers of stephen post an early member of
the church and a member and leader of a variety of schis-
matic groups post was born in new york state in 1810 he
joined the church in 1835 and moved to kirtland where he
became a member of the second quorum of seventy begin-
ning almost immediately to engage in missionary work hebe de-
fended the church and answered its critics in 1837 it was
said that his defence sic of mormanismnormanismMormanism sic we suppose
is the best which can be made 1 his first mission for the
church sent him to michigan in 1839 his second call be-
ginning in 1844 was to pennsylvania and new york

included in the collection are twelve volumes of journals
kept from the day of his baptism until his death in 1879 most
of the journal entries give an account of post s missionary trav-
els and his religious activities post was in pennsylvania when
the prophet joseph smith was killed the following is his ac-
count of learning of the maryrdommartyrdommaryrdom

july sun 7thath 1844 the country is now filled with
reports about the mormon war the general belief is that
joseph smith is killed the reports are rather contradictory
& so I1 do not make up my mind on them one thing is cer-
tain there has been a great excitement at nauvoo

july 28 I1 have now recievedrelievedrecieved confirmatory news
by the nauvoo neighbor of the disturbance there jo-
seph & hyrum smiths sic were murdered in carthage jail
june 27 PMRM

after the prophet s death post continued his mission in the
east and apparently moved his family there although he
was aware of the move west under the leadership of brig

brother evans is supervisor of the processing section of the church archives
the christian palladium 1 august 1837 p 110
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ham young post remained in the east and refrained from
aligning himself with any of those who claimed a right to the
presidency in 1846 however this entry appears in his journal

july 14 I1 received today four nos of the voree
herald I1 read them after I1 returned before I1 slept & the
result is that I1 find much good evidence that james J strang
is appointed by the will of god to preside over his church
as successor to joseph smith

post followed the strangitestrengiteStrangite movement until the mid 1850s
during a conference on beaver island in 1850 strang was
corwned a king in zion this is post s account

july 818508 1850 this day is one long to be remembered
the grand feature of this day has been the crowning of a
king in zion & the electing of a grand council of 8 for the
setting up of the kingdom of god on the earth the scene
was solemn & impressiveimpress ve king james was hailed as king
in zion by one unanimous voice of the whole congregation
the day long looked for by prophets was declared at length
to have arrived

after becoming disillusioned with strang another attempt
at reorganization was made a meeting was held in kirtland
in october 1855

sun 7 met in the temple 121 past 10 oclock sic
brother martin harris was elected president of the confer-
ence stephen post secretary it was nothot deemed ex-
pedient to organize but to pass some stringent resolutions &
recommend another conference to meet next aprilsicapril sic

PM brsars wm smith & daniels spoke during which I1
wrote some resolutions the following resolutions were
received unanimously

ist resolved that the members of this conference have
full confidence in the raising up and calling of joseph smith
jr as translator seer & prophet to lay the foundation of
the church of jesus christ and move the cause of zion for
good in this generation

the following year 11 april 1856 post found kirtland
apparently a land barren of faith as people without a shephard

sic post s activities were also curtailed somewhat for
the following year and a half only seven entries were made in
his journal but by 1857 he became a follower of another of
those who claimed the right of the presidency sidney rigdon
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oct 25 1857 1I preached at br soules in erie preached
PM on the order of the church & set forth the revelations
shewingchewing the appt of S rigdon as president of the church

in sept wm smith got up a revelation appointing me a

printer to the church &cac he is now trying to organize as

president in kirtland ohio
in march 1856 S rigdon sent me a rev calling me to

assist in sending forth the word of the lord &c1&cj1

included in the collection in addition to the journals are
revelations sent to post from rigdon as his home in friend-
ship new york after post moved a branch of the church to
attica marion county iowa in 1864 rigdon continued to
direct the church by the mails consequently the collection has
what is probably one of the largest single collections of sidney
rigdon s letters more than 200 bear his signature other let-
ters some 200 more are from post s children from post to
his wife and to and from members and leaders of rigdon s

church the strangitestrengiteStrangite church and the reorganized church in-
cluded are letters to and from joseph smith III111illili other papers
are certificates and receipts revelations copied into bound
volumes arranged by sections like the doctrine and cove-
nants and published works most of the published material
come from other schismatic mormon groups and includes
pamphlets written by post many of the published works are
annotated

the collection tells much about rigdon and his religious
beliefs for example rigdon s church had apostles and a
prophet it had in addition female quorums of preisthoodpreisthood
rigdon was a prophet and president of his church and at one
time post his wife jane and rigdon s wife phebe served as
assistant presidents

in 1876 rigdon received a revelation which told post to
move his branch of the church from iowa to canada in
may post established a settlement at west lynn manitoba
two months later sidney rigdon died post held rigdon s
few followers together until his death in 1879 he was the
last important champion of rigdon and the wasting away of

ite mormonism with death 122rigdoniteRigdon really begins postpostss
fortunately the post family preserved and maintained the

papers of stephen post they came to the historian s office
dale L morgan A bibliography of the churches of the dispersion

western humanities review 8130 summer 1953
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from stephen post s grandson edward 0 post of winnipeg
manitoba two missionaries in the minnesota manitoba mis-
sion elder K van duren of salt lake city utah and elder
david E rowe of fairbanks alaska first contacted mr post
and learning of the collection notified the historian s office
elder van duren and elder rowe in connection with mission
president carl M king procured the papers for the historian s

office the collection which comprises about 2 121 cubic feet
of papers arrived in salt lake city in two shipments in
july and october 1971 this collection will most certainly add
to our knowledge of one of the many nineteenth century re-
ligious groups that followed the prophet joseph smith

PRESIDENT BUCHANAN RECEIVES A PROPOSAL
FOR AN ANTI MORMON CRUSADE 18571837

david A williams

the author of the letter which is reproduced herein robert
tyler was a son of john tyler tenth president of the united
states the tyler family s american roots stretched back to
the mid seventeenth century when its first representatives set-
tled in virginia president tyler first vice president to suc-
ceed to the presidency following the death of william H
harrison in 1841 like his father attended william and mary
and sent his son there also educated in the classic mannermanner
robert subsequently studied law under the direction of pro-
fessor beverly tucker he acted as private secretary to his
father during his years in the white house but thereafter his
career was dominated by the law and his political interests

philadelphia became robert tyler s home toward the end
of his father s term and it was there that he became a very
active member of the democratic party and a well known
friend and political ally of james buchanan the association
between these two men evidenced by numerous letters ex-
changed by them began in the late 1840s and persisted
through the civil war when robert tyler served in the treas-
ury department of the confederate government in an earlier

dr williams is a professor of history at california state college at long
beach
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and happier time he supported buchanan for president un-
successfully in 1852 butbit successsuccessfullyfully in 1856 during bu-
chanan s administration robert tyler was consulted on many
matters As the longtimelong time champion of buchanan he had ready
access to the president and as the chairman of the democratic
executive committee of pennsylvania he was a major figure
in party councils

this letter for which no reply has been discovered is a
significant document in presenting the private views of a
well known advisor to buchanan in clear detail it spells out
the political gain that would emerge if the public mind were
turned from bleeding kansas which was tearing the coun-
try and the democratic party asunder to crusade against the
mormonscormonsMormons the degree to which it influenced the thinking of
the administration and its decision to launch the military op-
eration known as the mormon war is not precisely known
but it demands more attention than it usually receives from
those who interpret this episode even in the best treatment
of the subject to date norman furniss the mormon conflict
yale university press 1960 it is somewhat slighted in the

book from which furniss obtained the letter philip G au-
champaughchampaugh robert tyler southern rights champion hin-
man stein duluth minnesota 1934 it is poorly handled As
it stands it represents a blatant attempt to pander to prejudice
in an effort to realize political gain the fact that it could
be seriously advanced by a son of a former president of the
united states to the incumbent president in and of itself
makes it a significant document in the political history of mor-
monism in america

phila april 27 1857
my dear sir

the public mind is becoming greatly excited on the sub-
ject of mormonism the popular idea is rapidly maturing that
mormonism already felt slightly in our large northern cities
should be put down and utterly extirpated

I1 believe that we can supersedesupercedesupercede the negro mania with the
almost universal excitementsexcitements of an anti mormon crusade cer-
tainly it is a subject which concerns all the religious bodies &
reaches every man s fireside with a peculiar interest should
you with your accustomed grip seize this question with a strong
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fearless & resolute hand the country I1 am sure will rally to
you with an earnest enthusiasm & the pipings of abolitionism
will hardly be heard amidst the thunders of the storm we shall
raise were I1 president I1 would put down & cast out this
hideous imposture equally at war with conscience reason
& philosophy at all hazards I1 would take the ground that
the case was anomalous & altogether exceptional without the
limits of ordinary constitutional treatment & that the princi-
ples of the democratic party in regard to territories conse-
quently had no application the eyes & hearts of the nation
may be made to find so much interest in utah as to forget
kansas

I1 see by telegraph that mr forney has purchased one
fourth of the pennslyvanian & is coming here as editor I1 am
heartily glad of this provided he will come here to serve your
cause faithfully & to conduct his editorial office with strict
impartiality to all in this event he will be most welcome &
will succeed otherwise he will be certain to fail in a manner
deplorable to yourself & injurious to the party I1 send an
article from the herald pray put not the slightest faith in
bennett a greater or mischievous knave does not live

his exclyescly ever your friend
james buchanan ro tyler

philip G auchampaugh robert tyler southern rights champion duluth
minnesota 1934 ppap 180181180 181

THE FLAG OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD

D michael quinn

the kingdom of god in mormon thought and practice
during the nineteenth century exceeded the confines of religion
alone 1 the kingdom of god was regarded by joseph smith

D michael quinn is a graduate of brigham young university who is cur-
rently a candidate for the master s degree inin history at the university of utah
he is also an historical associate with the historical department of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints

the best general studies of this question are james R clarkdarkoark the king-
dom of god the council of fifty and the state of deseret utah historical
quarterly 26131148261511482613126151 148 april 1958 hyrum L andrus joseph smith and
world government salt lake city deseret book co 1958 and klaus J
hansen quest for empire the political kingdom of god and the council of
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brigham young and john taylor presidents of the church
as more than the ecclesiastical church the kingdom of god
was at once millenarian and contemporary spiritual and tem-
poral one characteristic which has been overlooked in schol-
arly analyses of the council of fifty and mormon kingdom of
god is the existence of an external symbol of that political
kingdom a banner or flag

joseph smith suggested the possibility of creating an ensign
for the kingdom of god as early as 22 june 1844 1I1 also
gave orders that a standard be prepared for the nations 2 ac-
cording to LDS church historian george A smith joseph
smith s concept for an ensign was amplified in a vision brig-
ham young had after the prophet s death

while they were fasting and praying daily on the subject
the migration west president young had a vision of joseph

smith who showed him the mountain that we now call en-
sign peak immediately north of salt lake city and there
ledsivaswasbaymay an ensign fell upon that peak and joseph said build
under the point where the colors fall and you will prosper
and have peace 3

although george A smith s account was separated from the
occurenceoccurrenceoccurence by more than twenty years john D lee recorded in
his diary a sermon given by brigham young on 13 january
1846 in which there are more details about this flag

pres B young said that the saying of the prophets would
never be verified unless the house of the lord be reared in
the tops of the mountains & the proud banner of liberty
wave over the valleys that are within the mountains & I1
know where the spot is & I1 know how to make this flag
jos sent the colourscolouos and said where the colourscolouos settled there
would be the spot 4

therefore even prior to the departure of the saints from

fifty in mormon history east lansing michigan state university press
1967

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols 2ndand ed rev salt lake city deseret book
co 1967 6528

journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool england F D richards
185418861854 1886 1385 discourse delivered 20 june 1896 italics added at
the time of this discourse elder smith was first counselor to president brig-
ham young

4john D lee diary 13 january 1846 typescript church archives hist-
orical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city utah hereinafter cited as church archives
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nauvoo illinois brigham young contemplated making a
special flag for the mountain haven of the saints

by the time brigham young led the first pioneer company
toward the great basin in the spring of 1847 he had aligned
this flag with the political kingdom of god on 29 may 1847
president young preached a sermon on this subject to the pio-
neer company

president young then spoke of those who was not inin the
church as there were some present that they would be
protected in their rights but they must not introduce wicked
men in the camp for it would not be sufsufferedferedcered he then
spoke of the standard and ensign that would be reared in
zion to govern the kingdom of god and the nations of the
earth for every nation would bow the knee and every tongue
confess that JESUS was the christ and this will be the stand-
ard the kingdom of god and his laws and judgment in

a shorthand entry which completes the full
name of the council of fifty the kingdom of god and his
laws with the keys and powers thereof and judgment in the
hands of his servants and on the standard would be a
flag of every nation under heaven 5

in response to this allusion to a flag of the kingdom wilford
woodruff drew a sketch of a flag in the margin of his journal
fig 1

the flag wilford woodruff drew was not the one sug-
gested by brigham young s words ie a simple composite of
the flags of the nations of the earth the flag he sketched
in his journal was distinctively mormon in several characteris-
tics the emblems of the sun moon and star which had al-
ready been used as motifs in the nauvoo temple the twelve
scallops along the edges of the flag s extremity perhaps sym-
bolizingbol izing the twelve tribes of israel or the twelve apostles I1 and
the three ascending lines in the lower lefthandleft hand corner of the
flag perhaps symbolizing the godhead or the presidency of
the church the significance of other details of the sketch is
obscure the flag may have been merely wilford woodruff s

imaginative representation of what the flag of the kingdom of
god might look like in may 1847 it appears that the flag
of the kingdom of god was still an indefinite visual concept
in the minds of the leaders of that kingdom

wilford woodruff journal 29 may 1847 holograph church archives
spelling and punctuation corrected
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on 26 july 1847 brigham young heber C kimball wil-
ford woodruff george A smith willard richards ezra T
benson albert carrington and william clayton ascended a
peak at the north end of the salt lake valley which they
named ensign peak many later commentators on this incident
have asserted that these men raised the flag of the united states
on the peak at this time historian brigham H roberts dis-
missed that assertion as fiction in his official history of the
LDS church 6 however a flag of the united states was ac-
tually raised in the salt lake valley sometime in 1847 but
not on ensign peak erastus snow clarified the matter by

stating in 1847 the standard of the american nation was
planted on this temple block I1 assisted in planting it 7

despite authoritative denials of the ensign peak story the tra-
dition of the american flag on ensign peak persisted and on
26 july 1934 a monument was erected there commemorating
the alleged raising of old glory

debunking the myth of the flag on ensign peak leaves us
with a question concerning the naming of the peak if no US
flag was raised could a flag of the kingdom of god or any-
thing representing it have been raised on that prominence on
the day it was named by brigham young and the exploring
party the earlier vision of brigham young concerning the
peak included a flag of some kind and B H roberts indi-
cated that the significance of ensign peak concerned the po-
litical kingdom of god rather than loyalty to the united
states

the ensign that these latter day saint pioneers had in
mind and of which they had frequently spoke en route was
something larger and greater than any national flag whatso-
ever and what it was meant to represent was greater than
any earthly kingdom s interest and I1 speak not slightingly
of earthly kingdoms either but this ensign in the minds
of the mormon pioneers concerned not one nation but
all nations not one epoch or age but all epochs and all ages
not nationality but humanity is its scope and concern it was
the sign and ensign of the empire of christ it was a prophecy

ab6b13 H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 6 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1930
33713743371 374 roberts had originally published this as the mormonscormonsMormons and the
united states flag improvement era 2537253 7 november in 1931 andrew
jenson assistant church historian reaffirmed roberts view salt lake trib-
une 1 august 1931

journal of discourses 2386 discourse delivered 7 april 1882 italics
added
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of the time to come when the kingdoms of this world would
become the kingdom of our lord and of his christ and
he shall reign forever and forever 8

in 1910 william C A smoot one of the last survivors
of the first pioneer company gave his personal account of the
flag raising on ensign peak

brigham young heber C kimball and his associates
went up on the hill and toward ensign peak which was the
name they gave it as kimball said we will someday
hoist an ensign here while they were up there looking
around they went through some motions that we could not
see from where we were nor know what they meant they
formed a circle seven or eight or ten of them but I1 could
not tell what they were doing finally they came down in
the evening they hoisted a sort of flag on ensign peak
not a flag but a handerchiefhandkerchiefhanderchief belonging to heber C kim-
ball one of those yellow bandana kind this explained the
actions of the party when they first went up on the peak
and which we could not understand 9

smoot s account was viciously attacked in an editorial of the
salt lake herald republican on 2523 march 1910 to which
smoot subsequently replied

and what I1 said about the appearance of the valley when
we arrived here in july 1847 and also about the hoisting of
the bandana handkerchief on ensign peak is as true as that
god almighty lives at the time I1 felt pride in the very
thought of hoisting an ensign to the world for such it was
represented to be when they unfurled the handkerchief to
the breeze at that time I1 took it to be emblematic of what
should be done later and that it was a bandanna handker-
chief and not the stars and stripes I1 know for a fact 10

smoot s account implies that the raising of the makeshift en-
sign on the peak was a spontaneous affair which would ac-
count for the absence of reference to a flag raising in the
diaries of the men involved the naming of the peak and
smoot s understanding of the handkerchief incident indicated
that an official ensign might be hoisted on ensign peak at
some future time

roberts comprehensive history 3275 italics in the original
salt lake tribune 18 march 1910 p 2 william C A smoot had been

a bishop from 1866 to 1877 after which time he had become disaffected from
the church his remarks quoted here were a part of a speech he gave at the
annual banquet of the american party in 1910

ibid 27 march 1910iglo p 12 italics added
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the details of that occurrence are not presently extant but
it is very possible that after july 1847 a flag of the kingdom
of god was raised on ensign peak this seems to be the im-
plication of the familiar mormon hymn high on the moun-
tain top written on 19 february 1853 by joel hills john-
son johnson s reference to a flag of the kingdom of god
is implied in the first lines of the hymn high on a mountain
top a banner is unfurled ye nations now look up it waves
to all the world that a flag of the kingdom of god had
been raised in salt lake city by 1853 is also implied by brig-
ham young s comment during the same year about reports that
the saints had hoisted the flag of our independence 12

although the raising of a theocratic flag on ensign peak
can only be inferred there is direct evidence that a flag of
the kingdom of god was subsequently designed and displayed
the saints apparently gave public display to a flag of the
kingdom of god as early as 1859 even though the utah ex-
peditionary force remained in utah as an uncomfortable re-
minder of the utah war A non mormon emigrant to cali-
fornia william henry knight attended the july fourth cele-
bration in the salt lake valley in a letter to his mother on
7 july 1859 knight wrote the mormonscormons were celebrating
the day with a flag of their own firing cannon and marching
about to yankee music 13 knight s allusion seems to indicate
that it was a flag other than old glory but his lack of des-
criptioncrip tion leaves us uninformed as to the appearance of the flag
of the kingdom

twenty years later another non mormon don maguire
observed the flag of the kingdom in public display during the
funeral of brigham young in 1877 maguire not only des-
cribed the flag in his personal journal but also associated this
flag with ensign peak

kindly note gentle reader that utah history states that
the flag known as the stars and stripes was placed on en-
sign peak about the twenty ninth sic day of july 1847
the so called flag of the stars and stripes placed there on
that occasion was a flag having in its upper left hand corner
a blue field with a circle of twelve stars and in the center

johnson was a brother of benjamin F johnson a member of the original
council of fifty organized in march 1844 by joseph smith

13 Journal of discourses 1188 discourse delivered 9 june 1853
italics added quoted in bertha knight power william henry knight

california pioneer new york 1932 p 19
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a large white star the stripes on that flag instead of being
red and white stripes were blue and white stripes and it
was to be the flag denoting mormon sovereignty over an
area that they had now taken possession of for good
and sufficient reasons the so called flag of stars and stripes
raised on ensign peak above salt lake city in july 1847
was never again seen in public until the day of brigham
youngs funeral when it hung from a second story window
of heber C kimballsKimballs residence that flag was exposed
to public view on that morning september 1877 and it may
be supposed that between the hours of eleven 0 clock and
two 0 clock of the same day it was carefully folded and laid
away in the redwood casket containing the mortal remains
of brigham young there to rest with him unto the morning
of the resurrection 14

wilford woodruff s version of the flag of the kingdom may
have been imaginative but maguire described a tangible re-
ality the colors of the flag of the kingdom were blue and
white these were the colors of the flags used in the iowa
settlements of the saints to announce meetings the white
flag for the entire camp and the blue flag for captains of
companies most of whom were members of the council of
fifty 15 the stars in the blue field suggest a symbolism con-
sistent with the theory of the kingdom of god the twelve
tribes of israel or possibly the twelve apostles surrounding
christ as king of the kingdom of god maguire did not in-
dicate how many stripes were in the flag but in view of the
prominence of the number twelve in mormonism the artist s

conception of the flag in this article fig 2 shows only twelve
stripes

don maguire journal second narrative july 1877 29 june 1878 p
21 typescript utah state historical society salt lake city utah part of
this account was published in charles kelly and hoffman birney holy murder
the story of porter rockwell new york minton balch & co 1934 ppap
939493 94

lee diary 18 february 1846
A published version of this flag showing thirteen stripes is found in

norman C pierce the 313 1 years salt lake city inpapgnpnp 1963 p 211 As
early as 1855 a variation of the american flag appeared in the church publi-
cation the mormon published in new york city by john taylor between
1855 and 1857 the masthead of the publication showed two flags each
having the stars arranged in a circular fashion though scattered the flag on
the right hadthehadtkehad the word utah as the center for the star configuration the
flag on the left showed one large five pointed star in the center of the field
with twenty four stars surrounding it in a haphazard fachioncachionfachion since there were
thirty one states in the union in 1855 the other seven stars were apparently
concealed inin the folds of the flag design or were obscured by the wing of an
agle which partly covered the flag
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fig 2 the flag of the kingdom of god was publicly flown from a window
at brigham youngs funeral on september 1877 thisibis figure is drawn from
a description in journal of don maguire

fig 3 another version of the flag of the kingdom of god was fflownlownglowniown from
the salt lake temple contructioncontractioncontruction on 6 april 1880 this figure is drawn
from a description in the journal of john D T mcalister
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three years following the funeral of brigham young a

somewhat different flag of the kingdom of god was publicly
displayed in salt lake on 6 april 1880 the LDS church
celebrated the golden jubilee of its organization on that date
john D mcallister president of the st george stake of the
church described the flag as follows

fifty years today since the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints was organized flags and banners un-
furled on the temple was a white one with blue field a
circle of twelve stars and three in the center in the form
of a triangle all representing the first presidency & the
twelve truth and peace fidelity 17

in this flag of the kingdom of god fig 3 there were no
stripes and in place of one larger star there was a triangle of
three large stars surrounded by the twelve smaller stars the
symbolism in this flag seems to relate more directly to the or-
ganization of the church as was indicated in MimcallistercAllister s in-
terpretationterpretation however the star motif and the colors of blue
and white seem to be a direct derivation from the flag of the
kingdom displayed in 1877

although the political kingdom of god in mormonism
never attained its millenarian fulfillment it was regarded as
a precursor of things to come the provisional ensigns of the
nineteenth century indicate the seriousness with which the
latter day saints accepted the call to establish a literal king-
dom of god in the tops of the mountains

john D T mcallister diary 6 april 1880 church archives punctu-
ation added
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YADIN ZIGAEL bar kachbakochba new york random house
1971 271 ppap 150015.001500

reviewed by dr hugh nibley professor of history and re-
ligion at brigham young university

almost a quarter of a century ago this investigator wrote a
study of life in the arabian desert in ancient times it first
appeared in the pages of the improvement era under the title
of lehi in the desert and drew almost exclusively on the
writings of european visitors to those arid regions during the
past 200 years and the works of medieval and modern arabic
writers some years later in a study called qumranquaran and the
companions of the cave he again explored the subject this
time with extensive flights into the early arabic writers rev
de qumaum 5 19651965 ppap 177198177 198 since the ways of the
beduinsbeduino are notoriously unchanging the idea was that the
arabic report of how things were out there would apply in
ancient as well as in medieval and modern times and thereby
supply us with a control over nephi s history of his family s

travels and tribulations in those same deserts early in the 6thath
century BC the main reason for using arabic sources was
of course that there were no other specialized studies in the
field but just as the articles began to appear the first copies
of the dead sea scrolls began to be available and that
changed everything we no longer had to ask the arabs how
the jews may have behaved in the desert in ancient times
since we now had firsthandfirst hand reports of how they actually did
those reports have steadily increased in volume and prof
yadinbadin s book now carries the book of mormon student far be-
yond the former speculations

the reaction to these marvelous discoveries by their finders
is convincing confirmation of the book of mormon thesis that
these new findings were meant to be the israeli scholars are
understandably moved by the one thing that makes these docu
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ments of supreme importance for them the fact that they be-
long to their own ancestors we found that our emotions
were a mixture of tension and awe writes prof yadinbadin yet
astonishment and pride at being part of the reborn state of
israel after a diaspora of 1800 years p 253 compare
this with nephi s moving lines and it shall be as if the fruit
of thy loins had cried out unto them from the dust for I1

know their faith and they shall cry from the dust even
after many generations have gone by them 2 nephi 3

19f their own people after all those years how often has it
happened that ancient documents 2000 years old have been
dug up in their own homeland by the very descendants of the
men who wrote those documents and what is still more marvel
lous who could still read them on the spot we know of no
other such instance in the history of scholarship nephi con-
tinues for those who shall be destroyed shall speak unto them
out of the ground and their speech shall be low out of the dust
and their voice shall be as one that hath a familiar spirit for the
lord god will give unto him power that he may whisper
concerning them even as it were out of the ground and
their speech shall whisper out of the dust 2 nephi 26
l6ff16fflaff all this talk about dust well anyone who visits the
sites or reads yadinbadin s books soon finds himself deep in dust
every text discussed in dr yadinbadin s new book was found by
the searchers deliberately buried under the floor of a very
dusty cave they have not survived accidentally as most other
ancient writings have but were hidden away on purpose nor
were they simply left behind or misplaced or forgotten by
people who moved on and lived out their lives elsewhere
the people who left these records died soon after they buried
them and died on the spot the victims of a savage religious
war for those who shall be destroyed shall speak unto
them out of the ground 2 nephi 2616 what do
these records contain accounts of contemporary affairs in
private letters legal documents military and civil correspon-
dence or in the words of the book of mormon for thus
saith the lord god they shall write the things which shall
be done among them wherefore as those who have been
destroyed have been destroyed speedily 2 nephi 26
171817 18 not only all their letters and legal papers but their
household effects and their bones were left behind in the caves
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for the simple reason that they did not have time to escape
As to their destroyers nothing remains here today of the
romans save a heap of stones on the face of the desert writes
yadinbadin but here the descendants of the besieged were return-
ing to salvage their ancestors precious belongings p 235
again the book of mormon and the multitude of their
terrible ones shall be as chaff that passethbasseth away 2 ne-
phi 2618

the future of the book of mormon is fittingly the subject
of prophecy by the first man and the last one to write it mo-
roni ends and seals up the book with the prophecy that when
its words shall be like as one crying from the dead yea
even as one speaking out of the dust moroni 1027 then
shall the invitation go forth to the jews awake and arise
from the dust 0 jerusalem enlarge thy borders forever
that thou mayest no more be confounded moroni 31
which is exactly what they are doing today

in reading prof yadinbadin s account of the findings of the
ancient artifacts and documents inin a cave in the nahal hever
cliffs we seem to shift back and forth between the refugees
and the fighters under bar kochbakachba or in book of mormon
terms between lehi the refugee in the desert and moroni
the hero fighting against fearful odds to save his people

first consider lehi warned by dreams and portents of the
imminent fall of jerusalem to the babylonians fleeing by night
with his family to the south desert with the intention of found-
ing some sort of community there his sons sent back to the
city to obtain valuable family documents hid in nearby caves
as the sized up the situation and laid their plans the caves
in which the bar kochbakachba documents were found were places
of hiding and the people who wrote and owned them had
brought them from home for they too were refugees from
the approaching armies of a mighty world conquering power
determined to hold palestine and to subdue the jews for that
purpose

in lehi s day we find many well to do jews putting their
trust in egypt and finally fleeing thither when things got too
hot in jerusalem the same sort of thing meets us in the let-
ters of a rich lady named babatababaca found in the cave of lett-
ers she was all ready to flee to egypt where she had prop
etry but unfortunately she did not make it p 248 lehi
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burned his bridges behind him and did not expect to return to
jerusalem but to find a promised land in the desert nothing
was farther from his mind than crossing the ocean nephi
was simply staggered when he was commanded to build a ship
and his brothers laughed their heads off at his presumption
on the other hand it is never hinted that there was anything
strange about lehi s taking to the wastelands or even propos-
ing that he should found a colony with his son nephi as its
ruler because that sort of thing was being done all the time
lehi s story takes place 700 years before bar kochbakachba s day and
yet the two tales present astonishing points of resemblance
which we believe are more than purely coincidental for the
same cave that yielded the bar kochbakachba materials also brought
forth evidence of much earlier occupations the diggers work-
ing under baradonbar adon in a neighboring cave in the nahal mish
mar discovered a treasure of 429 metal objects some of them
quite beautiful and as the things were brought to light the
workers spontaneously burst into a very well known hebrew
song of the temple for the beautiful bronze objects strongly
suggested temple vessels to their minds p 218 yet those
objects were found by carbon 14 dating to be no less than
5000 years old the most plausible explanation of how they
got to the cave is that people fleeing from the advances of the
first kings of egypt into palestine brought and hid them there
p 211 in all probability they were sacred vessels but what

and whose even without an inkling of the answer it is clear
that the practice of people fleeing to these caves with their
sacred and profane treasure is far older than lehi s day the
same caves also yielded objects from the iron age of the 8thath
and 7thath centuries BC ie from lehi s own time making it
quite clear according to yadinbadin that these remote caves

served as places of refuge for people who were forced by
circumstances to flee the rulers of the land p 30 we are
also reminded of how lehi s sons were impressed by the
11 precious steel of a sword that being a time when the stuff
was available iron could not be smeltedsmelter without a carbon
mixture which made it steel but was still very costly 1 I1 ne-
phi 59 1618

the most welcome aspect of the new findings is that the
families who fled from the town to the desert took along col-
lections of writings with them legal documents corresponcorrespond
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dence family records scripture quite in the manner of lehi
unfortunately the modemmodern beduinsbeduino of the region knowing
the monetary value of the ancient scrolls had thoroughly
sacked nearly all the caves before the scholars could get to
them but the scraps of writing dropped by them in their
hasty departure happen to be passages of scripture which pe-
culiarlyculiarly fitted the situation of the people in their desert hiding
places though this may be a coincidence it does remind us
that nephi in the desert made it a point to read to his people
just those scriptures which applied to their present situation
and I1 did read many things unto them which were written

in the book of moses but that I1 might more fully persuade
them to believe I1 did liken all scriptures unto us that it
might be for our profit and learning 1 I1 nephi 1923
this practice of applying ancient stories and prophecies to
their own peculiar condition was found to be a special practice
of the religious community at qumranquaran who compared them-
selves to israel driven into the wilderness and sorely afflicted
by gentile armies in ages past this is exactly what nephi
did to hearten his people wandering in the sands and it was
the book of mormon that first pointed up the practice

As might be expected the most interesting and important
documents of all to their discoverers were the personal letters
including an autograph of bar kochbakachba himself these take
us not into the world of lehi so much as into that of the great
book of mormon general moroni thus we find that bar
kochbakachba s people reissued roman coins with a new stamp upon
them bearing slogans of liberty resembling those on the trum-
pets of the armies in the battle scroll such devices are year
1 redemption of israel year 2 freedom of israel or
simply freedom of jerusalem these slogans were to inspire
the people to resistance inscription money having long
been used in the ancient world especially by the romans as
a convenient means of spreading government propaganda
compare this with moroni s standards in memory of our
god our religion and freedom and our peace our wives and
our children alma 4612 and he took the pole
which had on the end thereof his rent coat and he called it
the title of liberty alma 461546154613 it has been ob-
jected that such talk of liberty smacks suspiciously of nine
teenthsteenth century america rather than ancient israel but the
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constant recurrence of the word liberty kherutKherut in the dead
sea scrolls to say nothing of the bar kochbakachba coins shows that
it is entirely in order in moroni s world but what has that
world of circa 70 BC in the western hemisphere to do with
bar kochbakachba s world of 131132131 132 AD in palestine surpris-
ingly a great deal not only have the new discoveries shown
the jews to be phenomenally conservative in their ways but
the book of mormon itself accounts for moroni s familiarity
with old world customs the title of liberty which he in-
scribed on his own cloak was suggested to him according to
his own report by an ancient tradition which the people had
brought with them to the new world let us preserve
our liberty as a remnant of joseph yea let us remember the
words of jacob when he saw that a part of the remnant
of the coat of joseph was preserved alma 4624274624 27
he then goes on to tell a story of how the garment of joseph
was preserved in two parts which the aged jacob recognized
on his deathbed weeping for the part one which was defiled
and rejoicing over the other which was miraculously preserved
this was a story that went back to the old country which
the people were enjoined to remember it is not in the bible
and I1 have not found reference to it in any jewish source
and though my resources are far from unlimited still they go
immeasurably beyond what joseph smith possessed and yet
he knew this story which I1 have found preserved in the pages
of tha labi who got it from an old jewish informant some-
where in persia in the tenth century the point is that moroni
bases his military practices on the customs of the jews in the
homeland

the story of moroni s war of liberation with its liberty
slogans is taken from the book of alma in the book of mor-
mon and this provides us with another tangible link to the
old world namely the name of alma which deserves a mo-
mentary digression the more exotic proper names of the
book of mormon have been matched up extensively and some-
times quite convincingly with real egyptian and semitic names

which is what they claim to be such an odd monickerbonickermonicker as
paanchipalanchi who ever heard of a double a in english not
only turned up in the egyptian records a generation after the
book of mormon came out but turns out to be a rather promi-
nent and important name in the bargain and such a very
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un egyptian orientalunorientalun indeed un anything name as her
mounts was applied by the book of mormon nephitesNephites to
a region on the extremity of the land where wild animals
abounded a territory whose description perfectly matches that
part of the world to which the egyptians gave the name of
hermonthisHermon this but strangely enough the name in the book
of mormon that has brought the most derision on that book
and caused the greatest embarrassment to the latter day saints
especially among those holders of the priesthood who have
borne it among the children of men is the simple and unpre-
tentioustentious alma roman priests have found in this obviously
latin and obviously feminine name who does not know that
alma mater means fostering mother gratifying evidence
of the ignorance and naivete of the youthful joseph smith
how could he have been simple enough to let such a thing
get by at least his more sophisticated followers should have
known better it is therefore gratifying to announce that at
the extremeextreme end of the cave of letters on the north side
of the nahal hever between three and four 0 clock of the
afternoon of 15 march 1961 professor yadinbadin put his hand
into a crevice in the floor of the cave and lifted out a goatskingoat skin
bag containing a woman s materials for mending her family s

clothes on their sad and enforced vacation and stuffed away
under the stuff at the very bottom of the bag was a bundle
of papyrus rolls wrapped in a cloth these were the bar
kochbakachba letters and among them was a deed to some land
near engedien gedi the nearest town to the cave owned by four
men one of whom signed himself or rather dictated his name
since he was illiterate as alma the son of judah the deed
is reproduced in color on p 177 of the book and there at the
end of the fourth line from the top as large as life is almaAaimal1 m a
ben yehudah which prof yadinbadin sensibly renders alma
with no reservations and speaking of names it is interesting
that the jews who reissued roman coins as bar kochbakachba coins
with their pious patriotic inscriptions gave the coins new names
and denominations p 176 with the same freedom with
which alma says his people invented new names and denomi-
nations of money alma 11

bar kochbakachba s war like moroni s was a holy war a messi-
anic war with fanatical concern for the temple p 27 in
the struggle for liberation the hero found his hands full deal
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ing with all kinds of people and problems for one thing
he found that some of the wealthier citizens of a city were

evadersevanders of national duties in his day as their ancestors had
been in the days of nehemiah p 125 nehemiah 35 spe-
cifically they were disregarding the mobilization orders of
bar kochbakachba who became exceeding angry and issued dire
threats against them including even the death penalty com-
pare this with moroni in a like situation and it came to pass
that whomsoever of the amalickiahites that would not enter
into a covenant to support the cause of freedom he caused
to be put to death and there were but few who denied the
covenant of freedom alma 4635 and who were the
amalickiahites A coalition of those who because of their
exceeding great riches opposed government controls alma
4524 those who considered themselves the aristocracy who
professed the blood of nobility alma 5118ff5118ff the king
men led by the lower judges of the land seeking for
power alma 464 local judges official and other upper
crust bound together by family ties as kindreds whose
boast was that they had acquired much riches by the hand of
their industry alma 104 3 nephi 627 etc and many in
the church who believed amaliciah and dissented from
the church alma 467 these were no pacifistspaci fists or draft
evadersadersevandersev but were armed to the teeth those men of pachus
and those kingsmenkingstenkingsmen whosoever would not take up arms in de-
fence of their country but would fight against it alma
62911629 11 these alma put to death bar kochbakachba had to deal
with just such characters and he did it in the same way to
the brothers for so he calls them as moroni does all to
whom he writes in the city of engedien gedi he personally wrote
a letter in hebrew that survives to this day to masabalaMasabala
and to yehonathan bar be ayan peace in comfort you sit
eating and drinking from the property of the house of israel
and care nothing for your brothers thus yadinbadin p 133
we have italicized certain words to point up the parallels to
moroni s letter from the field to pahoranzahoranPahoran in the city of
zarahemlaZarah emla and also to all those who have been chosen
by this people to govern and manage the affairs of this war
alma 601 can you think to sit upon your thrones in

a state of thoughtless stupor while your enemies are spreading
the work of death around you yea while they are murdering
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thousands of your brethren alma 607 to such people
moroni issues a dire threat and I1 will come unto you
behold I1 will stir up insurrection among you even until those
who have desires to usurp power and authority shall become
extinct alma 6027 if this sounds shockingly severe the
provocation was as terrible moroni like bar kochbakachba was
holding on by the skin of his teeth whatever we may think
of bar kochbakachba s harsh tone writes yadinbadin it is quite clear
that yehonathan an important leader was not the most
loyal of subordinates and there were others like him in high
office especially as things grew worse p 134 but if the
secret of moroni s success was his essential gentleness he al-
ways called a halt to the fighting the instant the enemy whom
he called his brethren showed the least inclination to parley
it has often been said that bar kochbakachba s undoing was the lack
of such a redeeming quality his brutality according to some
sources was manifested in the way he killed the revered rabbi
eleazar of modiinmodlinmodain who bar kochbakachba suspected of betraying
the secrets of bethar a city under attack to the romans
this cruel act according to the same sources caused bar
kochbakachba s death and the fall of bethar p 26

when another leader galgoulaGalgoula was called to task for
holding out supplies including a cow he wrote to his superiors
to explain were it not for the gentiles the romans who
are near us I1 would have gone up and satisfied you concern-
ing this lest you say that it is out of contempt that I1 did not
go to you p 136 moroni ran into just such a misunder-
standing when he accused pahoranzahoran of withholding supplies
to which pahronkahron replied just as galgoulaGalgoula did it is those
who have sought to take away the judgment seat from me that
have been the cause of this great iniquity they have with-
held our provisions and have daunted our freemen that they
have not come unto you in your epistle you have censured
me but it matterethmattereth not I1 am not angry but do rejoice in the
greatness of your heart alma 614 9

if the book of mormon were a product of our own day
such striking parallels and there are many others would be
not only a suspicious but a damning circumstance As it is
one is still forced to ask for an explanation for a phenomenon
which can hardly be mere coincidence the explanation is to
be found in the nature and genius of the jewish people whose
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internal and external history has a way of falling into almost
rigid patterns the kind of squabbles that go on among them-
selves are typically and thoroughly jewish and you will find
them everywhere the same temperament or culture places them
at odds with the outside world in a particularwayparticular way so that
the atrocities committed against them seem to fall into the
same mold whether in the first or fifteenth or twentieth cen-
turies and whether in spain germany or russia this is the fa-
miliar theme of the prophets rebellion punishment repent-
ance the same old cycle round and round just as the six weeks
war of 1948 broke out the battle scroll of the dead sea scrolls
came to light it read like a series of editorialsjoeditorialseditorialsJostoto inspire twenawen

tiethbieth century jews to deeds of heroism and aass such it was joy-
fully received the battle scroll now edited by prof yadinbadin
shows to what an amazing degree even in such a technical and
dating operation as warfare the ancient image fits the modern
situation

r

since the discovery of the dead sea scrolls it has become
plain that one of the constants of jewish history inin ancient
times was the small band of pious souls who would leave
jerusalem which they deemed doomed and corrupted to go
out into the desert to form their own community there and
to attempt to carry on in the manner of israel in the wilder-
ness under moses lehi is a classic example of such an oper-
ation and the tradition was carried over right into the new
world lehi s descendants forming such groups of pious
sectariesnectariessectaries from time to time the most notable of these was
alma s colony and we are told how it came about alma
as a young priest serving under a corrupt king became a secret
disciple of the prophet abinadi who was a master of the old
jewish lore and a caustic wit he was a walking bible and
after he was put to death alma hid out in a cave and wrote
from memory and probably from notes all he could recall
of abinadi s teachings then he went out into a desert place
to a spot called the waters of mormon and there set up his
community organized in companies of 50 with visiting in-
spectorsspec tors engaging in pious activities self supporting and in-
dustriousdustrious he initiated members by baptism in the waters of
mormon even down to details his organization resembles very
closely the sectariesnectariessectaries of the dead sea yadinbadin points out in his
book the presence at qumranquaran of numerous cisterns and
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ritual baths p 189 the ritual nature of which was stoutly
denied by jewish and christian scholars alike as being an alto-
gether unlikely circumstance

of the thirty five private letters of the wealthy woman
babatababaca mentioned above twenty three belonged to the type
commonly known as double deeds or tied deeds the
use of which is a very old and known practice in the ancient
world though until this no actual examples had ever been
found from ancient times p 229 it was an arrangement
by which a legal agreement was written twice on the same
piece of papyrus or parchment the first time very small at
one end of the paper which was then rolled into a tight cylin-
der sewn closed and signed over with the participants sig-
natures the rest of the sheet the greater part of it then re-
ceived the same writing in bolder letters it was not sealed so
that it could be freely consulted while the other copy of the
text though on the same sheet remained tightly sealed until
the time came to settle the contract then it was unrolled and
compared with the other writing and if the two were exactly
the same ailallali would be in order the purpose of course was
to safeguard the original deed from falsification while at

the same time to enable its holder to use the lower exterior
half for daily reference as required p 250230 this is simply
an elaboration of the old tally stick technique which we have
discussed at length elsewhere very early strips of parchment
or cloth were attached to the sticks and wrapped around them
since there was not room enough on a stick for writing a
lengthy contract this was the origin of the jewish scroll
wrapped around a staff resembling a scepter the original
tally stick was a staff on which the contract and names of
the contracting parties were written the staff was then split
down the middle and one half the stock was kept by one
of the parties while the other the bill was held by the
other when the time came to settle the contract the two par-
ties would bring their sticks together in the presence of the
king and if they matched perfectly it was plain that neither
party had attempted to tinker with the document and the two
would then be bound with a string in the king s hand and laid
away in the archives the bar kochbakachba cave has now produced
twenty three examples of this technique and this is another
score for the book of mormon which claims to be that very
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11 stick of ephraim which in the last days would be joined
to the stick of judah so that the two would come together
11 and they shall be one stick in my hand ezekiel 3719
the word of the lord assures us that it is moroni whom I1

have sent unto you to reveal the book of mormon containing
the fulnessfalness of my everlasting gospel to whom I1 have com-
mitted the keys of the records of the stick of ephraim doc-
trine and covenants 275 there are many sticks but no
more significant joining of sticks than that now taking place
between the jewish and the nephite records

and it shall come to pass that the jews shall have the words
of the nephitesNep hites and the nephitesNephites shall have the words of
the jews and the nephitesNephites and the Jjewsewsaws shall have the
words of the lost tribes of israel and it shall come to
pass that my people which are of the house of israel shall
be gathered home unto the lands of their possessions and
my word also shall be gathered in one and I1 will show
unto them that fight against my word and against the
house of israel that I1 am god and that I1 covenanted with
abraham that I1 would remember his seed forever 2 nephi
2913142913 14

CHENEY THOMAS E AUSTIN FIFE AND JUANITA BROOKS

eds lore of faith and folly salt lake city utah university
of utah press 1971 275 ppap

reviewed by george L strebel who received his doctorate
in history from the university of california at berkeley
and currently teaches at the logan LDS institute of rel-
igion

this publication of the folklore society of utah presents
a variety of accounts about life in the mormon west nine
of the accounts deal with local situations which probably are
limited in their application to the communities where they
happened in most cases they find echoes of similarity in other
communities but not a enactmentreenactmentre of the same experience
three of the contributions deal with village histories each of
which present interesting details of folklore of those villages
but again such materials are mainly contributive to the folk-
lore of the mormon culture as a whole

although it is an interesting and significant account karl
young s red magic has little if anything to do with mor
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mon folklore it is representative of a great store of folklore
of the southwest indians of which professor young has an
almost unlimited supply at his disposal

the article by helen Z papanikolas greek folklore of
carbon county is an interesting account of a cultural pat-
tern which has been superimposed on a western and predomi-
nantly morimorlmormonnon environment and suggests some interesting
conflicts and adaptations which such a mixture of cultures has
produced utah with its cosmopolitan background could be
the source of many comparable studies

these accounts present approaches to a very necessary in-
gredient in utah pioneer experience life at best was hard
and often depressing to those who lived through it to make
their existence bearable and to divert their minds from the
pressures of reality pioneers often engaged in many types of
practical jokes and humor this relief often partook of the
rough crude characteristics of pioneer life itself such activi-
ties are reflected either directly as in brooks pranks and
prankstersPranksters and larson s ithamar sprague and his big
shoes or to an indirect almost ludicrous situation of a savage
indian with his hair tangled in a spinning wheel

robertson s the gray ghost of the desert is a sample
of the many tales of animals and birds as individuals and
as species which were noted and recorded among the pioneers
these stories arose from their interest in and their observation
of their new homeland

despite a keen interest in the arts in their own communities
utah shared with other western communities an interest in the
itinerant theatrical groups which toured frontier towns to bring
entertainment to the communities these troups were often
attractive simply because they presented new personalities and
new faces in the settlements dean farnsworth s barber on
the boards recounts such experiences in addition to pre-
serving a delightful bit of family history

because pioneer life was so difficult and uncertain especially
for the women they were probably more dependent upon and
sensitive to a spiritual strength which was necessary to main-
tain them in their difficult pioneering activity these experi-
ences are explored in woman heart is many voiced by
claire noall and A strange gift by rosabel ashton

two features significant and peculiar to mormon society
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are explored in prisoners for conscience sake by william
mulder a discussion of the polygamy struggle in utah wine
making in utah s dixie by olive W burt discusses some
of the problems associated with this seemingly contradictory
activity in a mormon community these accounts open some
interesting facets of mormon history

two folk heroes orin porter rockwell and samuel bran-
nan are presented respectively by gustive 0 larson and thom-
as E cheney these two men have been popularized by much
having been written about them these two summaries of
their lives with special reference to some folk myths about
them make interesting and significant reading

seven articles are included in this work which deal with
folklore more directly how to grow a legend by frank
robertson and why mormonscormons were said to wear horns
by karl young give some interesting insights into the devel-
opment of folklore itself five articles are devoted to an ex-
amination of general topics which present a culture wide in-
vestigationvestigation of folklore such as the cycle of life the
common cold and utah folk medicine and unsung crafts-
men all deal with the everyday life of people in utah ditt-
ies of death in deseret by olive burt and tales of the
supernatural by J H adamson deal with more esoteric
but none the less interesting facets of utah history

this book presents a prelude to more work to be done in
the fields of folklore and historical narrative each of the
areas either as presented in the book or as suggested in this
review could be expanded into collections of their own many
of them of book length the presentation of this material
while not historical in all aspects presents important insights
and understandings for a study of the history of the mormon
movement in the west
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